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New KELV1NAT0R

Electric Range
gives faster "Heat-up"... finer cooking!

Take

from Mother, a wonder-working electric range
it
can play a big pan in a happy marriage. See ihe
superb new Kcbinator llectric Ranges at your Kclvins. 1 ind his name in the Classified I'hone Hook.

like this
truly

ator Dealer

llil|»|)V Mir IIHlIo . . . happ v any woman . . wiih a new Kelvinator "Automatic Cook" Electric Range in her kitchen! tot she'll
enjoy all the ease, the cleanliness, the coolness, the wonderful results
of electric cooking pins Kelvinator's ama/ing new hvtit-ltp spet-J!
.

I'niforiiilv line rrsulls. loo! KeM nator makes it so CUV to get
every time! Heat is so accurateh controlled \ou can

better KSuitfl

.

.

.

cook applesauce with no water
custards and puddings in an ordinary pan
bake cakes and cookies with no shitting of pans.
.

.

.

.

.

.

SilirfS rOOkillg fslNt«*r! Imagine! Kelvinator's "Rocket" unit
hits cooking heat in seconds! Radiant broilers get red-hot in ten
seconds! Mammoth oven preheats to 3 50° in less than five minutes!

With huge double ovens, you can

Cooking

tiful electric

gets off to a

fast, fast start!

Mammoth Double Ovens!
Hake six pics, eight loaves
of bread, or all four layers
of a cake at one time, in
one oven, without shifting
pans. New, radiant-heat
broilers in both ovens
charcoal-like broiling.
.

.

M
n> 3-Sar" salesmen of Kcbinator
assures you the highest standard of courteous, helpful service.

LOOK FOR THIS EMBLEM. Awarded
Dealers,

ii

Get more ...

&T

broil

and bake

at

the

same

time.

Cook" lets you cook full meals with no
and more — in Kelvinator, today's most beau-

Kelvinator's "Automatic

watching. Get all this
range!

"Colormotic"

Different colored jewel-

"Automatic Cook"! Put
full meals in the oven
.

led lights Hash the heats

set

you

matic

Controls!

7 lights for 7
different heats. The same
measured heat each time
you dial it . with uniform results, every time!
dial.

.

.

.

.

Kelvinator's "AutoCook" Control...
and take afternoons off.

Have your morning's
coffee perked when you
get up! Carefree cooking!

"Star of the Frfw//i, " Kcbinator TV show, starring Morton
Downey, on CBS Network, bee your local paper for time and station.

TUNE IN!

JUNE

IS

I se t'ce

DAIRY MONTH.

cream and

other dairy products.
KCLVINAIOK, DIVISION OF NASH-K.ELV1NATOR CORPORATION, DETROIT 32, MICHIGAN

There's a big difference between a

perch

percheron

and a

—and

there is a powerful difference, too,
between gasoline and "ETHYL" gasoline!

North
"

.

.

.

East

.

.

.

South or West

Ethyl" gasoline runs engines best

When you

see the familiar yellow-and-black

on a pump, you know you are getting
"Ethyl" antiknock

fluid is the

"Ethyl" emblem

this better gasoline.

famous ingredient that steps up

power and performance. Ethyl Corporation, New York
Otktr pmiurt*„,td under

tht~ltr,,\"

trade-mark, lolitak...

^Mw

d.chlond.

.

.

.lodium Im.rollid

...

chlo-m. (liquid).

.. oil

ululate

*>•...)>.«•*• h.»oeklo>id.
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Thl s One

N. Y.

no other

shirt in the

world but

Van H eusen

the

has the patented soft collar that

wort
wrinkle.
ever!
This sensational soft collar just can't wrinkle

.

.

.

it's

—

has no layers to crease, no
in one piece
And no other shirt on earth hut the
Van Heusen Century has such lasting collar smartness .
plus Van Heusen "Comfort Contour" collar styling.

woven

lining to crumple.

(A new

shirt free if it slirinks out

nf size.)

In white, wide-spread or regular collars, single or French
cuffs

— in

two weaves of

fine broadcloth,

'3.95, *4.95

In blue, tan or grey, wide-spread (French cuffs)
or regular collar (single cuffs), $4.50
Tie shown: Van Heusen Wicker Weave Print. $1.50
Phillips.Jones Corp., N. Y. 1. N. Y.. Makers of Van Heusen
Shirts • Sport Shirts • Ties • Pajamas • Handkerchiefs

•

Collars

Heusen
won't wilt
woven in one

Perspiration
soft collar

neat

.

.

.

is

it!

Smooth, Laundering won't hurl it! Impossible Patented one-piece collar! No fused
Looks to iron-in wrinkles. And no starch or sewn layers to wrinkle or rumple,
means less ironing . longer wear.
It's a miracle of smart-looking comfort.
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*3.95

and
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piece.

neat without starch or stays,

is published weekly by
under the act ol Murch
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NEW

VICTORY OVER
NATION'S NUMBER ONE SKIN DISEASE

GREAT

CRACKS?
ITCHING?

THREE OUT OF FOUR. Studies show

that an alarmingly high number of people suffer
from Athlete's Foot each year. One authority states that Athlete's Foot attacks 3 out
of 4 Americans each year. Other authorities have reached similar conclusions. This
is indeed America's No. 1 skin disease
demanding attention from the nation and
from you. It affects all kinds of people, causes untold discomfort and distress, proJuces immense economic losses by lowering efficiency and causing absences from work.
.

"IEFTT" JAMES, famoul cooch
Univ.rilty football
tayt obowt NP-37

Item Road

of

.

.

Com.

IT? Many people have Athlete's Foot without knowing it. Their
symptoms arc mild but may become serious at any moment, especially when the feet
get hot and stay sweaty. Check your feet for the following warning signs: peeling,
itching, cracks between toes. These are not normal. Act before they develop into
blisters, open breaks, raw spots. The disease is caused by fungi, sometimes complicated by bacteria. Use something that kills both fungi and bacteria. That's NP-27.

HAVE YOU GOT

II

b.low what ho

IN LOCKER ROOMS. Athletic coaches and trainers must keep the feet of
their players in best condition. "Lefty" James, Cornell's great coach, says, "I use
NP-27 because I find it is most successful as a preventive and remedy for Athlete's

PROVED

Foot." Similar statements have been made by other noted coaches anil trainers,
including Carl Snavely. of North Carolina: Henry Frnka. of Tulane; "Rollie" Bevan,
Army's great trainer; Jack Rourke, Colgate trainer; Hugh Burns, head trainer at
Notre Dame. Take the advice of these experts; use NP-27 yourself.

PROVED IN PROFESSIONAL OFFICES. Chiropodists (foot specialists) sec more foot
troubles than anyone else. Twelve noted chiropodists cooperated in testing NP-27
and in chiropody's official journal reported these outstanding results: It allays itching
almost instantly; is not only effective but in almost all cases is promptly effective;
is remarkably free from irritation. Another scientific article by a leading chiropodist
showed that NP-27 will penetrate even into tough tissue, an important point because
some of the organisms causing the disease may be below the surface.

O0©
PROVED

IN LABORATORIES. Photos at left above show tests proving that NP-27 is
many different kinds of organisms which can cause Athlete's Foot.
Photos at right above show another test proving that NP-27 kills not only the organisms but also their spores, or seeds, from which the disease might "come back."
effective against

WHAT TO

DO. NP-27 is nice to use; no unpleasant odor, no mess, no staining; dries
almost instantly. For prevention, use it every other day; it*s a habit that pays. If
symptoms appear, use it daily. Unless satisfied, druggist will refund price. The
Norwich Pharmacal Company, Norwich, N.Y. (NP-27 is also available in Canada.)
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more protection!
more freedom from rashes!
stay soft after ivashing!
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Baby Pants

katflih Silk 'Softex

waterproofed without rubber... to insure baby's comfort
Baby's a welcome lap-lander in Silk Softex Baby Pants. They protect perfectly

.

.

.

yet Softex pants are breeze-cool

correct pants help shoo

than one ounce).
easier for

And

and comfortable, won't overheat delicate

away diaper

rashes. Full cut for comfort

.

.

.

skin.

And

Kleincrt's Silk Softex pants, today

.

.

.

.

.

these scientifically

featherlight (weigh less

Softex pants wash and dry in minutes, won't crack, peel or get

baby and you! Get

r

because Softex fabric

waterproofed without rubber ... by an exclusive Kleinert process. Moisture won't penetrate

is

stiff.

Make

life lots

>c«Afrrl*'il>«t>

Small, medium, large, extra large.

In white, pink, blue, tender green or yellow. §1-00

See how highl, ihe medkal

profcumn^Zm

thinks of Kleincrt's Hatty /'ants

Tipsy Pillow

. .

formula can't flow too

Little Farmer High Chair Pad .
It - fun to be up in a high chair, down
on the farm! Gay multicolored percale,
plastic coated. Waterproof, non-toxic.

Silk Softex Triple

WipM clean

'CIS

.

holds bottle at just the right

tilt

.

.

fast or too slow.

Quilted plastic in yellow, pink,
blue, while or green. Gift

boxed

.

.

.

$1.95

with a

damp

cloth

.

.

.

S3.95

Pak

. .

3 pairs of Silk Softex pants
in 3 pastels

A

. . .

gaily gift-packed.

perfect baby gift! ...53.00
«L.U..ILI

Hiaxl* ON THC Will COAlt

Dry-Down** Crih Sheet

.

.

Waterproof, covered With fleecy
cotton flannel. Always cozy,

never cold or

clammy

. . .

even when wet.

Carriages to crib sizes ... 59* to $3.95
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What

a wonderful

gift this

wonderfully different pocket lighter makes

Give a Parker Flaminaire now

and

light,

without refueling,

till

.

.

.

and

next

it

fall.

will light,

and

light,

Company

The Parker Pen

the distinguished

gift,

offers the Parker Fiaminaire to those

the unusual

the

gift,

welcome

gift,

who are

looking for

and the new.

NEW! THE ONLY POCKET LIGHTER

IN

MONTHS

THE WORLD THAT GIVES

LIGHTS

WITHOUT REFUELING!*
No
No

fooling with liquid fuels
fiddling with

wicks

Just clean, clear, hot flame

from cold so -butane gas.
i

Ihere's not a man alive who wouldn't cherish the new
Parker Fiaminaire cigarette lighter! Beautifully styled
beautifully balanced
precision

— beautifully made with

all

—

the

and dependability you'd expect from The

Parker Pen Company, makers of the world's finest pens.

The only gas
patents

a

Day
20
.

it's

made from

the original French

fueled with clean, odorless, pure

More than 300,000 owners are

iso-butane.
For Fathar'i

.

he 7/ thank you
daily for

lighter

— and

enjoying the seemingly everlasting lighting ability

timet

gift like this!

of

this latest,

$12.50 (no

greatest lighter of

F.E.

tax)

Parker Fiaminaire
beautifully

all!

you con have

in its

Now,

for only

— or give — the new

stunning gift case.

engraved with name or

initials.

Can be
See

it

quickly,

at smart dealers everywhere!

*The only pocket lighter
For

in

the world (regardless of

I

|

groom or uthort,
happy memento of

a

happy occasion/

for

V^

fuel used) that gives
lights

you

six

without refueling (even

months of safe, sure
if

you smoke as much

as a pack a day!).

for moil

in

uniform..

Thmy'M bfeii you
for monffii of

PARKER

FIAMINAIRE

Without refueling.

Precision-made to the tame high standard! achieved
in the Parker "51" Pen
world's most-wanted pen,

—

©1051— Tb* Puker Ppo Company

sure tightt

MADE

BY THE PARKER

PEN COMPANY,

U. S. A.
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Set it to
sprinkle
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6CT TO MY ARMY SHOW ON TIME

BECAUSE THAT NICE MECHANIC FIXED
My ford so Quiaay. guess i had stars
IN My EYES WHEN I THANKED HIM...

DOW

...BECAUSE HE INTERRUPTED WITH:
PIN STARS ON ME, LADY THE THANKS 60
TO GENUINE FORD PARTS. THEY MAKE

THE JOB SO EASY."
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rain-Itke

Beautiful, rich green. Long-lasting qual-

See this automatic and other famous
Sunbeam Rain King sprinklers at your
dealer's.

EXCLUSIVE
FINGER-TIP

Jr.,

Kathleen Shortall. Jane
Smith. JeanneStahLCabrielle Staub. Maritaret Thompson. Virginia L' —flli Jane \\ ilson.
Copy Readkks: Helen Deuell (Chief). Bernic« Adelson, Irraine Barry, Hilda Ed»on,
Aiiabel Simpson.

CONTROL

Automatical! v tetl revolving ormi to sprinkle

any oreo you want from
5 to 50 feet.

.

man

tai

Djy-tan

ity.

Oliver AtttB, Herbert Urean. Eurl Brown.
Robt rt Campbell. Tom Carinicbael. Cene

1

Fathar's

Here's convenience you've always wanted
in a sprinkler— desired distance and spray
automatically at a turn of a dial!
Speed of the revolving arms breaks up

/>

5600 W.

""'.frt"
Chitoga SO,

III.

T

Canada

outweam ™

Facto

CORPORATION

How To Keep

FOOT HAPPY

,

Dorothy

Illson,

Sadler. Rachel

Clan

Nicolai,

And Free of ATHLETE S FOOT

Virginia

Tuckerman.
PICTURE BUREAU

Chief

Dorothy Hoover

Natalie Kosek,
Jane Barn-Is. Barbara Brewster. Mary Carr.
Betty Doyle. Maritaret Coldsiiuth, Jennie
Hart, Ruth Lester, Maude Milar. Helen
Rounds. Margaret Sargent.

Alma Eggleston

(library'.

LAYOUT

'THEYRE MADE RIGHT; TO FITRI6HT. TO

LAST LONGER' Ht SAID 'AND THEY

MAKE YOUR CAR RUN LIKE NEW.

'WE ALWAYS USE GENUINE FORD PARTS

ON FORDS BECAUSE THEY" SAVE OUR
TIME AND YOUR MONEY

Michael Phillips. Bernard Quint. William
Gallagher. Hilde Adelsberner. Matt Greene.
Earl Kersh, Anthony Sodaro. Frank Stockman, Alfred Zmfcaro.
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Use

Dr.

SchoN's Foot Powder Every Dayl

1. Relieves Hoi. Tender, Chafed,
Tired. Sensitive Feet . . .

2. Eases

New

8

Andrew

Heiaketl

ADVERTISING DIRECTOR
Clay Buckhout

—

Irritations...

— use foot health promoting Dr. SeholTe
Foot Powder every day. You'll find this
compounded foot powder

scientifically

delighLfully soothing, refreshing. It's the

famous formula of America's outstanding foot authority. Start using it today
and make it a daily habit. At Drug,

Shoe, Department and
5-1DC Stores.

Scfio/'s

Poo*

PUBLISHER

KEEP YOUR FORD ALL FORD!

or Tight Shoes

Soothes Minor Skin

3. Helps Prevent Athlete's Foot
For real relief and day-long walking ease

FREE tomplo and booklet
on Foot Cor*. Write Dr.
Sthoil t. Chicooo 10, ill.

f

j
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to serve

all through, the years
ONLY YESTERDAY
dating

and

at

it

seems, they were youngsters

the corner drug store!

And now

Now,

wonderful new

life

their druggist takes

on

wife, with a

.

.

.

soda-

suddenly, they are

man

to be shared.
a special

new

role.

More

than ever they will look to him for friendly, personalized service.

He

stocks the medicine cabinet wisely,

prescriptions,

and gives competent aid when

fills

their doctor's

it's

most needed.

Yes, the drug store will lend a helping hand to these radiant

young

people.

Just as

member of every
to

all

family.

it

meets the changing needs of

Your family, too,

will find

the answers

health and personal needs at your drug store.

ucts featured

on

this

-for

SCHICK

INJECTOR

98<

Shaving

Kit:

Complete

with Guld-Plated Razor! Plus 12 New Scalpelsharp "Gold Pack" Blades in automatic blade
chanter! Plus handy itavel case! World's smoothest, cleanest,

safest

shaves— for

only 98^/

RICHARD HUDNUT Home Permanent with
tralizer

N'eu-

Booster for a wave that's salon-lovcly
looking, and stronger for longer ... a
"weatherproof" so that you can set
Refill $1.50 plus tax.
it!
.

.

soft, natural

wave
it

that's

and forget

The prod-

page are typical of the top quality brands

recommended by your druggist— ask
Look

every

this sign

for

them by name!

at your drug store-

STOPETTE— Squetzt

tbt hotilt!

Each mist-fine spray

envelops die entire underarm
destroys odorproducing bacteria, checks perspiration instantly
with the gentleness of a line cosmetic. Won't
.
leak or spill. Start using Stopctte now.
.

.

.

.

.

KLEENEX TISSUES end

waste, save money. Only
Kleenex gives you the quality you love only
Kleenex gives you the Serv-a-Tissuc box that lets
you pull one tissue at a time— not a handful. Each
one pops up automatically— always ready for use.

—

This advertisement sponsored for the Druggists of America, leading drug

manufacturers, and whofeiaiera by

O

'•*'.

CMIIQN

• DOItlMS. IMC.

McKesson &
AND

IN

bobbins,..

CANADA BT NATIONAL DRUG AND CHEMICAL

CO.

„„

Of CANADA, LTD.
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITORS
COLLEGE CONVERSATIONS
Sirs:
. .

.

"Conversations on the College

Lawn"

May

(Life,

ridiculous.

14)

is

absolutely

You've done an injustice
and Uni-

to college students in general

versity of

New Mexico

students

in

particular.

Although most of us college students are willing to admit we stilt have

we

more

ably

we

are considermature and sincere about

a lot to learn,

feel

education than your article would in*
dicate. The article could prove especially injurious in view of the present

The fundamental arfor temporary deferment of
male college students is that they
should be given time to get an educa-

draft situation.

gument

Your

tion in college.

article

reduces

this argument to an absurdity in the
who would take these
"samples" seriously.

eyes of those

Tom Henderson
Cutler Lmbach
Stephen F. Livingston
Williams College
Williamstown, Mass.
Sirs:

rebel against

I

your

article.

am

I

a

coed at the University of New Mexico
and 1 and many of the other women
students here feel insulted. Why didn't
you print how the coeds feel about the
men on campus? We don't think they
are the most handsome specimens in
this world either. As for the girls* expecting the boys to take them somewhere to spend money on them every
time they have a date, that's crazy. \^ e
would be satisfied to just take a walk
instead of going and getting a malt or
sjhmmI ing money in some other way,
but the fellows just don't ask a girl to
lake a walk. It's their own fault il they
suggest doing something that involves
money. How about giving us a chance?

Susan Luke
Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Sirs:

My

heart bleeds for your unfortu-

nate dateless students.

You have no
in

idea

.

.

.

how tough

womanless New Mexico

life is

you

until

we School

of Mines students have to go to the University (in
realize that

Albuquerque) to gel dates.
We have a slight edge, however, on
the playboys at the "U"; we are 72
miles closer to Juarez.

Len Hawes Jb.
Socorro, N. Mex.

CONTINUED QN PAGE
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Please send

Dod'll find Ihe polka-dot lining of this

handsome surcoot a refreshing change.
But that's only one of the reasons why
it's likely to become his favorite outdoor garment. It dresses up an outing
or motor trip, mokes a special occasion
of a stroll down the street. Waterrepellent royon gabardine, lustrous
and lion-hearted. In dashing new
shades. Ask for Berkray's

GORDON

About

*|2 9S

At your favoritm m«n'i star*, or

ti

Elegant, distinctive,

flavor

ONE YEAR $6.75 in continental U.S.,

continues to

Hawaii, Ahika, Puerto Rico, Virgin
(1

click" with long

/».

year at the single copy price would cost

you $10-40)

(Canada:

cigarette smokers.

1

Berkroy Corp

year, $7.25)

230 5th Ave.,

New

York

1,

N.

Y

Give to your newsdealer or to your local subscription representative or mail to LIFE, WO
N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11,

_Best o

state

Tone"

city

and aroma

FATIMA

writ*-.

MUM
address

with a truly different

III.

l-M

Long Cigarettes
Copyr^hl

1951,

bOMd & Mmi

Toticco Co.

Copyrighted material

Comfort from the word got
There's never

any "breaking-in period" with NEOUTE

Soles. They're light, flexible, easy-going from the start.

They're mighty easy on the feet

— and

all

makes them easy on the pocketbook,
the perfect sole for every

is

That just-bought

new beauty

of finish

that extra

too! Yes,

and

Soles. Light, trim

— gives

damp-proof— won't

lasts

NEOLITE

daintiness at the arch, a lasting

shoes a firm foundation

that keeps their smart lines fashion-right!
is

wear

NEOLITE

of the family!

look lasts

when shoes have NEOLITE
makes possible a new

member

twist

or

curl

And NEOLITE

shoes out of shape.

Our young cowboy
put his brand on us !
Now
Our

rootin', tootin'

pair,

we asked

we're

all

youngster has always been rough on shoes. Last time

for

NEOLITE Soles

^

on NEOLITE
we

bought him a

— because we heard they'd outwear leather 2 to

1!

INSIST

What happened?

We saw how they wore and wore... saw how many style and comfort

advantages they'd offer

all

of us

. . .

saw

it

would pay

to

Outwears leather 2 to IT
Keeps shoes smart-looking.

•

Light

.

.

.firm

. .

NEOLITE

.flexible.

NEOLITE
SOLES
atOLITI AH

Damp-proof. Helps keep
keep shoes
actual Hulking
Neolite with leather of the

*As shown bv

tests,

supervised by our

same high

feet dry,

in shape.

own laboratory

experts, comparing

aualily specified for use by the

Armed

Forces.

a&ayv- ft&k^ MjU^t^

on genuine

make NEOLITE our brand, too!

I

lltTOHt* •(*!• BLIND

Make any shoe a

T

— THI

better shoe

SOOOVIAB TIN!

— any

»

HUMEB

COMPANY, "'i'" OHIO

repair job

a better job!

Cop;

CONGRATULATIONSYOU DIDGETACROSLEY!

Woman's Angle
Refrigerator-Designed from the
.t- iqki
b.u.. p,„J„rii for Happier living
World's Most Convenient
of the 1951
Beauty-thi* proud winner
r

Defrosting- means just
«r„r„Free" Automatic
aslecp-your
fw' Each night-while you're

»

2 <°
""""^
7Xo«* i>«elf
nothing to empty. EnYou ve nothing to watch
s Angle/
gineered from the Woman

She Ivador®

-

in the

door-not on

space
e v f you extra
the "convemence level.
fhe loor! A/1 space at
Angle.
Designed from the Woman s
-holds up to fifty pounds of
Full-Width Freezer

De s gn

rolen foods
tures so

.

.

.

loads of ice

low that even

ice

cubes-at tempera-

cream

stays hard!

New

?tsT,ion

Award
Academy Gold Medal

features

go dInterior Styling w.th
glamorous "soft^o"
the Woman, Angle'.
trim. Styled from
butter or
automatically keeps your

Ed

ButterSafespreading or creammg
n^garine a, exactly the
consistency you like best.
engineered, famous
Electrosav.r Unit-Crosley
long-life operahon-backed
!„r qu"t, economical,
bv five-year warranty.

Shelvador Refrigerator
The complete line of
Woman, Angfc-

Models -</f S igneri from the
^choice of sizes, features, and pnces.
off ers you

ARE COMING FROM CROSUri
THE pACE-SETTING DESIGNS

Onto)

CROSLEY
gu/etyoulhe

SHELVADOR

LETTERS

A youngsters'
lunch

TO THE EDITORS
CONTINUED

~[har packs

'

a punch

-

-

Sirs:

recommend that Tod Carletnn anil
Bob Wonttnn transfer to Michigan
I

We

State College!

LEWYT

WORLD'S MOST MODERN VACUUM CLEANER

have a beautiful

campus, an excellent curriculum and
a lovely "crop of women."

COLOMBI Yeomans
Alpha Omicron Pi House
East Lansing, Mich.
Sirs:
.

Times change;
It.

bull sessions en-

Webkei Ledebei

Newark, N.J.

BLAIR

HEARTY- with

Eat

Franco-American Spaghetti!
Here's tempting flavor that urges
youngsters to cat hearty

—

MOODY

Sirs:

You might be Interested in the striking resemblance (hrfotv) between Senator Mlair Moody and his son Blair

who was away at University of
Michigan Law School when the story.

Jr.,

finest spaghetti,

tender-cooked in a tangy sauce of juicy

tomatoes and

fine

Cheddar

cheese.

Young

folks really go for this hearty dish so full

good nourishment

of

easy to

fix.

—

and so quick and

Serve Franco-

American Spaghetti soon!
You'll eat hearty for only

pennies a portion!

JUST

RTTTTrrEaB^
America"

HEAT...

AND

Spaghetti

EAT HEARTY!

Torture

<™>

My Stomach

with Baking Soda?

"Moody Changes His Bv-l.ine" (Like,
May I4)i was photographed. Incidenthe boys* names were reversed
your description of the cover. Robin
was on the left and Christopher on the
tally
in

right.

Jane Kieker

Washington, D.C.

SUPER CLEANS RUGS... DOES ALL DUSTING. ..BRIGHTENS FABRICS

Sirs:

On

April 25

my

wife and

I

were

in

the visitors' gallery in the Senate. We
this: Blair Moody was standing

saw

a/ndr

Wo dostteq it empt//
i

the podium (after having been escorted down the aisle by Senator Homer Ferguson) with Allien Berkley.
Mr. Barkley administered the oath of
at

office to

Mr. Moody. In the immediate

we saw neither the wife nor
children of Mr. Moody, only his fellow
senators and others connected with
vicinity

We do not remember any
windows immediately out of the Senate chamber. We understood that no
cameras were allowed in the Senate
chamber or gallery.
the Senate.

Turns contain no
soda. Cannot overalkalize or cause acid rebound. Turns don't irritate

Tell us,

stomach or intestinal
At the first sign of acid

delicate
lining.

WlLUAM KrLSZVNSKI

— gas, heartburn
— take one or two Turns like
indigestion

candy mints. Almost

in-

.

GUARANTEED

FOR THE
TIlUUU
U IVI ITI I
|

'

SEE

IF

TOO DON'T FEEL BETTER

!

Terrific suction

power, yet super-quiet! Lewyt's so
easy on your nerves!
Preserves your rugs! Famous No.
80 Carpet Nozzle gets embedded dirt
...lint, threads, even dog hairs... with
less rug u*ear.'
filters clean the air! Unhealthy
dust can't escape Lewyt's Speed-Sak,

3

•

So light, easy to use! Glides

PEARY'S DISCOVERY
TO CONTAIN NO SODA

quiet— no roar

Dustalator, and Micro-dust

ceremony.— ED.

/TRY ONE DR TWO TUMS AFTER BREAKFAST

fuss! No dust bag to
empty! Simply toss out Lewyt's paper
"Speed-Sak" a few times a year!

It's

Detroit, Mich.

Since photographers are not allowed on the Senate floor during
swearing-in ceremonies, it is custnmarv for principals to adjourn
to an adjoining room for a second

stantly Turns neutralize exsoothe and settle
cess acid .
upeet stomach.
.

do our eyes need correction?

No muss! No

filter!

smoothly in any direction — follows
you around effortlessly as you clean!

#

Sweeps bare

floors, linoleum!

Swish— and dirt disappears! No more
dust-spreading brooms or backbreaking dust pans!

#

7 work-speeding attachments
all your dusting; brighten drapes;
clean radiators; spray; wax; even de-

do

moth

closets!

# A complete home cleaning center,
Lewyt

no more than ordinary
cleaners! See your Lewyt

costs

vacuum

dealer for a free demonstration!
lotted by

Vaboratorir*

LEWYT WINS TOP AWARD!
"Finest vacuum cleaner
produced anywhere in
beauty, engineering
design, utility," says
American Society of
Industrial Engineers'

Sirs:

In regard to "Peary's Discovery of
the Pole" (Life, May 14), I am still
not convinced a man of Peary's age,
53, could have traveled 133 miles in

Z: LEWYT

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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THE PETER PAUL

LETTERS
TO THE EDITORS

give your hair that

—

CONTINUED

i

PLAYHOUSE

as simple as takin<s
CANDY FRDM A BABY.

...why rrb

two days across ire full of hummocks
and leads on his first two days afler
leaving the Pole.

JUST-COMBED" LOOK

Charles Haicht

Richmond,

.

.

.

How

133 miles

...all

Calif.

Sirs:

could Peary travel north
davs over such ob-

in five

stacles as pirturrd? Pearv savs that

day long

after

he started the

''dash*' the icy ter-

became "the best we had
had since leaving the land" (April 2),
"going the same" (April 4) and "even
better than before" (April 5). No fairy
rain suddenly

You will search all the
records of arctic travel without find-

stories, please!

ing an explorer who maintain ed a speed
of 20 or 30 miles a day over an unbro-

ken

trail.

.

.

.

Leonard Ormerod
Miami,

Fla.
...

Sirs:

No man can

EXCEPT WHEN "THE CANDy IS GRAND
CHOCOLATE-COVERED

MOUNPS

leave a record at the

Norih Pole. Noi can a man travel 66
miles a day over the polar ice, as Peary's
own mileage shows, and this after Peary had discredited Cook, saying Cook's
average mileage of 15 miles per day
was impossible. .
.
Congress, after a year of trying

,

ir7T

COCONUT BARS'

.

.

.

to decide

who

did what, left the deci-

sion to a committee from the National

Geographic Society, w hich had backed
Peary's expedition. Although Cook
i> dead land he died in I'JIO saying he
DID get to the Pole), I would like lo
raise my voice in protest of an injustice.

Hazel Wyeth Williams
West Newton, Mass.

•

After l2yearsthecontroversystill

rages. Peary's claim of di>coverv\

accredited by Congress (w hich

made

him a rear admiral and retired him
on a pension) and the National Geographic Society, still remains the
accepted one.
ED.

1st in Circulation

LIFE

—

1st in

Readers

1st in Advertising

Sirs:

No welcoming committee

greeted

Peary on his return lo New York City,

"Wer-working

shown in this picture, which
the only one of the occasion.
as

may

be

Elbert A. Wilson
Quarryville, Pa.

V2 THt

doesiheiricki
.

The reason? A
>'or

wllgrvmmrd

KIWI

Try this tomorrow morning
First, groom
your hair with new 'Vaseline' Cream Hair Tonic.
See how neat and natural it looks! Then, hours
later, notice how it still has that fresh-combed look.

HAIR TONIC

hair look

Hair

and daily rarr of tkr iratp

and

special

.

.

'Vaseline'

(Ktl-WIO

SHOE POLISH
PEARY'S RETURN
CONTINUED QN PAGE

new compound which makes

feel natural

.

.

.

and keeps

it

completely new
hair tonic, too. And it's homogenized for easy
flow. Get a bottle today
you'll like it!

There's Triple-A Lanolin

in this

.

.

Addrmtt

all

ipW*ftc«

•ditotiat

lo.

New York

I,

IKK.

Service: J. E. Kine, Cen'l
Mirr. Addre*» all *ulmeri|it ion eorn-apondence to: LIFE. .YIO \. Michigan Ave.
1 1
Illinois.
Cli
.

Change of AdArmtt: Four Week*' nolinrfqmmi. When ordering clianiic, please
name maun line and furnish address
imprint from » KCHri inmic. If
to do so, pleuM- utate exartly liow niauai.i If
7iii.'
:.
in
Chai>K<* cannot U>
made without old ax well as new mlincluding portal nine numl«-r.
Time Inc. also publishes TlMfc, ForriM iimi in \l \ti\;i: oi Hi iummi
I'

Vaseline
(

CREAM HAIR TONIC
*Jj

A

special

compound
VASELINE

(with lanolin) that helps keep hair in place
is

the registered trade

mark

ol lhc Crw-sebrough

.

.

.

1

i

i

.

,

m

|

;

:

i

]

fl^k

KLEPPER
Folding
Boat

1

Packi
bag*,

j

1

in

two

.

1

TRADE MARK

i

and odvrtitlne) corr*It Rockefeller Plata.

20. X. Y.

Subicription

.

The Unsinkable

16

M

in place

It's called VIRATOL. and only
Cream Hair Tonic has it!

for hours longer!

RUBBlHg

gives

it

Mfg. Co., Cons'd

natural lustre.

assembles in
10 minutes.

Weight 59

#tj

Paddle, Motor

Lannj

Moore:

Us«d by Famous fiploren

1

-

Chairman, Maurice T.
dent. Roy K.
President and

*~

lbs

For Sail,

Presi-

aT*P/v^H^TB^

Bnatitiwi VIm
Charles L.

Treasurer.

Stillrimn; Executive Vict* President for

Publishing.

Howurd Black; Vice
Allen G rover. Andrew

President!*,
HcUkcll, C. IX Jackson. .1. A. Linen.
P. I. Prentice; VloQ President & Bociv
tary, I). \V. Kruiiitmuuh; Cotnpt roller
A A-wLttaiit Secretary. A. W. CarLwon;
Circulation Director. F. DeW. Pratt;
Producer.
Tilt
Makcii of Time.

Richard de Rnchemont.

A
^(

Quality makes

it

—-^t"

*?'

America's

%$$\

largest selling

^.%"»V

Cat Food

W^s0

rial

1

BELIEVE IN YOURSELF!

Don't test one brand alone

M compare them
>

Unlike others,

TRY THIS TEST!

We

say

. . .

we

never ask you to

compare

philip

test

ali i

our brand alone.

morris

. . .

match

Take a PHILIP MORRIS-and any
other cigarette. Then, here's

all

PHILIP

MORRIS

.

you do:

4

Light

a

up

puff

s-l-o-w-l-y

either cigarette.

don't inhale
let

the

.

.

judge

other cig arette Then

Take

!

— and

PHILIP

MORRIS against any

make your own

choice!

Remember

smoke come

through your nose.

*%

™

Now doo exactly the same thing

r*-r-

cigarette.
with the other cigarette

MORRIS
NOTICE THATr philip
PHILIP morris
IS

IRRITATING
DEFINITELY LESS IRRITATING,
MILDER!
DEFINITELY
ELY MILDER
I

(^^^^K^^^^K
\
\

**P*

"'

^

\

T f;

UlUAHtl It HANGOVER
HU CIGARETTE
HANUUVtK
NO
means

MORE SMOKING PLEASUREI
PLEASURE!

"°**

^^^^^
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r

J
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LETTERS

oLt aSSi dtfc/vA,

TO THE EDITORS
-

CONTINUED

•

.Sirs:

One

of the Eskimo members of the
Peary expedition is still alive and active.

Eskimo spelling

(lotah (standard
()d.ii|).

srenmi from

left in

IVar\'s

is

fa-

mous picture, is now living in Thole,
Greenland, where he was born and
where Peary enlisted the Kskimo sled
drivers lor Ins expedition.

.

.

.

The photograph above shows Odaq,
now n earing 70, enjoying the morning
sun

in front of his tdluk, or sod house,
while waiting for a grandson to fetch

his membership card in the Explorers*
Club, which he later proudly showed
me. When I asked him w hat he thuught
of the trip to the Pole, he replied, ™A$*
ungHak nuaninguajo" ("Great fun").

Daniel H. Lufkin
Cambridge, Mass.

EXPANSIVE MUSICIAN
Sirs:

"Expansive

In

Musician"

(Life,

It) you showed Tom in v Alexander whose neck ballooned out w hen he
blew his horn, and vou staled. "Although doctors cannot explain the phenomenon, they say it is nothing to worry about."' am sure most ear. nose and

May

Tins

is the day your dreams come
day made happier slill by love s most
beautiful and traditional symbols
your Keepsake Diamond Knyat'ement
and Wedding Rings.

true.

a

. .

.

.

For

tin

-

.

important lifetime choice,

Keepsake — the ring of guaranteed
high quality in color, cut and clarity. True
is assured by the Keepsake Certificate
signed by your jeweler and Keepsake.
select a

value

MAI DEN

A.

V) lo
CASA-

Rins S673 Also

WVddinB Rin«

2475.

150. ».

Ask your trusted Keepsake Jeweler
show you Keepsake — awarded the coveted Fashion Academy Award for the second

Rln B SMO Aha 123 W.J
Ri„« 75 C. BERKELEY' Rin B
$125. Wedding Ring 62.30.

l.OMA

to

,l„, f

consecutive year. To avoid the disappointment of an unwise choice. look for the name.
Keepsake, in the ring and the words
"guaranteed registered perfect gem" on the
tag. In a wide range of styles, at prices
from S 100 to SI 0.000.

All ring* illustrated available in while
<

well as natural gold. Prices include

Federal tax. Rings enlarged lo show
details.

I

throat specialists as well as radiologists

would easily diagnose the condition as
one of bilateral external laryngorelcs.

nant of the huge air sacs seen
thropoid apes.'*

call

Take your cue from Mercury

Gods. If modern living keeps you
on the move
moke ihe light move,

—

the right

RIDGERUNNING
May

I

congratulate you on your
ridgeruimers story ("Life

Yakima
Goes Ridgerunning." May M). Every
magazine or newspaper has been lull
of woe and pain. It was certainly
lo -ee that some people
arc lull ol spirit and grin. They

lun.

How

Mrs. Cheri

r
FREE
the

.

.

.

name

Useful 20-page book.
of

my Keepsake

The

Jeweler.

gift offer

of beautiful

new

Bodygard

—

Briefs. They're the athletic briefs
streamlined for speed and action.
Completely burdentess — with
3-ounce weight
unusually
flattering with Slim-Lined design
.

.

.

.

.

and always giving gentle, snug
support with special 3-Point
suspension. Made of the finest
combed cotton yarns with Flat-locked
Seams for extra wear! Ask for

Bodygard Briefs, T-Shiris, and Athletic
Shirts at men's shops and
department stores everywhere.

enjoy Mercur-tase

in

utica

STONE OF SCONE
The Stone

48- page "Bride's

Keepsake Book."

is

found ("How

the Stone of Scone," Life,
but your Dundee is missing.

Name,
Street

Utico

in

Sirs:

Engagement and Wedding", and

Ktiquelle of the

— Also

envy

May

move

Wash.

Seattle,

Keepsake Diamond Rings. A. H. Pond Co.. Inc.
120 Fast Washington. Syracuse 2. New York

1

—

the speedy, active messenger of the

Sirs:

must have great
them!

Operator 25.

Point

Stanley H. Macht, M.D.

refreshing

nslt for

3

Suspension!

Hagerstown, Md.

We Stole
May

14),

bodygard

Rev. Charles H. Foote

and

No„

Uaddeck, Nova Scotia

City....

AMSTERDAM

_

ANTWERP

HOME

OFFICE - SYRACUSE.

L

6-51

N. Y.

1

• Life

erred in placing

Dundee on

the Firth of Forth instead of on the
Firth of

UTICA KNITTING
UTICA,

briefs

COMPANY

NEW rOMC

Tay.-ED.
CONTINUED ON PAGE

—

no bog bunch
or bind
Exclusive

in an-

Director
Dept. of Radiology
\\ ashington County Hospital

still

For the name of your nearest Keepsoke Jeweler,

Western Union by number and

Slim-line design

The condition is probably a congenital
one and mav be "the e\ olutinnarv rem-

19

16

pyrighted

m

New, exclusive formula: Now
Rt-«l
I

Adhesive Tape

JitVCS

king qualities and

«i rat-

(..'<>»$

letter

er

Ircedom

riic»c |in*diu

lri>iii

t»

ikltl titii.iih>ti.<>.

Red Cross Cotton
Mir
tin-

i

If.

This

inrnes to vnii

l(uijt-lil»frc(l

cmion

is

whitest, softest. niohI j|iMirl>-

eni surgical cotton available.

Sealed

in

individual envelopes,

Fine mesh, pliable

giuze with

Kid Cross

Sterile (iau/t Paris an-

clean-cut dial's.

Krd

(.hiss (.au/e

Mandates raw

less,

loft,

absorbent,

alisoluii-1% sterile,

[dial lot First Aid

and

Halt)

<

aic

I

mu\ neater.

Fatuous fur Mcrilil) and quality.

Individually
ill-.

wrapped and

stcr-

BAND-AID Adhesive Hatula^es

arc convenient protection tin
small

i

uls, Misters,

1

and ahrasions.

lu\i mi cuimici nun ttiuioii wiili Americas Natioaal Kcil Ciuhk.

The most b usted name

in surgical dressings

.

.

.

^xdwwon dj^otwwtsn

Copyrigh

Summer

feature

. . .

with plenty of box office!

Every year about now, Manhattan's Vericool

shirt

lines of the Vericool follow

your

lines. (It's

Man-

becomes the feature attraction by popular demand.
For this warm-weather shirt has thousands of
tiny windows— all of them wide open— inviting the

formed!} Size-Fixf, too (average fabric residual

Get at

least

breezes

Vericools.

And

condition youl

in to air

But that's not

all.

Vericool wears

The collar stays neat

in spite

and wears/

of the heat.

The

shrinkage,

1

Pick out

Pajamas

% or

less).

two or three of these cool, cool
don't overlook Dad on his day!

some Vericool Sportshirts, Shorts and
shown below.

— all

Remember
Father's
is

SHIRT $3.95

TIE

SI. 50

SPORTSMIRT

S3. 95

UNOERSHORTS $1.50

PAJAMAS $5.00

Id*

June

Day
17!

«UB,tCI tO CHIKUI WITMOIII HOTICI.

Copyrighted material

LETTERS
today, the smartest

TO THE EDITORS
•

chicks are buying

CONTINUED"

MISS JEAN'S BIG DAY

CHICKEN/

Sirs:
I enjoyed " 'Miss lean' Has Her
Own Big Day" (Lire, May 14), but
her face was always hidden. What docs
Jean look like?

Barnett

L. R.

Modesto,

Calif.

the
smartest cooks

season chicken
with

JEAN MacARTHUR
Sirs:

AC'CENTf

Your caption declares Daughters of
the Confederacy are shown "hoisting
the Stars and Bars." That isn't the
Stars and Bars; it's the last flag of the
Confederacy. A similar mistake was

made

May

your

in

22, 1950 issue.

Maurice Ries
Hollywood,

•

There

flags.
first.

TONIGHT, FEAST the family with
a heaping platter of luscious, tender

—

chicken best buy by far in June.
Prepare it your own special way
but add a touch of Ac'cenl. And listen to them rave, "Never tasted
such delicious chicken!"

WHAT HAPPENS?

Ac'cent, like

nothing you've ever used, brings
out more flavor intensifies the

—

good, natural flavor already in foods.

Without adding

flavor of its

own,

this pure vegetable substance makes

meats taste meatier

.

.

.

peps up

gravies, salads (even leftovers!)

makes vegetables

. .

taste "just-

were

four

Confederate

The Stars and Bars was the
The Murfrecsboro Daughters

of the Confederacy are shown hoisting the fourth, known as the last flag
of the Confederacy.
ED.

—

FOUR ROOMS:

$1,800

Sirs:

Although we are certainly

interest-

ed in lowering the cost of production,
we cannot produce the sofa-hed you
illustrated in

"Four Rooms: $1,800"

(Life, May 14) for $135, retail.
price should have read S315.

D.

Herman

The

Dei'KEE

J.

Miller Furniture Co.

Zeeland, Mich.

CLAUSTROPHOBIC CAT
Sirs:

picked."

TO

Calif.

GOOD COOKS

Ac'cent already

as familiar as
salt and pepper . . . has become the
"Third Shaker," alongside salt and
pepper, in thousands of kitchens.
It's time you taste-tested Ac'cent,
is

too! If your grocer doesn't yet
have a supply, write to: AMINO
PRODUCTS. 20 N. Wacker Drive,
Chicago 6, III. Also in Canada.
• • •
leading restaurants and hotels
long have known and used Ac'cent.
Food processors, too, include Ac'cent
as basic ingredient... gives their products a real flavor edge on competition!

can't see too much unusualncss
your "Claustrophobic Cat" (Life,

I

everywhere,
in

May 14) squeezing through to freedom.
From the calendar above

the door
seems he was just symbolizing what the rest of us were doing

(March

15)

George

F.

M alone

Calif.

VOGELER COMES HOME
In "Robert Vogeler
(Life,

How

this amazing new lighter-bodied
cream is not sticky, not greasy.
CREAM grooms your
day long with no heavy
film, no slick shine. Far cleaner, easier to
use, too. It rinses off hands and comb with

if

it's

Yes,

hair perfectly all

CREAM

you don't agree with Bert
cream tonic everl

the best

—

May

is

Comes Home,"

you have a picture

14)

Md."

Vogeler entitled to enter a
military hospital?

VSfelit

Francis L. Farmer

Vogeler attended the Naval Acad-

emy

two years and was a member of the Naval Reserve up to 1935.
He was admitted to Bethesda Naval

MONBVi

for

Cream

Hospital at the request of the State

Department and

way
'I

Money back
Parks that

captioned "Vogeler enters naval hospital in Bethesda,

•

WO IiMM

VITALIS Hair

liquid

VITALIS Hair

Marbury, Ala.

• T. M.

in

Sirs:

government

4 5*t

Homogenized for easy flow,
a handy shaker-top bottle. Get new
at any drug

plain water.

counter today.

it

about the same time.

Oakland,

"When you face an audience every day
(and who doesn't?) you want your hair to
look smooth, not smeary," says bouncing
Bert Parks. "Now, with new VITALIS Hair
CREAM, you can really kiss the goo goodbye!"

at

is

paying his

$11.25 a day.

— ED.

own
Mad* by

Briilol-My«ri

— when

47* size

i

EQUALS LEADING
59 1 size
CREAM OIL!

of famous Vitalii

Matril, <T CUmitJ C*$.
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AN INSTANT AFTER TIIK

TOP OF DIK

I

III.

AST KENSE

III

1

11

OF IHHT EMERGES

CI.OID BEGINS TO tXI'AMI LIKE A-BOMB BURST

SIX SECONDS

UTER BURST

\

:I.OUO-FOOT-H1GII

GLOl

1>

TOW BBS

SPEAKING OF
PICTURES
.

. .

.

Those show 160 tons of TNT

Tlic spectacular explosion recorded in lliese pictures

20

IS

QUARTER MILE

IN

DIAMETER

work

the largest non-

atomic blast ever set off underground. It occurred last week when 1 .S.
Armv Engineers detonated 320.000 pounds of TNT buried deep in the deserted clay Hats of western I tall. From their observation post on a ridge
mill's away, they saw. a quarter-mi Ic-w ide column of pulverized earth
shoot into the air. blossom out like an A-bomb s mushroom cloud and in
six seconds cover three scpiare miles of landscape. The big blast was no
mere show. It was the grand finale to the first of several series of explosions the Army is setting off to determine how well underground shelters
can withstand the increased potency of modern weapons. Charges of different sizes were buried at different depths in the flats. Around them were
buried reinforced concrete walls to represent underground shelters under
attack. The ground near the charges also was honeycombed with instruments to record the force of shock waves from the explosions. \\ hen last
week's cataclysm brought this series to an end the Engineers felt they
hail learned enough (just what, they would not say) to begin to plan
shelters capable of withstanding any weapon of the foreseeable future.

3.'

AFTER FOIR SECONDS COLUMN

is

.

<n

-2

OVER SIIKEP RANCH

TWO MIM TKS

Sll

M'.KS

\FTEK THE

HI.

(FOREGROUND). THE SHOCK WIVE KICKS

\ST

CLOCK STILL

II

\NCS

IN Mill- VIK

III

I

T

I'

HI ST

FROM THE GROUND

IN VNOTIIER TWf)

MINUTES

AS IT TRAVELS

IT SETTLES

OUTWARD

BACK TO EARTH

21
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160

TONS OF TNT

CONTINUED

Perhaps one of the

many

very good reasons so

men wear Florsheim
summer

shoes

is

because

they're designed to cut

cleaning time to a

minimum.

Florsheim calls these shoes
Little
call

Whites

.

.

.

you'll

them the smartest,

coolest,

most carefree shoes

you've ever worn

,

,

,

and, for a welcome change,
you'll like the

U-wing

new

tip styling.

Florsheim
little

whites
THE DANGEROUS TASK

of assembling charge begins as

workmen

carry

100-pound blocks of TNT from loading chute to growing pile at the bottom of
the excavation. Final charge was set off electrically from a trailer a mile away.

Kenmoor, S-1267
Tan

calf and

genuine white buckskin

TIIE COILING

CABLES

that connected

underground targets

to instrument

stations stretched for miles across the desert. Data recorded at these stations

The Florsheim Shoe Company • Chicago

•

Makers offine

shoes for

men and women

will indicate exact effects of blast

on various types of underground

shelters.
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Snug

corral

for roving

bucks

ltound up your bucks— and your
memoranda,

Of stitchless,
for large

bills,

cards, photos

This handsome

one-piece construction,

it

SWANK

and
wallet holds everything.

has a secret /xxket

as well as a removable pass case

(see illustration above).

•n

too.

Smoothly crafted in your choice

of six leathers, in a variety of attractive colors. "The Senator,"
as illustrated, $5.95. Others from $3.95
/Vicr* mihjtct

t<t

to $25.VO.

Fedi ml Tax

Remember Father's Day, June
SIMK on jewelry, belts and wallets
,

mil

Ine.,

means

17th

QUALITY

Altlrbnm. Mas*.

\

Copyrighted material

From

handiest dandiest Cheese Spreads

Borden's...tfie

for picnics, weekends, vacation meals
summer meal? Eat

picnic? Pack

light work or
some snacks

find Borden's

Cheese Spreads worth

Want

these

to

make

summer

a

well

on

.'

a

for a week-end jaunt? You'll
their weight in gold

days!

Eight inviting varieties begging to be tasted! So creamy
in texture
all

they spread as smoothly as a happy smile!

made from Borden's

of 'em

finest

cheeses,

'VniniinmacO1

And

blended

with other good, wholesome ingredients. Pick your favorites
at the dairy

counter of your favorite food store.

It
che

horde*'*

Ver "~

Mr

eseb»rgers,loo.

/

f

J
,1 th iW'<-»

1

'
""- ,,u

i

What a

come

in lu\el>

rc-usahic glasses.
Start collecting >inir set today!

Nmartl> styled— crystal clear.
Sturdy. « ell- ha la need, with a heav> base.

Looks

well with

any color china or table

0«

Borde"'-

whole***
.

si(

Ks;ina

,uu

BORDEN'S

Beautiful Party Glass!

Ilnrden's Cheese Spreads

wsW

11

rcanUhee>cn^;.

FINE CHEESES

selling.

Folks

who know cheese say

"

Bordens, please!"

Cop
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LIFE'S
German Model

POPS UP

TOAST

OR

COVER

DOWN"

STAYS

INSIDE!

1'rsula Thiess posed for the picture

on Life Scoverthiswcekinaman s sleeveless sweatworn front to back. In 27 years she has experienced some other reversals unknown to pretty girls
in the U.S. She left school at 15 for her Landjahr,
a year of compulsory farm labor required by Hitler's Nazi government. Returning to Hamburg, she
was bombed out of her home and then in May 1945
fled from a nearby village in northern Germany
ahead of the advancing Russian troops. Last fall,
quite by accident, she landed a modeling job with
Hcute magazine in Munich. Further news of her improving fortunes will be found on pages 71 to 74.
er,

Toast— when you want
If you're

it!

ready when your toast

is

.

.

General Eleetric Automatic Toaster

will

Tim new

pop

it

up!

the control knob, and a special

keep your toast down until you

If you're not

want

Toast

fine.

.

— set

built-in device wilt
it.

— as you want

it!

it up to you. Have your toast your
medium or dark. Just set the control
knob and this G-E wonder does the rest
uni-
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"snap"
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more turning upside down to empty crumbs! Cleans
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'Toast to

Your Taste

GENERAL

— Every Time"

ELECTRIC
25
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See how

KLEENEX serves just ONE_

KLEENEX TrSSU E5

Perfect balance. Of
— a strong tissue.

a soft tissue

course you want
Kleenex* has the

"just right" combination of softness and brawn.

(Thanks

to a special process.)

And each Kleenex

same top
flight quality you know you can depend on for
every use — from colds to makeup removal.
tissue is perfectly uniform: always the

Pure*. .SO lint -free. Only finest infrom pulp to
package. Pure cellulose fibers, with absolutely
no ground wood. That's why you won't find
weak spots or hard particles in this tissue. And
test after test proves Kleenex freer from lint.
Won't aggravate sore noses, during colds.
gredients go into Kleenex

.

.

.

Ends waste
Saved as it serves. No other tissue
has the handy Serv-a-Tissue l>ox. With Kleenex
you pull one double tissue at a time (not a
handful), and the next pops up. Ends wastesaves trouble, saves money. So don't take just
"tissues." Insist

on wonderfully

Kleenex — your best buy in

soft,

strong

tissues.

Get several boxes when you buy—
you'll always

have a good supply

..saves

you money

T. M. ICS. U. f. PAT. ZFf
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DEAD CHINESE SOLDIER, ONE OF

60,000

SACRIFICED BY ENEMY

RED ATTACK

IS

Not since World War I hail barbed wire been
strung on such a scale In front of a single division in Korea. Eighth Army Engineers coiled
and tw isled over .500 miles of" it, and then laid
mines by the thousands. Behind the wire the
iufanlrv dug in and wailed. \\ hen ihe bugles
lOUndcd and the Reds by the lens of thousands
charged forward, they reached the wire, were
slowed and then slaughtered bv machine guns
firing by the flickering, silver light of trip flares.
Rut on the eastern sector of the front the wire
was not enough. Moving to outflank the L.N.

IN

LATEST OFFENSIVE, LIES TANGLED

HUNG

IN

BARBED WIRE STRUNG

IN

FRONT OF

U.N.

POSITIONS

BECOMES ROUT

UP,

Chinese bv sheer weight of numbers
carried through all defenses and swept away
two South Korean divisions.
During the critical hours the veteran U.S.
2nd Division stood almost alone between lie
Eighth Army and another ''bug out."' Floodhiing through the hole left by the Roks. tinnese cut in against the rear of fu st one and then
another of the 2nd°s regiments. Rut the diviline, the

t

(

sion refused to break. Surrounded battalions

fought their way out and then turned to fight
again. The 2nd Division lost heavily, but when

the firing died aw ay there were 35,000 dead and

wounded Chinese around its positions.
The Reds stabbed at other points, and there
were desperate fights up and down the line, but
the Chinese offensive power was gone. Generals Ridgwuy and Van Fleet toured the front.
Then, instead of instructing
in,

they ordered the Eighth
Within five days I

their

Army

men

to dig

to counter-

W. tank and infancolumns had once more crossed the 38th
Parallel. In every sector the Chinese were on
the run. Their spring offensive had been routed.
attack.

try

27

LIGHTING UP

on central front, two British
Own Scottish Borderers show the marks of
was injured while riding on top of U.S. tank

after lank action

soldiers of the King's
hattlc.

Man

at left

prohing the Chinese lines when vehicle ran into a Red minefield.
He has cuts under handage on his head and powder burns on shoulder and sleeve of his sweater. Three others were badly injured.

GOING BACK
front, four

GIs

strain of battle.

from the

reflect

the

One stares

one attempts a
smile, another sleeps and
the last puffs on a cigaret.
into space,

AFTER THE BATTLE
five

men

of the 2nd Divi-

sion fight the engagement
over, and

one

(right) fin-

gers a belt buckle

which

deflected a Chinese bullet.

28
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THESE EIGHTH ARMY FIGHTERS
HELD THE LINE AT KEY POINTS
The men of the Eighth Army had learned to fight the hard way — in combat. And when the Chinese came at them, they proceeded to teach the
Reds some lessons. They did their fighting with a savage calm that chilled
and finally froze the attacking Reds. They held, where to give way would
have meant disaster. At the critical point where the Chinese achieved a
breakthrough against the South Koreans, there were soldiers like those of
I Company of the 2nd Division's 23rd Infantry (bottom, left) who had
stopped the Reds at Wonju and Chipyong. I Company went into the fight
with 160 men and when the regiment was cut off they held their position while the others broke out. Only 58 of them returned. On the central front members of the 24th Division (above) at first reeled under the
strength of the Chinese attack and then, to take the pressure off the 2nd,
left their holes and attacked the masses in front of them. Courage was no
U.S. monopoly. The British infantry and Indian medics, farther west, held
their ground and then rode out with the tanks into the enemy minefields.

CLENCHED HANDS indicate the intense pain of an Indian ambulance driver
whose leg has been almost blown off by a mine, but his face reflects his stoicism.
he was taken to a hospital, doctors were forced to amputate the leg.

Later, after

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE
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Counterattack CONTINUED

AGAIN, U.N. FORCES
HIT THE

THE MORNING AFTER an enemy attack, two
tired infantrymen of the 19th Regiment relax in a
sandbagged position with their hand grenades kept

close by

stormed

(left).

ROAD NORTH

During the night Chinese soldiers had
75 feet of tin's defence line and

to within

15 of them were killed by the grenade-slinging GIs.

NG

DUCK I
behind concrete embankment, an open*
hill above for snipers
suddenly peppering the road with small-arms fire.
mouthed infantryman scans

AN EXPLODING MINE
as

it

the

kirks u|> >hower of du-t

blow?, right track off a Patton tank. In front of

damaged tank

is

a disabled

ambulance lielonging

to the Indian medical unit, which had run overanothmine just a few minutes earlier. Enemy mim-ficlds
slowed but couldn't stop the I J.N. counterattack.

er

SWEEPING

for enemy mines, wary American engineers clear road for tanks supporting the Scottish

units on their drive lack toward the 38th Parallel.

PROTECTIVE WALL
mfaeil

as tbev

-hields infantrymen

move up U'hind

tanks.

from

Some soldiers,

tired of crouching, hurry forward with their heads

30

e\jn>-cd above the concrete

embankment. Main Chi-

nese force had already pulled back from Pukhau
River but left pocket* to fight rear-guard action.

GUARDING approaches to recaptured dam on

the

Pukhan River, a light machine-gun crew keeps alert
for enemy stragglers hiding on the opposite hank.

mm

TANK-LED TASK FORCE

with jeeps and half-tracks move- down -enihhy
Pukhan River, northeast of Seoul. During this sudden push
white phosphorous shell- fell far short of their intended mark

slope to hank of the
several

(

'hin#*?*e

and splashed in the river or exploded harmlessly on the opposite hank. As the
toughened Kiglith Army troops drove on hack over the 38th Parallel once a^aiu,
many of them talked confidently <>f "hreakiiu* the Chinaman's lack" this time.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE
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Copyrigl

Counterattack CONTINUED
In

"FORE AND AFTS" HELPED SET UP ADVANCE

BUT ROLL CALL SHOWS THE PRICE THEY PAID
ALL WHO REMAIN OF THE

622

MEN OF FIRST BATTALION— FOUR OFFICERS AND

36

its

illustrious history the 1st Battalion of the

British Gloucestershire Regiment has made a
reputation for getting in ami out of tight spots.

In Egypt, in 18(11, attacked on all sides hy the
French, the Gloucester* ahoul-faced their rear
rank and fought hack to hack. In France in l'H.S

MEN WHO FOUGHT WAY OUT AND A FEW MORE WHO WERE NOT

IN

BATTLE—

they beat off four German regiments encircling
them. For these feats they have a nickname,
"the Fore and Afts," and the privilege of wearing their badge on the hack as well as the front
of their cap?. In Korea, recently, the Gloueesters were at bay again. Surrounded by hordes

of Chinese, they held for three days and nights,
sometimes calling on U.S. planes to bomb and

STAND FORMATION FOR ROLL CALL. BATTALION

MMANDER STAYED BEHIND WITH

strafe a stone's

hope was

lost,

throw from their

lines.

When all

the last survivors fought their

way out to safety. Then all that was left of the
Gloucesters (Mote) lined up for a proud roll call.
U.S.
200

WOUNDED

UNIT CITATION,

Korea,

is

first

for a British unit in

pinned on a Gloucester by Gen. Van fleet.
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* room; man's America

EDITORIALS

AMONG OTHER THINGS,

IT

NEEDS WRITERS "WORTHY OF OUR TIME"

A phenomenon of the times is what we choose
to call the Silent Generation.

SMOCKS

vs.

The other day

OVERALLS

10,000 automobile
workers were sent home because 66 men walked
off their jobs rather than wear smocks. They
had asked for overalls but the company issued
smocks instead. "It will be berets next," growled
in Detroit

one of the 66.
too bad that 10,000 people lost a
day's pay but our sympathy is all with the un-

Well,

and women of America who are past 18 and
under 30 arc, on the whole, a bunch of clams.
There are exceptions to the rule, and all sorts
of explanations may be offered for the general
state of affairs. Nevertheless

there

is

no equivalent of the youthful

—a

may be finding something to say for itself.
One example is provided by a new book which

SOMETHING TO WRITE ABOUT

poraries.

aspects of his society.
This observation deserves to be examined in
the light of what Budd Schulberg told the House
committee. The essence of his story was that
he was a member of the Communist party in
Hollywood in 1938 and 1939, put up for a while

with its attempts to tell him what and how he
should write, and finally got out. It was all a
part of the "normal" experience of a young man
of his time and bent, and Mr. Schulberg would
presumably consider his long delay in telling

about

it

"normal"

too.

At any rate he was per-

sonally involved in the life-or-death drama of
the age, and he was in a position to give the

House committee some very

interesting details

about it.
Here, you might have thought, was a dramatic and meaningful subject for a book if there
ever was one, ready for the writing. But Mr.
Schulberg has never written the book. His considerable talents have been devoted to novels about a Hollywood producer (What Makes
Sammy Run?), a prizefighter (The Harder They
Fall), a writer resembling the late F. Scott Fitzgerald (The Disenchanted). We enjoyed the
books, and we are glad Mr. Schulberg wrote
them. But, in view of the story he told in Washington last week, we must decline to believe
that he and other young authors of the day are
starved for worthwhile and dramatic subjects
to write about. They have only to look around.

—

—

god with a

Now there are signs that youth in the 1950s

is

and meaningful subjects to write about only
by delving into the abnormal and grotesque

clatter

getting a lot of critical attention.

It is

called

the Lost Generation (McGraw-Hill,
York, S3. 75), and its author is a young
of 27 who is fitted by experience ami
background to speak for his literate contem-

After

New
man

John W. Aldridge, a teacher
at the University of Vermont who was born
in Iowa, grew up in Tennessee and left college in 1943 for a stint of soldiering in World
War II. His immediate subject is the American novel of the 1940s, as produced by the
crop of young w riters w ho followed "the Lost
Generation" of Hemingway, Dos Passos and
Fitzgerald. In his study Author Aldridge offers
tive

He

is

an interesting explanation for the relaquietude of his generation. Protest, he
is no fun any more because all

says in effect,

the protests were

made before

the young

men

of today became old enough to speak; and be-

no use, since the society of our lime
neither welcomes nor responds to protest.
But the passages of widest interest in Mr.
Aldridge's hook are the ones in which he tries
to figure out how and why the novelists of the
1940s got into the sorry state he finds them
in. Apart from the light they throw on the
sides,

it is

novelists, these passages provide a portrait

content with things as they

drama that makes for a
and a significant literature.
The overwhelming point the point to
which Mr. Aldridge returns again and again
is that his America has lost something
great and precious and vitalizing. And what
has been lost? Why, "the old primary assumptions which men once took for granted"
vital society

concerted angers of the depressed 1930s.

daunted 66. Smocks indeed! Man's right to
wear pants, or overalls, is inalienable. If the
company wants to do something constructive
with its smocks, put them on the women who
have to work in slacks.

Budd Schulberg was telling all to the
House Un-American Activities Committee in
Washington when we read the book of literary
criticism discussed in the columns at the right.
So Author Schulberg was in mind when we came
upon one of the central points of the book, that
the American writer of today can find dramatic

we note as a mat-

ter of interest that in the U.S. of the 1950s

in his ways, too

are, to provide the

and protest of the flaming Twenties, and the

it's

Novelist

The young men

God

to believe in (Mr. Aldridge spells
little g),

a sense of

belief itself. In the person of

Good and

and exploit this loss as his predecessors of the Lost Generation did; he mourns
it, and looks with an accusing and beseeching eye upon a country and a society which
revel in

fail

to replace the departed values.

"They

have been dissected and atomized," Mr. Aldridge writes reproachfully, "until they have
lost the authority

of a single, integrated body

of belief and been scattered into countless

fragments of comfortless superstition, vague
longing, and abortive guilt."
Mr. Aldridge subscribes to the literary
convention that the society makes the writer. But throughout his book there is a strong
suggestion that the novelists of the 1940s
should have been better than they were despite their society. An acid passage is devoted
to the modern weakling of art "who knows
too much to be knowing, who is too con vinced
of his own lack of conviction to be convincing."

Along with

this heretical hint there

was not actually the

wasteland which

total

the fiction of the time generally made it out
to be. Mr. Aldridge is possessed, in short, by

an undefined notion that his America may
after all be better than the novels written by

young

its

age and kind.

for "a few writers of genius"

Today's America as they see it is not so hot.
"The disappearance of a stable society and a
common set of values" has left behind a nothingness in which the ordinary citizen merely
exists and the young men of talent and promise smother. The young men of the early 1 940s
who went away to war hoped to come back

capable of producing "a literature of

"a new contact w ith experience," to a counwhich would invoke and challenge their
But they were disappointed "The
country they returned to was much the same
Life in America
country they had left.
was as aesthetically starved as ever, still w ithout a true culture and a standard of adult
to

—

talents.

.

.

.

values."

Far from offsetting the moral instability of
the times, the economic stability of the country compounds the frustration. The young
writer
his

is

too well off

— too comfortable — for

own good; and the typical

citizen is too set

is

a latent suspicion, never quite spelled out,
that American society in the postwar 1940s

of today's America as it appears to John Aldridge and presumably to many others of his

try

Evil,

John Aldridge

the American intellectual of today does not

writers.

At the end of

his

book Mr. Aldridge sighs
who would be
vital-

and significance," and he indicates that
he thinks they may arise. He could hardly
think so if he were really convinced that the
society of his time is incapable of producing
or tolerating good writers. "And then," Mr.
ity

Aldridge concludes, "all the small, confused,

and misguided talents whose troubles concern us now might be impelled to draw close
around them and discover, in their example,
the means and the desire to create a literature that would be worthy of our time."

A few years ago a critic with the views of
John Aldridge would never have suggested
that the task of the writer is to be "worthy
of our time." He would have settled instead
for the old plaint that the time is unworthy
of the writer. Having come so far, Mr. Aldridge and his contemporaries may yet make
their time worthy of all that they can be.
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PICTURE OF THE WEEK

TITO

RECOVERS

Among top Communists it is fashionable, when
ill, to rush to Moscow for treatment. The treatment sometimes is permanent. Recently Marshal Tito, on the outs with Moscow, underwent

gall

bladder surgery. Afterward he smiled hap-

pily for his

nurse and doctor (above) and, since
,

the operation was done in Yugoslavia, he suffered no complications

and recovered quickly.
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DONOR

of house to Columbia was ex-Ambassador
\V. Averell Harriman. son of its builder. He turned
over the keys at the assembly, then quietly withdrew.

BIG QUESTIONS
III

A BIG HOUSE

First American Assembly

is

held

fall Dwight D. Eisenhower, president of
Columbia University, announced plans for the
American Assembly. It would be a conference of
U.S. businessmen, educators and government

Last

officials to

define problems rather than propose

answers. Last week the first assembly was held
in Arden House, the 96-room mansion completed in 1909 by Railroad Tycoon Edward H. Harriman and given to Columbia by his son (above).

For five days the 85 conferees roamed the Harriman showplace, and met at frequent intervals
to discuss the first assembly subject: U.S. relations with Western Europe. When it was over,
the delegates had propounded some propositions for discussion by 1,200 "little assemblies"
throughout the U.S. Among them: 1) Russia's
global threat to freedom can best be opposed
by building cooperation among all free peoples;
2) all these must steel themselves to sacrifice;
3) war is not the solution but fear of it must not
divert the U.S. from its defense of world freedom. Although these elephantine conclusions
obviously were true, they seemed somewhat
as these pictures show
less overpowering
than the late Mr. Harriman's massive mansion.

—

A SLATE-ROOFED ISLAND in m a of trees, Arden House stands in a 30-square-mile tract on a 1 300foot Ramapo mountain peak near West Point, N.Y.
.i

,

CIRCULAR STAIRCASE

in east

wing

rises con-

tinuously for three stories, is not even the main stairway. Here Colonel Herman Beukema of West Point

and former

AEC

Chairman David Lilienthal

(right)

pause to chat. All of Arden House's materials, its
past ami present furnishings, are native American.
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STATUARY decorates vast
at the

second

floor level.

is

OVETA CULP HOBBY, ex-WAC commander, in-

SHAGGY VY covers

entirely

spects the view from her room. Later she asked for a

granite walls. It has an organ,

front terrace, which

Arden House was

refurnished for thisand future American Assemblies.

less

remote room because getting there took too long.

I

lakes. H) miles of bridle

most of the house's native
swimming pool, two
pathsanda3) S-milc driveway.
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BIRTHDAY BEGAN
ing es usual nt

with

EN ROUTE TO WORK,
Blake.

He

SHAVE was given him by Housekeeper
Rose Drew. Then he read (he newspaper.

Graham wak-

a.m. and pondering awhile.

he met Coke

takes this five-block walk daily.

AFTERNOON CONCERT
school band.

TOE WORLD'S

He

is

played for

also got a plaque

month

little

at his

in Pryor, Okla. (pop. 7,000) the spry

cricket of a

man who

is

almost certainly the

world's oldest millionaire reached his 100th birth-

Graham did not celealone any more than he has en-

day. But William Alexander

brate his centennial
joyed his wealth alone. Reputedly worth $7 million,
Graham has repeatedly presented rich gifts to the
town in which he settled after spending his early

years riding the range. In 1896
a needed footbridge; later,
tile,

William graham as STRIPLING of
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it

when

was $2,250 for
mercan-

cattle,

stock and loan investments had swelled his for-

tune,

it

was $6,000 for the

home by

the

SHORT SPEECH
house.

MILLIONAIRE

OLDEST
Last

Graham

from Oklahoma Hankers Association.

First

Methodist Church,

He

is

made

recited Guest's

at the

fU Be

open

There.

BECOMES

S25.000 for a community building, $10,000 for library books and untold thousands for needed sidewalks and gutters. This year Graham brought his
benefactions to well over $500,000 by giving the
town $280,000 w ith w hich to acquire its own electrical distribution system. But what Pryor jappreciated, possibly more than anything else, about its
"first citizen" and First National Bank president
was his practice during the depression of making
personal loans to residents when his bank could not
do so. "A good moral risk is better than a secured
risk," Graham would say. On his 100th birthday

HOME

was visited before going to work for
DESK AT
prayer and the reading of poetry and birthday greetings.

TOUR

of hi- philanthropies

here the eleetrir plant

ended the celebration. Then Graham went home

to rest.

CENTENARIAN

A

its debt. The Jefferstmian put
The high sehool hand nun ehed
Happy Birthday. Main Si reel

Pryor repaid some of
nil a spoeial

nlilion.

In his lininc In play

was permanently renamed (iraliam Avenue. A 100eandle eake was duly baked and lighted (ibe randies ignited the meringue frosting). Almost all I'rvnr Iried to get into the rouiuiunity-buildiug o|>en

house

at

whieh the town expressed

the kindly, simple living old
ed so

many

years to

its

si ill

an hi ml

to

its

gratitude to

man who had

devot-

welfare and who. although

his sight and bearing are

somewhat impaired, was

observe the results of bis benefieenee.

DESK AT OFFICE in

the hank

is

stand-up one. and C.raham worked

a
at

lil

year-old

on

it

as usual

is,

Ill's

IIKIlli

"A man on

birthday.
his feet

A
is

favorite

Graham motto

worth two on his

seat.**
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WITH THE RIOT OVER AND THE PEACE TERMS SETTLED, A MEMBER OF THE CLEANUP SQUAD SITS JAUNTILY

IN

BARBER CHAIR WHILE ANOTHER PICKS UP LITTER

CONVICTS TAKE OVER
Relaxing in an uprooted barber chair and flicking ashes on the floor as though he owned the
place, this Utah convict is savoring a heady if
temporary conquest. For five hours before the
picture was taken he and some 300 of his fellows were in complete control of most of Utah's

Within a few minutes they had taken
over the library, hospital ward, corridors and
cell blocks. Held in by remote control doors,
they set out to wreck the place. They smashed
windows, tore out library books and flooded
floors with water. They threw open cell doors,

brand-new Point of the Mountain prison. On
May 20, when they were ordered in from afternoon recreation, the convicts angered because somebody had "put soap in the soup"
turned on their guards and locked eight of them

raided the commissary and released the men in
death row. Some broke into the hospital and
stupefied themselves with drugs and paregoric
When there was little left to ruin they sent a deputation to the warden with "demands." The

—

40

in cells.

convicts said they had no objection to the

new

building, where they had been installed only
two months ago (Life, March 26), or to the
warden himself. But they did not like the stew-

who "couldn't boil water," or the captain
of the guard, who was "prejudiced," or the way
ard,

the commissary was handing out the clothes.
After three hours of negotiation the two sides
struck a bargain: the warden would investigate
all

their charges

and the convicts would go back

to their cells after cleaning

up the $ 10,000 mess.
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These are the days

with father in the 1900's
was one long style parade
led
by the Arrow Collar Man! He
was the besl-dressed man in anybody's town!
Life

Life

—

the

with father

same

in

story of

1951

tells

Arrow

style

/

leadership, but today's bestdressed Fathers enjoy Arrow
free-and-easy comfort as well!

Dale, Hunt as Dart, hut

Dart, nonwilt collar. America's favorite!

premium broadcloth,

Arden, short-point, nonwilt. spread

Par, soft spread collar. Regular or French cuffs.
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collar.

Drew, nonwilt. low neckband

for comfort.

Gordon, Arrow's famous button-down oxford.

Day— Arrow White

Shirts

w/W? Americas besf-/ook/ng co/fars/
LOOK AT EM! No wonder men swarm
these

after

Arrow Whites! They've learned that no
much for their appearance

other shirts do as

body-tapered

and comfort!
l

styles shown here are
few from Arrow's matchless collection!
Besides their terrific good looks. Arrow White

The smooth collar

just a

Shirts boast the "Sanforized" label (fabric

shrinkage

less

than

1
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.

.

.

have the Mitogu

fit,

ALL Arrow

aiichored-tostay buttons!

Shirts are tailored of quality

fabrics that deliver long, long wear.
ies,

of course,

make any

Arrow

and

TIES

shirt look better.

Prints, stripes, foulards. (Fabric content

shown on each

tie.)

This year
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Pea body

&

Shirts, Ties,

Co., Inc.

17,
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—as every year
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Handkerchiefs and Underwear.

Starting our second 100 years

of Sty/e Leadership

Who's next?
who

art:

How

aJ unit

you? Won

enjoying the superb flavor

t

— the

you join the millions

supreme
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Four Roses? This famous whiskey outsells every other brand at
or above

its

price— even outsells most other

Frankfort Distillers Corporation.

Whiskey. 00.5 proof. 60'

i

Xew

lira

mis

at

am

York City.

grain neutral spirits.

price.
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FOUR ROSES

CLAUOE PANCONI (CENTER), PRINCIPAL DEFENDANT

IN

FRANCE'S MOST TALKED- ABOUT

MURDER

TRIAL, LEANS

FORWARD TO TALK WITH DEFENSE ATTORNEYS

'

^^^^
Ill France "J-3" once had a simple meaning. Through the years of rationing during and after \\ orld \\ ar II it was the government s code for all
cardholders between the ages of 13 and 18. Now. because of a trial that
France as no other court action hail in many years, the term lias
heroine the symbol for a tragic story of adolescent intrigue, confusion

stirred

and murder. Il was not the tawdry fai ls of the J-3 story that gripped the
French press and people a 17-year-old boy shot In death l>v a teen-age
scl
Imatc
but the fearsome look the trial provided into the curious
dream world ill w hich these adolescents lived ami played at adult affairs.
There was no great mystery about the actual crime in the J-3 ease.
Then- was little searching for clues, no extensive manhunt. Nor were the
principals the usual run of dead-end kills. The J-.'i case concerned instead

—

—

a small clique of teen-agers, the children of modest, respectable, middleclass families. There was Alain Cuvader. w ho was killed. There was Nicole
III), who tried lii appear sophisticated but wasn't. And there were Claude

CODEFENDANTS

Nicole Illy and Bernard Petit seemed undismayed wlien
they appeared at an early hearing to give tlieir account of killing of their friend.

Panconi and Bernard

Petit,

whose

trial

for the

murder of Guyader was,

for France, the trial of both the postwar generation and

its

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE

parents.
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alain guyader

PLEASANT TASTING! \
NOT A PILL... OR

Bt^.m

Here's what
FRESHIES

MEDICINE. EAT
FRESHIES LIKE CANDY!

do for you!

Unlike ordinary breath sweeteners and mouth washes, FRESHIES
do not mask one odor with an-

mm

m urn

F II

I

the onions on the hamburger, the garlic sauces,
the cheeses!

other, for fresh-tasting FRESHIES

contain a Chlorophyll compound
Nature's green magic
deodorant. So harmless you can
take FRESHIES frequently, for
maximum day -Jong protection.

— from

DRINK
J(ST 72AT

SMOKE

PROOF!
The effectiveness of Freshies to
remove offending mouth odors
has been proven in clinical research at a famous university.

when and what
you want . . . the
glass of beer or
wine, the cocktails.

Once, it was brought out at the trial, they had
a " been students together in Paris: Panconi
tin- quirt niir who rrail avidlv and wanted to
be a WTiter; Petit, the unattractive son of a
police inspector who didn't care for books but
knew at least where his father kept his gUBBJ
Guyader, the quick-witted one who dreamed
of adventure and talked of himself as the "man
«'l his limr:>": and Nicole, who suhllv plavril
off one
another. Around them
world of uncertainty, the reminders of one
war and the threats of another. \\ hen studies
seemed unexciting, they created their own excitcmcnt, hatrhiiig plans to organize a great

new Maquis if the Russians should come. They
would make a fortune in the black market too, and would run arms to
the Middle East. To his friends Guyader each day described new exploits; in them he was always the leader. In time the others grew resentful. When Guyader went on to boast falsely of an affair with Nicole, the
play-acting took a deadly turn. With Guyader absent, the would-be
Maquis set up a mock trial, decided he was too vain and would have
to die. The trap was sprung one December day in 1948. Ostensibly to
find a hiding olace for t!ie guns they hoped to collect, Panconi, Petit
and Nicole persuaded Guyader to go with them to the Malnoue forest
near Paris. Petit and Nicole failed to show up at the rendezvous, so the
others went on alone. In the woods Guyader's talk of Nicole infuriated

AND 6££ATK£ £ASY/

your favorite
pipe, or cigar,
those frequent
cigarettes

JUST 7X*£

AMD

£4S//

PROSECUTOR
At drug, candy and cigar
counters everywhere

Lajaunie carefully

managed J-3 trial to win convictions,
sometimes conferred with attorney
who represented Guyader's family.

JUDGE!

Dejean de

la

Batie lost his

usual calm onre when lie scolded policeman w ho delayed taking Guyader
to hospital to

make

the

phone

calls.

JH Aope tfiere's
a JBorgfir every iride
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anJ what

room
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it is

handsome
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exact

weight* every time. Just step on daily, glance at
the big Binocular Dial
a pound,
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days,
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it

can't

people want. But you'll
RE-ENACTS MURDER OF HIS FRIEND ALAIN CUYADER

WATCH AS PANC

IN

if

you gain or

lose

make
still

all the

Burgs

find a Borg

if

you looh. And when she says "Bless you, it's
a Borg!", you'll

WITH DEATH

—

right away!

he glad you hough t the best.

A DARK FOREST

Panconi, and when at last Guyader walked on ahead, Panconi drew ;i
gun, struck Guyader over the head and then, holding the revolver in
both hands, pulled the trigger. Quickly he searched Guyader's pockets
for the wad of dollars Guyader always boasted was there. There were
250 francs. Then Panconi left the woods, took a bus home, ate dinner,
read a bit and went to bed. Meanwhile Guyader had recovered consciousness and crawled to the road where a truck driver found him,
took him to a cafe and called police. While Guyader lay bleeding to
death in the truck, thegendarme, punctilious about matters of jurisdiction, telephoned from one headquarters to another to decide whether
the shooting was really his concern. At the trial a waitress testified
Petit had come on the scene late, peered into the truck, saw Guyader
dying and calmly went on.
In the 2H years between the crime and the trial the case had been
built to a fabulous climax by the press and by an array of some of
France's greatest dramatists, novelists and actors who crowded the
courtroom to follow each day's developments. For a whole day lawyers
probed the boys' reading habits, causing one newspaper, I'Aurore, to
splutter: "Is anyone finally going to remember that Panconi and Petit
have killed Alain Guyader? Enough of literature!" The judge remembered, and sentenced both of them to solitary confinement, Panconi for
10 years, Petit for five. Nicole was still to face the court. But at the trial
not even the prosecution objected w hen the defense counsel summed up
the problem of France's young people. "Wedeprivcd them of their youth
in losing the war in 1940," he said. "By not defending them to the last
man, we gave them for an ideal a flight into indescribable confusion."
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Case CONTINUED

VICTIM'S PARENTS

sat patiently

through

trial.

On

table are briefs pre-

pared by their attorney. They were awarded "symbolic damages

IN

1

*

of one franc.

PRISONER'S BOX

to the crime. His

Petit squirms as he listens to evidence linking him
nervous mannerisms irritated spectators in the courtroom.

READER'S DIGEST* Reported The Same Research Which Proves
That Brushing Teeth Right After Eating with

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
STOPS TOOTH DECAY BEST
MOST THOROUGHLY PROVED AND
ACCEPTED HOME METHOD OF
ORAL HYGIENE KNOWN TODAY!
Reader's Digest recently reported the very
same research which proves that the
Colgate way of brushing teeth right after
eating stops tooth decay best! The most
thoroughly proved and accepted home
method of oral hygiene known today!
Yes, and 2

years' research

showed

/

V

X

Use Colgate Dental Cream
Clean Your Breath
While You Clean Your Teeth fln d Help Stop Tooth Decay!

To
V

V

)

that the

Colgate way stopped more decay for more
people than ever before reported in denti-

No other toothpaste or powder — ammoniated or not— offers such
proof — the most conclusive proof ever
frice history!

reported for a dentifrice of any type!

"YOU SHOULD KNOW1
used

in

Colgate's, while not mentioned by name, was the one and only toothpaste
the scientific research on tooth decay recently reported in Reader's Digest.

AS TRIAL ENDS
mothers for

last

Panconi {rear) and Petit, now smirking, embrace their
time in courtroom In-fore being led away to prison by guards.
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pick the Schick "20," the finest shaving
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Don't just sit there undecided. Hurry round
nearby dealer who's ready to gift-wrap a
Schick "20" for you. Complete with Caddie

to a

Case, only $24.50. Also, see the Schick Super
$22.50. Schick Incorporated, Stamford,
Conn. Service offices in principal cities.

at

V

THESE HI-VELOCITY HEADS

•

THIS REAL

Schick "20" "The Finest
Shaving Instrument of All Time"

ROTARY MOTOR

it

Make the
New

high-speed, prcciiion-made shearing heads,
of exclusive Schick design. Sharpened and

honed.

Comb edges guide whiskers into slots.
ban pick up short stubbte. All for

Interceptor

fast, close, skinline

shaving.

rotary motor. Precision-built.
Smooth. Quiet. A powerhouse. The most powerful motor Schick ever built. AC or DC. Stop-Start
Burton snaps it on or off.
Schick's

real

Schick 20*
MORE MEN USE SCHICK ELECTRIC SHAVERS
THAN ANY OTHER MAKE

Copyrighted material
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Tinstone

Save Ma+tey

oh. 1/044/1

£«foUainme4ii Budget

The

Firestone line of console and table model
television sets, radio-phonograph combinations

Weekday Wo*k,
Firestone washers
to last,
Cupjrrlght. 1931,

Th* Flrttfonc

Ttre

and Money

and ironers are easy on clothes, easy to operate, built
to use and priced to make your dollars buy more.

economical
A

lime,

portable, table model and auto radios are high
in quality, dependable in performance, low in price.

and

Scute.

Money OH

<Jlo44AecleanUuf,

Robber Co.

Cor.

Home Applionces
TIMES LIKE THESE,
INwhen
you want
every

dollar to go farther, it pays
to shop at Firestone. There
you will find products for
the home that are high in
quality, low in price and

backed by the Firestone
warranty.

There,

you will find
covers, batteries,

too,

tires, seat

brake lining and many
other products and services
which will help to keep
your car in safe driving
condition, preserve its
finish and add to your
driving comfort.

So go to your nearby
Firestone dealer or store
and see how the complete
line of products for home
and farm, for car and truck,
for work and recreation fit
into your 1951 budget.

And, speaking of budgets,
you can buy on convenient
budget terms,

if

you

desire.

Firestone vacuum cleaners
are easy on you, easy on
your rugs and furniture and
easy on your pocketbook.

Saoe. Monedf

oh

Ifqua,

%ood Budget

With a Firestone food freezer and refrigerator, you can buy in moneysaving quantities. You save time, too, by shopping only once a week.

Scute,

an Go&kuuf,

Sesute. Bettesi

MeaU.

In the complete line of Firestone gas and electric ranges you will find the
model that gives you the features you want at the price you want to pay.
Listen to the Voice of Fires/one

on radio or television every Mondny evening over

NBC

aterial

Fancy -pants Hamburgers! FT
Stuff 'em with cheese

cook 'em with

Krttlc-%> mmeted

tng %auce

Hunt's Fancy-pants

Hamburgers
You never tasted sueh wonderful hamburgers!

Men

love them, youngsters, too.

easy to prepare. Get

some of

And

they're

that extra-flavory

Hunt's Tomato Sauce (only a few pennies a can!
-serve Fanrv -pants Hamburgers n-al s«>i>n.

and

Do not

chopped beef

7

lb.

4

slice*

f4

lb.)

sharp American cheese

Form inlo 8 thin hamburger rakes. On
little meat
uncovered annuid the edge. Top with the remaining cakes
ami pinch edges together to enclose cheese. Take a heavy
frviug pan ami sprinkle over the bottom some:
season beef.

four of these, place slices of cheese, leaving a

Plain salt

and

'4 fip. gorfi'c salt (optional)

salt should cover the pan thinly i\ tsp. salt for 9-in.
pan). Heat pan very hot. Place Muffed hamburger* on
vail. Brown one -itfe. Turn, brown other side. Lower heat

The

and cover litem with:
I

can Hunt's Tomato Soucm

Simmer until sauce in sizzling hot. Serve at once, with the
delicious sauce from the pan ladled over them. What a
wonderful feast for four people!
Hunt's is extra llavory because it*s the Kettle-simmered
cooking sauce. Made only from red-ripe fresh tomatoes —
seasoned just right. And it costs you but a jew cents a
can. I se Hunt's in Mews.. soups.. meat loaf .. spaghetti
.

and

casseroles. I-ook for Hunt's red label at your market!

tiunt-fbrthe best
HUM
for

Foods. Inc.. Fnllerton. California

BreaWotf or Dessert

.

.

.

HUNT'S HEAVENLY PEACHES

Copy

laterial
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THESE DEEP, AXLE-BREAKING HOLES

IN

AN OHIO TOWN'S MAIN STREET

(U.S.

ROUTE

20)

HAVE BANGED UP TRUCKS AND CARS, AND CAUSED DAMAGE SUITS

THE WORST MAIN STREET
After four-year fight Ohio town decides to do something about
Main Street means many things to many communities, but to Bellcvue, Ohio (pop. 8,CKK)) it
is the name of what some townspeople believe is
the worst main thoroughfare in the U.S. Federal and state authorities and a large segment
of the townspeople had for four years sought to
improve Bellevue's narrow Main Street (U.S.
Route 20 and Ohio State roads 113 and 18), but a
majority of the town's ruling council had over-

The reason:

would lake up to 20
feet off the curb line to meet state requirements
for a 54-foot highway. This would destroy long
rows of old shade trees and devalue property.
ruled them.

it

Also, because

it

it

did not include widening of the

40-foot railroad underpass, a bottleneck would

and nearly 15,000
highway every 21 hours. The
town, with only limited funds, had tried to repair the street, but the brick-macadam road,
result for the 2,300 trucks

cars that use the

laid

on an 1892 sand base, needed tougher un-

derballast to support heavy-duty

traffic.

Mean-

while there was a potential financial loss in law
brought by owners of damaged cars and

suits

trucks. Then, after years of debate, the town's
council voted unexpectedly last week to give

PLEA FOR REPAIRS

the state a green light for repairs to Main Street.

window.

Its taxis take

is posted in cab company
abnormal healing on street.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE
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Worst Main Street CONTINUED

win one of

25

thrilling

all-expense-paid vacations

...or

326

valuable

cash prizes!

is measured by Bellevue's Mayor Horner Creeelius. He
favored repairs. Opponents held that widening would reduce property values.

FOOT- DEEP HOLE

Imagine winning

CHI

all-cxpensc-paid

vacation trip to the Caribbean
uonderland— inspiration for Catalina's

new, spirited Carribean* Collection!
Beautiful new designs, gay sun-filled
colors, fanciful patterns and fabrics,
all created with a true Ca rib beanfia vor.

in the swimivear
department of leading department stores,
and men's shops in your city.

Ask for contest blank

Shown obov«: SMI

FISH, fanciful ditign

hand-printed Oft knitfrd two-way tlrefeh
Ce/oneie, lew re* and Nylon. feofwrei
Calal no i new poftn'ed POWCRIIFT bra.
i

Cutting Corrib+on* Colon.
Matching men i SMJt FlSH trunkt.
You'll fly via luxurious

Pan American World Airways

-stay

LOOK FOR THE^/fLYINfi FISH

at the finest hotels!

OPPOSING IMPROVEMENT,
NECIITE*ED
wni. in fiKiiiidku

52

total

mill

nm»litan.»ttaMnlii,toitI1ltai«ii«l«»1i. itlllwiii

Councilman

of children, wanted to keep shade trees.

He

W.

E. Giles feared for safety

points to proposed

new

curl) line.

Compare it wrth any washer, at anyprice.. see ho*/
.

4

you all
Thor*t Hydro-Swirl principle of
washing lets the water do the work.

The 1951 Thor beats the 8 other leading automatic or semi-automatic
washers in economy! Saves up to 27
gallons of hot water every washday
for a family of 4! Proved by test! And
Thor saves soap, saves fuel costs, too.

swishes and swirls clothes gently
but thoroughly, washes them cleaner,

It

(aster, yet safely.

And proved

test in laboratory

No

best by

and home!

1 nnk !I Dirt
H-rt and
nnrl suds
aurle. float
Anal up
nn and
anil off
ntiT
Look
the top, not down through the clothes,
as in ordinary washers. And the 19S1
Thor has finger-tip control .
lets
you rinse (as well as wash) for as long
or short a period as you like.

fixed mocha nit a cydi-s! You
how much water— how long to
I

decide

wash each

load. Then flick the switch.

Thor washes,

rinses, spins clothes
dry — in one single tub! Your
hands never touch hot, soapy water!

.

damp

No Other Washer Gives You

All

.

These Washday Advantages!

Count the blessings of

this marvelous 1951 Thor
Spinner Washer! I .Hydro-Swirl Washing Action
J. Super Saving of Hot Water! 3. Controllable Washing
Time! e.The Thor-Way Overflow Rinse! What a
combination! What a washer!

Today, look

in the classified phone directory for
the name of your nearest Thor dealer. Ask
for a demonstration of the 1951 Thor Spinner
Washer with Hydro-Swirl Washing Action!

U. S.

And be sure to see the Thor Dryer (Electric or Gas),
Thor Wringer Washer, Thor Gladiron, Thor Combination Sink. For more efficient homemaking
depend on Thor, leaders in home laundry appliances
for over 45 years! Thor Corporation, Chicago 50, 111.
.

.

No Plumbing

Installation Necessary!

•

No

Bolting

Down!

•

No Annoying

Vibration!

MT. OFF.

WALLS?

GLORIA VIEWS CAMERA WITH STIFF-NECKED SUSPICION

II

MIGHTY LEGGY BABY

A giraffe

is

born to "Greatest Show on Earth"

Five years ago when the Ringling Bros, and Barnum & Bailey circus
arrived in Boston for the spring performance, a giraffe named Kdith
produced a gangling baby. Last month in Boston 12-year-old Edith did
it again. The new baby and latest star of "The Greatest Show on Earth"
is Gloria (opposite page), a 40-pound, 5! 2-foot youngster who seems
to have more neck, more legs and less body than any baby rightfully
should. But Gloria is perfectly normal, already thriving on a diet of
giraffe milk and getting used to her mother, her brother and the gaping
circus crowds. In her padded cage she has begun a tour of the country
w hich will cover more than 23,000 miles before the circus gets back to
its winter headquarters in Sarasota, Fla. There Gloria w ill finally meet
Shorty, her 18-foot father, who is too tall to travel with the circus.

Id
FOREST OF LEGS and
biggest worry of circus

is

i

neck does not keep Cloria from taking a nap. The
mother might accidentally step on sleeping baby.

that

^— GLORIA GETS LICKING FROM HER MOTHER WHILE BROTHER WATCHES
CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE
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Giraffe CONTINUED

Ahhhh

.

.

.

Mm mm

waffles!

grilled

. . .

Trim and

General
Sandwich

Electric
Grill

sandwiches!

specifuxtitaiu iubjeel to

cWige

without nutire

Combination

and Waffle
• Talk about convenience

Iron!
.

.

.

yon pet

almost a scpiare fool of cooking surface
for toasting sandwiches
even for fry in*!
bacon and eggs all, right at your tahlv!

—

Then — hv mereh inserting
aluminum waffle grids — vou're

ihe large
just a few

seconds away from ihc four most tempting
waffles you ever tasted!

• And talk about smart styling

.

.

.

you'll

love the graceful lines, the gleaming, long-

lasting

chrome plate

finish, the cool

plastic handles.

Automatic

—a

turn of the

"Tempera-

ture Selector" quickly gives you the correct heat. A "tell-you-when" light goes
off the

moment you have

it.

Result:

^ou

serve golden-brown wattles or just-right
Sandwiches every time!

—

Automatic model (shown above) and the Standard model— come complete
with easy-to-clean sandwich and waffle grids. General Electric Company,
Bridgeport 2, Connecticut.

You con put your confidence in—

GENERAL

B

ELECTRIC

SHORT-NECKED GIRL SHOWS RIGHT WAV TO SEE LONG-LEGGED GIRAFFE

56
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is like

a neighboring city

example, the 725-mile

trip

Such speed

men

is

vital to

— when

from Chicago takes
traveling

on

also fly every day, help keep business

less

you go there by

air.

.

.

.

Tons of cargo

and industry humming.

traditionally important in international affairs,

thousand miles from America

fly,

you spend

less

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

Hies

It's

the fair-weather

way

to go!

faiwtiio

is

four

and at least a week away by surface travel.
Geneva twenty hours after leaving New York. When you
time traveling . . . have more time at your destination.

in

^2o&*dt*<-£vidL^ is just overnight from New York by DC-6
You can go
Copenhagen, Oslo or Stockholm no change of plane. Your DC-6
"above the weather." There the air is smooth, and you seldom see

direct to

clouds above you.

TJiti- Co

By air, you can be

For

than three hours by DC-6.

essential missions

is

half a day from

New York

by DC-6. The state

an important role in our defense program. For example,
the big Douglas Aircraft plant.

armed

forces.

Over 90 per cent of

Workers can relax

Twice as

its

at the magnificent

many

at

is

playing

Santa Monica

production

is

is

for our

beach shown above.

people

AS ALL OTHER
DEPEND ON DOUGLAS WORLD'S LARGEST BUILDER OF AIRCRAFT FOR 30 YEARS

MILITARY

AND COMMERCIAL

try. Anil,

—

is quickly reached by air from anywhere in the counfrom San Francisco, airplanes fly regularly to Hawaii, on our life
Japan
and New Zealand ... to Manila

'S&tC^/b&I'Mtt

line to the Orient ... to Australia
.

.

.

India. Trips that

.

.

.

once took weeks are now a matter of hours.

has become popular as a summer vacationland. That's important to

men busy on

When

defense work.

tense schedules, they can

to Florida

fly

they need a break in their

by DC-6

in just a

few hours. More-

over, accommodations in Florida are generally lower-priced in

summer.

h/OJ& Uikl— go bv Air!
FLYING

— and looking

Go
enced

air travelers,

quiet.

is

You

air trips

step out feeling

it;

Douglas DC-6.

in a

The DC-6

Most

takes the time out of travel.

are a matter of just a few hours.
fresh

It's

the

first

choice of experi-

according to a nationwide survey.

big and modern. It's steady,

And world-famous

roomy and

for dependability.

Yes, next time, fly. You'll travel by your watch, instead of your calendar!

FLY

DOUGLAS DC-6

on these leading
•

BRANIFF

0. S.

AMERICAN
.

CMA

KLM NefnertonA
to fly in

a Douglas DC-6!

reclining seats. Extra-big "picture"

world below.

If

you wish,

chat, play cards, enjoy refreshments.

fly

You

relax completely in the deep,

windows give you a

fine

view of the

— a pleasant spot to
Complimentary meals — no tipping!

stroll into the

lounge {above)

PAL

PUMm

SABENA

Belgian

•

.

BCPA Alalia*

.

DELTA

•

LAI

PANAGRA
SAS

SWISSAIR tvfa

Italian

u. S.

UNITED

U. S.

.

AA

NATIONAL

.

.

U. S.

Argentine

U. S.

"PAN AMERICAN

Donitn Norwegian Swediih
•

world

airlines of the

U. S.

Mexican

.

•

0. S.

tSLICK U.

"WESTERN

S.

0. S.

•Soon

fCo/oo

onff

Douglas

AIRPLANES COMBINED
TRANSPORTS

FIGHTERS

ATTACK PLANES

BOMBERS

GUIDED MISSILES

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

RESEARCH

the beauty of

c

dclafuw7t
ELECTRIC CLOCKS

Perfect gift

Takcs

to grace her

kitchen.

Hangs on

wall or

Telechron

on

it

shelf.

jfjHj)
yellow. » a

Need no winding,

the house. Full-year written warranty.

power plants so

run wrong

AND THEY START AT

real vines in twin vases color-styled in red, grey, gree n,

electric clocks arc silent.

can't

it...

oiling, regulating.

(rift

hand -rubbed mahogany

is

lininb case.

Choose from 29 lovely models

Famous Telechron Synchro-Sealed Motor

has to run right! Telechron

$^51)*

of elegance. For bedroom, mantel, desk. Rich

is

Bell alarm.

for every

room

$1750'
in

synchronized perfectly with electric

a trademark of Telechron Inc., Ashland, Mass., a General Electric Affiliate.
#

PricM .mt ipKJhutiwii

tut>!«cl to

clung. Pitcn plut .liitm. In.

Copyrighted
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NAVAJOS GO
INTO URANIUM

BUSINESS
INDIAN MINERS STOP

ORE

IS

WORK TO TALK TO TRADER HARRY GOULDING WHO HELPED DISCOVER THE ORE

RAISING STANDARD OF LIVING

In northeast Arizona, where the red sandstone
pillars of Monument Valle\ poke up in the roekv

Navajo Indians have for generations
hunted, farmed, raised a few sheep and got along
as little cash as $20 a year. But as far hack
at this hard land in
a new light: the vellowish outcrops of rock thev
had so long ignored w ere carnolite, an ore rich in

desert, the

on

as 1912 they hegan looking

vanadium and uranium. Now, after nine years,
Monument Valley has htiill up a small hut prosperous milling industry which is changing the
wav of life of the I. ODD Navajos who live there.
It

WITH GEIGER COUNTER
Whiielmrsc prospects

ind

in rock at a

a

has already paid the central trihal council

ON THEIR RESERVATION

mine a Navajo can make double his old yearly
income in a week. Luxuries like new stoves anil
bicycles are making their appearance around
the tents and mud hogans. And in the valley,
where even battered jalopies were once a rarity,
new-model pick-up trucks now bounce over the
rocky roads. Soon, the Navajos hope, the valley
will he in for an even bigger boom, Last month
the Navajo tribal council sent to Washington

would permit the
Indians to lease land to whiles, would make it

a proposed set of rules that

easier for Navajos to get prospecting permits.

Anticipating approval of this request,

some of

now borrowing Geiger counfrom Harry Goulding, who runs the local

royalties of 8170,000. About 20^ of the valley's men work in mines leased by the Vanadium
Corporation of America. Another I0'< work

the braves are

in smaller mines of their ow n. In either type of

grounds for new deposits of uranium-rich ore.

ters

trading post, and are scouring their old hunting

hammer Joe

monument's

luisc.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Navajos CONTINUED

HAULING ORE
own

in his

small mine, a Navajo

lean son car decorated with

He w as trained
l>v Vanadium Corp., is uscompany equipment.
iiii:

crude

face.

BORAXO GETS OUT
DIRT PLAIN SOAP

CAN'T REACH

^a^^laV
Being a "hail dy

hands

.

man"

if

sura hard on

.

PAYDAY GAM E, played

BOBlX"

on blanket, draws bets of
S to? 0. ( iame is last, eonlists mostly of matching
cards and issomew hat similar to lie game of monte.
1

Don'! worry Just wal hands and pour on
a litlla Boraxo . .
1

1

I

CLEANS
In 30 saconds, oven fingernails ara

sMn-

ing clean!

Nothing like Boraxo to get hands c/eaner quicker.' Its special BoraxSoap Formula gets out even the toughest ground-in dirt in seconds! Yet
it's gentle and mild as fine toilet soap. Makes the children really like to
clean up grubby hands and knees. Pleases mother because it leaves her hands
so soft and smooth feeling. No wonder Boraxo is the American family's
favorite powdered hand soap Get a couple of cans ... one for the bathroom,
!

one

for the kitchen ... in the regular size or

ANOTHER FAMOUS
62

"10

money-saving one-pound

can.

MULE TEAM" PRODUCT

DUDE NAVAJO is

wait-

ing for a ride home. Most
of voung men have adopt-

ed the modern ways. Older
ones, w ho scorn haircuts,

arcknown as "long-hairs.

SEWING CLOTHES, Lillie

Begay

sits

on an empty

explosives box and works

new sewing machine, with
her son and a lamb beside
her. Lillie's

home

is

a tent.

blew

Women who 'ttaW Ironing now Say

'JfaAy'Tfafo JtotUng requires

Only

\ the EFFORT
- \ the TIME
The Mary Proctor Ironing Set b-r-e-e-z-e-s you through the
ironing

day— leaves you

of pep.

full

The Proctor Pad and Cover

set

fits

perfectly. Extra-thick, waffle-weave pad

EMPTY BOTTLES that

I

weight, Sanforized sailcloth cover last twice as long.
Hooks and tempered steel springs hold cover drumtight. In Primrose Yellow, Powder Blue, Sand Beige,
Sun-Bleach White ... All colorfast!

held soft drinks stand outside hogan for return to the
These 14 cases were
drained by family of five
children and two squaws.
store.

And no wonder

every table
and double-

Extra-wide, extra-long Hi-Lo Ironing Table saves

dozens of hand movements on every piece. Adjusts
instantly to 9 different heights. Folds in a flash for
storing. All-metal but weighs only a few pounds.

The Mary Proctor Never-Lift Steam Iron saves
you 2'3tons of lifting each ironing day- Touch the trigit's at rest. Another touch
it s back at work.
Changes from dry to steam in one second. And you

ger

—

—

can press professionally!

"Best Buy" Guarantee on all Mary Proctor Aids
promises you'll be completely satisfied, convinced that
these helps are better than any others
or your money
back without question!

—

See the proof with your own eyes. Get a demonstration soon! In leading department and appliance
stores everywhere.

ALARM CLOCKnf most
of the Navajo miner-

i>

a

rooster. Indians found the

birds a

handv substitute

when the local

trading post

ran, out of regular clocks.

PROCTOR IUCIWC

PROCTOR APPLIANCES

Never-Lift Iron

Deluxe Toaster

Champion

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE

CO., 3rd

St.

ond Hunting Pork Avt.,

Phil.. 40, P..

SEE THESE OTHER
FINE

Electric

Iron

Compensating

Blanket

Custom Toaster

PROCTOR
*

>-O 0

CA^

L

Navajos

CONTINU

Cole Porler. distinguished composer of

"Out of This Worut' says. "We don't
we just
mix cocktails in our house
pour them out of a hottle.

—

Heublcin's reodyrnixtd
cocktails, of course!"

i
HUGH
BUME,

your
Barman
in

a

Bottle

does the

work!
Serving Heublcin's ready-mixed
like having an expert bartender on duty
your home. Hcublein's cocktails are masterfully

cocktails

made

is

of finest liquors.

The

at

ingredients are thoroughly

intermarried for exceptional smoothness. Just add ice

—

or pour over ice cubes and serve "on the rocks."

EIGHT KINDS, INCLUDING:

MANHATTAN 65 proof
OLD FASHIONED, 70 proof
.

EXTRA DRY MARTINI, 65 proof
GIBSON,

very, very dry Martini, 75

proof

HEUBLEIIM'S

COCKTAILS
G.

64

F. Heublein

& Bro., Inc.,

Hartford, Conn.

HEADING HOME to get to his land in Monument V«l)e)
planting, a Navajo

named Big Gambler's Son

in

time foi the ••rii

drives his family through a creek

Alwa ys

Uncle Ben's
Converted Long Grain

Women say it's the greatest thing
that ever happened to rice. Uncle
extra-long-grain rice
B vitamins.

Hen's— the

with the extra
Guaranteed
fluffy every

to cook up white and
time or your

money back!
Grains stay separate and
fluffy even when stored
in the refrigerator or

reheated.

Make
your

rice dishes

one of

specialties.

Try Uncle

Ben's.

"Uncle Ben's" ami "Converted" are
trade-murks of Converted Hicc, Inc.

FINEST
LONG-GRAIN RICE

MADE BETTER

Its

Sunny

ma£ic-cooks up white

and

fluffy

Uncle Ben's Rice, before milling,
This assures retention of natural
makes
toward some of the high luitti-s which gave the valley its name. He spent several months working at the mim* and bought this new truck with his earnings.

Color-

like

is

B

this rice the easiest to cook.

CONVERTED

put through an exclusive patented process.
vitamins and flavor, and at the same time
always fluffy.

It's

RICE, INC. Houston, Texas

©IPSO Converted

Ric«, Inc.

65
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Jopfhtcfi'

Jopflotch.
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GREATEST
BALL
EVER TOLD
yop/VotcA

Performance

is

Dutch
Harriton

the only basis

upon which

three

Ferrier and Lloyd

place on the 1951 U.S. Ryder

Sam

Cup

at the

Of

team.

the

end of 1950,

play Wilson balls exclusively.

* * *
testi

Topping the

"Woman

list

of

women

golfer of the year,"

tournament winners was 1950's
Babe Didrikson Zaharias, followed
in women's golf use Wilson

by Patty Berg. These pace-setters

money winners of 1950, Sam Snead, Jim
Mangrum played Wilson balls. With Cary

Dutch Harrison, six of
nine top money winners used Wilson balls exclusively.

*

team candidates

ten leading

St/eat/

six

Middlecoff, Skip Alexander and

the

*

Sam Snead, the win96 tournament rounds with an average of only 69.23
strokes per round. Jim Ferrier, second, averaged 70.27 for 119
rounds. Lloyd Mangrum, fourth, played 72 rounds with an average
of 70.53. In every round these stars used Wilson balls exclusively.

golf balls exclusively.

* * *
These stars took no chances! They played Wilson balls because
they knew they would get peak performance. And more major
1950 tournaments were won with Wilson golf balls than with all
other makes combined. Be good to your game play Wilson.

—

the 1950 Vardon Trophy competition,

* *

ner, played

Costs

r

Only consistent top performance can win a

star

golf

* * *

It

-»

-s «.

Jim

These players, whose incomes depend so
much on winning, cannot afford to play a ball
that does not deliver top performance in every
way. The 1950 tournament records offer the most amazing
monial to superior golf ball performance ever written.

In

~

>
->

Ftrrier

ball.

top

\X

f

professional tournament players judge a

Golf's

\V

mentioned arc members of the famous Wilson
Advisory Staff retained by Wilson to aid in the development of
heller equipment for better play.
All players

No More To Play The Best!
— High compression for
— thin Cadwell-Geer cover.
—

Top Notch Black and K-28 Black
long

hitting,

Top/Vo/c/i

low handicap players

—

Top Notch sold through pro shops only

— K-28

r

K-28
at leading sporting

goods

<
|

Top Notch Red and K-28 Red High compression, durable long distance ball
extra tough Cadwell-Geer cover.
stores.

!

<

^^~
, J

r-

r

!

!

'

f,

I
{

WIISON SPORTING GOODS CO. CHICAGO
Brooch Office!

in

New

Son Froncitco ond 36 orher
lA lubt'd'orr of Wi/40n i Co., fnc.l
York.

principal cltlol

IT'S

TODAY

IN

SPORTS EQUIPMENT

ART

One Man's
BALTIMORE STUDENT SPENDS
In 1945

Mason Faulconer Lord, an

History of Art

$5 000
?

18-v car-old phar-

Western art. He rambled through Kurope, poking into curio shops. Ilea markets and private houseol

Lord quickly snapped al the oiler and made oil willi
bis bargain. Later he discovered bis "masterpiece"
was a l'Jth Century fake, but by then he had suc-

end of six years Lord bad acquire
15(i to S950, some 65 objects scanning
4,00!) years of history. The entire collection, which
cost less than $5,033, is today valued at 10 limes
thai amount and this month is being exhibited at the

cumbed

to

|

!«•

collector's fever. After bis

cbarge Lord look art courses and haunted

Navy

dis-

museums

more about bis hobby. Then, with money
earned from summer jobs, the remnants of his Navy
pay and a small bequest left by his father, be set
to learn

1.1)00 YEVRS OF ART separate oldest from newest object in Lord collection.
here (foreground, from left) Roman torso; medieval Spanish chest; 15th
Century framed French manuscript; two medieval ivory reliefs; 13th Century
Italian painting; abstract kneeling figure by U.S. Sculptor Leonard: reclining
figure by Britain's Henry Moore: Gothic French slatue: (tip level of pedestal)
:

$f>0,000

out to assemble a collection covering every period

macist s male on liberty in Washington, D.C., wandered into an antique shop, attracted by an old
painting in the window. The shop owner informed
him il was a prize Dutch landscape of the 17th Century which, as a -|„-i i.il favor, could be had for
.

Shown

GETS TREASURES W ORTH

;

in

search of treasures be could afford, but before

making

a purchase be

with similar work in

would compare the object

museums

to be sure of its au-

thenticity. At the

at prices

Ilalliruore
is

now

!.

from

Museum

ol

Art. Fvcnlually Lord,

who

a medical student al Johns Hopkins, plan-

to present

it

to a school as a capsule history of

Kgvplian head of

3 XII

an.

iwn archaic Greek figures and Creek
300 B.C. On wall (from right): oil by American Karl
Century Italian. L. U. Tiepolo: oil bv American Clifford
Wright; (below it) portrait by 17th Century Dutchman; (lielote. to left) portrait
of Lord by German Herbert Rreiter: (lop) aquatint by French modern, Rouault.
head;

(lM9Ef level)

I

Greek

Murphy; drawing by

R.C.: (next /ere/1

torso,

lflth

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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ART COLLKCTIOX

You can't know what

SMARTNESS

real

COMFORT,

VALUE mean

and

CONTINUED

until

you wear an

flIRGORfl-SPUIl
summer

suit

any other summer

suit

Your

best

and shape-retaining

buy. .icy-smooth rayon, unequaled by
.

fabric for sheer

qualities

— tailored

good

looks, coolness

by rayon

specialists,

priced almost unbelievably low

CENTURY PORTRAIT by an unFlfiin'-li artist was found bv Lord in an
obscure antique shop in Paris. Mr bought it for
-av- iri> now valued at more thari$ii.O(X>.
S
13TII

known

20TH CENTURY PORTRAIT
man

Maril. Baltimore artist.

work

in a

is

by Her-

Lord found his
bookshop, later visited Maril's stu-

dio where he bought this and other paintings.

Featured at America's leading

stores.

Write for the name of your nearest

Airgora-Spun dealer.

ROSE BROTH IRS,

68

inc.,

373 5... nth

»», N.w York

AN AMATEUR ARTIST,
1

trees

Lord likes to take time from his studies to sketch
and landscapes, but he describes his handiwork as "unbelievably bad."

I

o

mod ic

o "fancy" hires.
ust the world's best tobacco.

For aTREAT
instead of aTREATMENT

smoke

OklGolds

Pleasant lloments

in

sports

BY BOB CONSIDINE

WHEN

I

WAS A

BARNEY OLDFIELD

KID,

American legend. Wearing
big.

his

I

u.is already

an

.minus goggles, and with

liis

black cigar, he was the original "speed demon."

was in its infancy. Yet. even
was coaxing sensational speeds from

In his dav. the automobile

then, the great Barney

his primitive racing cars.

At Empire City Race Track

in

Yonkcrs. N. Y., on Oct.

Barney Oldfield made racing

1904,

history.

led his

z<),

his

1

-,

ord and

won

for

your Pleasant

the

title

of World's

Champion Racing

Tonight, for your Pleasant Moments,

and your friends
finer,

Driving

"Grvcu Dragon" 10 miles in 9 min., 12', sec., he
dust to the European champion, set a new world's rec-

Peerless

Driver.

Moments JL

ask for

treat yourself

"champion of whiskies"—
milder PM! Today, tomorrow, every time you
to the

taste

it, you can count on the uniform lightness and
smoothness that have made
Preferred by Millions.

PM

©1951, NATIONAL DISTILLERS PROOUCTS CORPORATION, NEW YORK,

N.

Y.

BLENDED WHISKEY.
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PROOF.

67K% GRAIN NEUTRAL

SPIRITS.

AT MUNICH'S CAFE LU1TPOLD, URSULA THIESS MODELS COAT AND HAT AS FLIRTATIOUS MAN BEHIND HER INTERFERES WITH PHOTOGRAPHER'S PICTURE

THE LOOK OF "SWEET IRONY"
It

provided a German model with a mere living at home, but she has a chance at the big time here

Glamour is something most impoverished Germans are forced to live without. But not 27Ursula Thiess. Both beautiful and
is one of the most ambitious models
discovered in Germany since the war. Ursula's
modeling career began last fall when she was
trying unsuccessfully to land a movie job in
Munich. One day Lore Wolff, fashion editor for
the U.S. -sponsored magazine Heute, spotted
year-old

broke, she

Ursula in a passing car and ran alter the automobile until it stopped. Then and there she persuaded Ursula to pose for an article on artificial
pearls. What impressed the editor instantly,
she claims, was Ursula's look of "sweet irony."
Since then Ursula has become one of Hcutes favorite models, but even so she has seldom earned
more than about $35 per month. To make ends
meet she lived in one simply furnished room,

bought clothes on the instalment plan and supplemented her modeling income with a bit part
in a German production of The IF'omen. From
these earnings she also had to support a young
son and daughter born during an early unhappy marriage. But last week her hard-won glamour paid off with an option from RKO and a trip
to the U.S. for screen tests. To Ursula life suddenly looked less ironic and agood deal sweeter.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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German Model
Father's

Day

is

CONTINUED

June 17th

BRIGHT

SMILE is flashed by I rsula during first
posing job lor Unite. Maga/inr thought lake jivarls
inexpensive enough lor wide market in Germany.

they
should

me

ask

!

Fve seen him admiring a

ONSON
WORLD'S GREATEST LIGHTER
sense barking up the wrong tree — when
what Dad wants is a Ronson! The best lighter
you can buy, as everybody knows! Every
Ronson is precision-built to finest jewelry standards
for years of dependable lights. Does your
Dad own a Ronson? Better buy him one for
Father's Day. Your dealer has a wide choice — from
$6.60 to $200. And on every one there's
the trade-mark, ronson, to make you and Dad proud!

No

(Press— it's
Helm**— it's
Stifcly

lit!

out!

nut the

iiutlant
lift

your

you

finger.

MOTHERLY CONCERN

is

shown

Manucla. goodbv In-fore going on 'lie
Hit son Michael, who is 5, now

en.

as Vrstila bids her 7-year-nld daughter.

roatl

wiih GerBMUl company of The Worn

lives

with L rsula

s

mother

in

Hamburg

Remember! All lighters work best with Ronsonol
Lighter Fuel and extra-length Ronson Redskin 'Flints'
Enjoy Ronson'a "20 Question*"
Radio — Saturday nights iSundny
t

Television

— Friday

RONSON

nights in

nights, Pacific Coast),

many

MDS
(

cities

NtWBffc, N.J. "Toronto, OM. • London, Eng.

tylittttei, .firii/iinti .r/rrtr/€-wy 'fjn/r/ . fttf/fi/

All

RONSON PKNCU.1TKR.
Lights— Writes! In colorful
enamels— burgundy,
ebony, blue. $8.95.

Ronaons

illustrated in reduced site. Prices subject to change.

RONSON WHIRLWIND.

RONSON STANDARD.

RONSON SRNATOR. Desk

Disappearing wind-

Engine turned and
tortoise ensmel. $8.25.
Others from 16.60.

lighter with genuine

shield. Engine turned.
$8.26. Others from $8.26.

walnut veneer. $13.26.
Others from $12.26.

GLAMOROUS POSE earns her but $2. 15 a sitting.
She thought posing best way to make money in Germany. U.S. models earnSloanhourforthesamcwork.
coNTitturn on r*r.t
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When you

shop for pillows, ask for Playtex
sti

the only pillow with the
It

..

famous Gold Seal Guarantee/

assures you of the best pillow value in America.

FOR EVERY OCCASION ... NO GIFT COMPARES WITH THE GIFT OF SLEEP!

For the Years

FAMOUS

Ahead : ONLY THE

PLAYTEX

GIVES TOO RESTFUL, HEALTHFUL SLEEP LIKE THIS/
No other pillow in the world— feather

or

foam

—offers such sleeping comfort through the
years!

No

other pillow

for a bride's

is

such a welcome

new home— or

for your

gift

ED

own

family

The Playtex Pillow

is

signed to cradle your head

scientifically dein the

most

featuring top entertainment
stars, world-famous designers,
ant] the famous Playtex
"Fashion Maftic." CBS-TV
nationwide network.

restful

position, scientifically proved to be allergy-,
dust-,

mildew— free and

What

DAYTIME HIT!

"FASHIO.N MAGIC."

germ-resistant.

a world of difference you'll feel— in

'tulh ^ift-packaged.

Exclusive "staggered-core" construc-

coolness, in lightness, in buoyancy and long

tion allows millions of tiny air cells in

wear— between the Playtex Pillow and other
pillows! No wonder it's called America's

the

greatest pillow value!

or lumps, never gets perspiration soakeil

the Playtex Pillow to "breathe." Even on
hottest night, your Playtex Pillow
stays fresh anil cool— never sags, hunches

At department

stores,

furniture stores and sleep shops, everywhere.

CHOOSE YOl'R FAVORITE PILLOW HEIGHT!
"Regular" Height Pillow,

in white,

pink, or blue extra-fine Sanforized
cotton cover
$9.95

"Extra-Plump" Pillow,

in white,

pink, or lilue extra-fine Sanforized
cotton cover
$10.95

Prtcei itighily higher in t'.annda ttnd foreign Countries.

INTERNATIONAL LATEX CORP'N.,

Playtex Pork, Dover Del.

«»»»,

PLAYTEX

LTD., Montreal,

Canada

Also luxurious non-slip rayon satin covers or concealed zippers, slightly higher.
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German Model continue

The
Nation's

N0.1
REHEARSING LINES

lor

first

lime lor Director Harry Buckwitz in Mu-

nich's Kammerspiele theater, Ursula wears suit which she once was forced to
sell to

Delco !s No. 1 because it's the choice of
automotive engineers for new cars and
trucks for rugged and dependable battery service. Delco is No. 1 for replacement, too. For sure, quick starts— replace
with a Delco today— start right tomorrow.
P^TTERICS,

74

DELCO BATTERIES — A UNITED MOTORS
DEALERS EVERYWHERE

LINE

a friend, later bought back on instalment plan as her earnings increased.

IN COSTUME for a German production of Clare Boothe Luce's plav. The
Women, she takes part of model called Princess Tamara. Standing behind her
on the stage are young actresses, Eva Wagner (left) and Margot Schoenl>erger.

been to Milwaukee,

"I've

Starring in "Passage

ought to know...

I

West"— Pine-Thomas

Technicolor picture — a Paramount release

•

"Actors, too, can be fans," says John Payne.

"Take me,
to

For

my

for example. I've been a Blatz fan ever since

Milwaukee and sampled
taste

beer."

I

premium

my money, Blatz is
And most Milwaukeeans

and

finest beer.

for

fine

its

found that Blatz

Yes— official

is

went

Milwaukee's
agree with me,

Milwaukee's favorite

figures

largest-selling beer in

I

beers.

show

that

Blatz

is

the

Milwaukee and all

Wisconsin, too. Try Blatz Beer, today!

• John's hobby is collecting fine guns. Recently, he stopped off at Milwaukee to
see the collection owned by Eugene R. Wenzel, Sr., Milwaukee sportsman. Here,

John Payne enjoys

his favorite beer with

Gene Wenzel,

Jr.,

and

his lovely wife.

• John Payne

Ask

knows

his beer

and

his choice

is

Blatz.

Take

a tip

from John Payne.

for Blatz Beer at your favorite club, tavern, restaurant, package or neighstore, today. It's Milwaukee's finest beer! One taste will tell you why.

borhood

Milwaukee's^/?/ bottled beer

£1951, Blotx Brawlng Co.,

Ell. 1B51 In

MiUouka*. Wit.

THAMES

IIKAU, where

Rlghtseen go to view the
river's source, is a spring

marked by a-h

tree

duster of rocka

in

railed
\\

ami a
meat low
Mead.

Trewsbury

aler t'lnrriits a- a br<>i»k

about half a mile awa\

The

River Thames
IT

WINDS

ITS

W AV AGKOSS ENGLAND AND AKOLND ALL ENGLISH HEARTS
photographed FOR

LIFE BY

WILLIAM SUMITS

muilc several reflections
Sir Roger
on he greut ness of t he llri ish Nut ion
us thut one Englishman could beul
three Frenchmen; thut we could never
he in (lunger of Popery so long us we
took cure of our licet: thut the Thumcs
wus the nohlest river in Kuropc. . .
.

.

.

t

t

•

27ie Spectator,

May

20, 1712

Of

those several "honest prejudices" of true
Englishmen which London's Spectator reportfinal one remains active and strong. The iiohlo Thames, as always,
winds across England and around he hearts of
Englishmen. It is "Old Father Thames" to
many, "Sweet Thames" to those who prefer
the poet's phrase, "liquid history" in a newer
term. For Caesar's legions forded the river, al
Kunnvineile the Magna Carta was signed, and
by the Thames proud Britons fought again for
their lihertv when Hitler s airmen tried In -h.iller the nation's morale and muscle by destroy-

ed 239 years ago, only the

I

ing

its vital

bridges anil docks.

he Thames of history is often forgotten
Englishman's contemplation of its pleasri\er begins (nltoi-e) in the west country, and for most of its 216-mile, easterly course
to the North Sea. it Hows through countryside
as green and lovely as most men could ever
want. Sometimes the course is secluded (oppositr jinnc), but it later runs through towns where
water sports attract scores of thousands of Britons eac h year. This year these places w ill In- seen
Hill

I

in the

ures.

The

many foreigners at the Festival of Britain.
The care of the upper river is entrusted to
Thames Conservancy Board, while the lower river is controlled by the Port of London Aubv

the

ihorilv. About 1,(H)0 people look after the upper Thames's water purity and after the -18 locks
and 138 weirs w;hich help control floods and retain its navigational and recreational utility.
Thev spare nn elfnrl to see that the noblest riv-

er

is

groomed

as carefully as the noblest horse.

"INFANT WATERS"
froin

Thame-

lle.iil.

flnu

near Crieklade, II miles
ihnnigh ipiiel eountry-iile.

Copyrighted material

THE THAMES

NESTING SWAN
toward

a

CONTINUED

turns

newly hatched

cygnet. Half of the 8(H).
uild

swan> on

I

lie*

Thame-*

Im'Iom" to the king, the rest

to the companies of Vintners and Dyers. Poaching
swans draws heavy fines.

ire hare left our /m/ir* and /earn behind.
To Hire our rery hearts up unto thee;
hat hetter place than this then Could We find
By this street stream that fclUNM not of the sea.
That finesses not the city's misery.
This little stream irhose hamlets scarce hare names,
This far-off lonely mother of the Thames?

See,
It

,

William Morris The Earthly Paradise

Copyr

atericy

I

HOI

tries for

FISH

I

l

it

M \N

spotted brown va-

riety at font of weir at Shif-

ford Lock

.

1

n such pool* the

G»mpleat Angler, Izaak
Walton. aUohMied. but the
salmon he praised are no
longer found

in

the river.

V

GREEN VALLEY

The "swt'cl Thames
(n/ipnsitr piipr)

i».

'

nl

I

he

|

I

Spenser's verse

a* far as mi>sl Knjilish pen.

pie are concerned, ihe l.'i.vmile stretch

FOR BOAT RACES

I

.eehlaile

ami

I

In-

helwecn

western iml-kirt- nf l.nmlnn.

In 21 shallow miles

above Leehlaile. where the

first hrnnk Mulens inln a narrow stream, weeds
and water llnwers obstruct the channel. In the

50 miles below London Bridge, the Thames is
an arm nf the sea. lint where the sweet Thames
flows, the scene

is

often as superbly beautiful as

ROYAL REGATTA

ai

Henlev. a classic Blimmer
sporting event since 1839,
brings 10,000 people out
for
ii

rowing races. Carnival

extra attraction. River

straightens briefly

lowing

liere. al-

2, 300-yar<t

course.

MAY FLOWERS
en the riverbank

at

bright

ancient

Mar low. midway between
Oxford and London. The
church was built in 183.5
al ter 3th Century church
was torn down. Poet Shelley at one time lived here.
1

4 Ion

-

the slnmre of silver streaming

H hosem
H as paynted

And

all

Fit to

t

ty liancke* the

which

liis

Themmes;
River hemmes,

with variable flowers,
the meades adornd with daintie
all

gemmes

devke maydens bowres*

An<l crowne their l*aratnours

Against the llrydale day. whivh

Sweet Themmes! rtmne

softly*
KrtMt

is

not long:

till I

end

my song,

ND Spknskk Prothaltimirm

FOOTBRIDGE

at

Ted-

\< sketched bv student who, like manv Eng-

di'ngtnn

Henley {above) sailing is popular, and steamers and launches carry tourists up and down the
quiet valley. Authorities hope to clear a path on
which Thames lovers may hike 136 unobstructat

;

lish artists, finds river irreJllJtl below bridge
i> last full lork on the river,
w here the Port of London

Bfatlble.

ed miles along this part of the river's course.

Authority

lakes

control.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGC
.

THE THAMES
CONTINUED

r

i

i

t

u.

i

PARLIAMENT

build-

ings stand in gray majesty

above Thames

ment

1

in heart

embankof London.
*

Westminster Abltev

is vis-

ihleatleft, .M>idc.'i23-fuottall
is

Victoria Tower, which

scaffolded for repair of

eroded limestone. Spire at
center is Central Tower.

The Clock Tower houses
Hip Ben. On summer days
M.P.s entertain tea guests

on 680-foot-long terrace
beside the river, now 810
feet wide, and watch boat
traffic above Westminster
Bridge

(right).

The

tugs

and barges are anchored
off

Albert

Embankment.

Jl

NU

t

Ryver hath renowne,
host laryall slri-iiiys. pleOMMMIl (Wtd /« otlarr.
thy lusty waliyi renneth dotcns
many a *n-uti <htth susymma with wyngin fair

< all ryvers thy

II
II

here
here

many
many

a harm- tlath Mile
a

s/ii;< </<>f/i

«fi</

r»n with oare;

reel with top-royall,

tonne <»f tonnes.' patrone «/i</ ;n>f compare!
London, than art the ftoUT of < ilies all.

().

William

IX.niiar /n

Honour of the City of London

CONTINUED

THE THAMES

TOWER
river near

don

{left).

(tap),

CONTINUED

RRIIM.I sjmiw
Tower ol LonTwin walkwavs

accessible through

ornate towers, originally
were fur pedestrian^ when
draw was open. hut saved
no time, so were closed.

AN OtTBOlMI SHIP
is

guided through opened

bridge by tug. Crane- in

foreground are used to unload -hips.

Bevond bridge

aremostof Vlmilcsofdniks
which were prime bomb*
ing targets during the war.

PAST

LONDON TO THE SEA

London the Thames

is gray and muddy; its beauty is churned awa\
hy the ceaseless surgings of the tide and lost in the eternal grubbiness of
charm the river gains the vitality

At

a vast, old harbor. Bui with ibis loss of

commerce: the heart of Britain's commercial empire is here, and here it
remains despite all hazards. Ill centuries past, river pirates preyed routinely on merchantmen at Loudon. In W orld War II. much of the harbor
area was burned, and London sometimes smelled of nutmeg, cinnamon
and brandy as the pungent fumes of these items of British trade spiraled
up in smoke from (he docks. Below Loudon Bridge on its way to the sea
{opposite pogc) the Thames snakes past
miles of ipiavs and docks, past
ihe areas where an Allied armada was readied for the Normandy invasion. But I'oet Sir John Dcuhani explained all this in more timeless terms:
ol

!

Thames,

I

the most lov'd of

all

the Oceans sons.

Hasting lo pny his trilmte to the Sea.

THAMES MEETS SEA
transforms the bare

mud

al

Ilu1>

.

.

.

.

.

.

Southend, whereat low tide the setting sun
into a molten path lor two young fishermen.
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World's Biggest Carrier Bomber

.and Your Navy has it!
Performance of the new Navy attack-bomber proves again that—

"AW the years of work ore worth

when
THE FACE OF WORLD AFFAIRS — and

r[potential

a

foe based thousands of miles
S. Navy has the reassuring

away — the U.

advantage of being able to launch a devastating, long-range bombing attack from its
far roaming carriers. And as our "first line
of defense" thus becomes a full scale weapon
of offense as well America can be thankful
for the years of work that have gone into

the prize

supremacy'

air

multi-engined carrier-based bomber were
discussed with the aircraft industry. It must
climb from a carrier with a devastating

bomb

have unprecedented range, and
develop high speed but be able to slow down
enough to land on the short space of a
load,

flight deck.

—

insuring the quality of its

Navy

attack-

bombers.

The navy turned to North American Aviation,

producers

Mustang,

of

the

B-25 and

for its design. Pratt

&

P-51

—

vision had long dreamed of
multi-engined bombers designed especially
for carrier operations. Following the Navy's
dramatic results with single-engined bombers in World War II, specifications for a

proved

AFTER NEARLY FOUR TEA

S of design and development, the Pratt & Whitney Double Wasp was ready in
1940 for production and a history-making role. First air-

THE DEVELOPMENT of the Double Wasp never stopped

Craft engine to

design

Wasp made

develop 1,850 horsepower, the Double
possible the world's first 400-mile-an-hour

airplanes for the U.

S.

Navy and

Air Force.

although production went

full

scale. Engineers

searched

for better materials and more efficient
the original rating of 1,850 horsepower for
take-off has risen as high as 2,500 horsepower with
the use of woter injection.
continually

until

were harnessed to these twin power-plants.

The job of designing and

producing such
a radically new warplane was a tough one.
It took work— and time. But by 1948, the
AJ-1 had made its first flight. In 1950, it
completed test landing aboard the USS
Coral Sea. Into its development had gone
years of time and literally millions of
hours of engineering effort.

man-

Whitney

famous Double Wasps already
in service on the Grumman "Hellcat," Republic "Thunderbolt," Vought
"Corsair" and many bombers and transports—were chosen to power the AJ-1.
Hamilton Standard reversing propellers
Aircraft's

Navy men of

it
//

is

But thanks to that effort— and to the
Navy strategists — it is your
and a
Navy which now has the AJ-1
foresight of

.

.

.

margin of superiority in the performance of long-range bombers.
vital

OVER

1

12,000

Pratt"& Whitney Double

Wasp engines

were produced

for a host of fighters, bombers and
transport planes in World War II. Since then. Double
Wasps have continued to be used in large numbers on

leading combat aircraft, military cargo and personnel
and fast, post-war commercial airliners.

transports,

NOTE TO ENGINEERS
To carry on

United Aircraft
MAKERS OP PRATT A WHITNEY ENGINES • HAMILTON STANDARD PROPELLERS
CHANCE VOUOHT AIRCRAFT AND SIKORSKY HELICOPTERS FOR THE
UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES AND THE FINEST AIRLINES IN THE WORLD

its vital defense work.
United Aircraft now needs experienced engineers in many

Categories. Write to our Personnel Director, stating your

com-

plete qualification*.

CORPORATION

East Hartford, Conn.
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Guard JlgaintfThroat&rateh
enjoy the smooth smoking ofjine tobaccos

...SMOKE

PALL MALL

THE CIGARETTE WWOSE MILDNESS
Study

YOU CAN MEASURE

this Puff* Chart:

PUFF BY PUFF... YOU'RE ALWAYS
AHEAD WITH PALL MALL

filters the smoke through fine tobaccos,
smoke becomes. At the first puff, PALL MALL's smoke
than that of any other leading cigarette.

The further your cigarette
the milder that
is

filtered further

Again

after 5 puffs of

each cigarette your own eyes can measure

the extra length for extra mildness as the
fine tobaccos

is

smoke

of

PALL MALL's

filtered further.

After 10 puffs— or

17— Pall Mall's greater length of traditionstill travels the smoke further— filters th»

ally fine tobaccos

smoke and makes
ness, mildness

and

it

mild. Thus Pall Mall gives you a smooth

satisfaction no other cigarette offers you.

Wherever you go today, you
ing

PALL MALL— the

will see

more and more people smok
you can measuri

cigarette nho.se mildness

EDUCATION

EXAM FEVER
SWEEPS
Students take to

pills,

U.S.
mustard

and baths to get through finals
Mav and early .lutir a great
ami consuming panic overtakes U.S. college
Students. The specter of final examinations is
before them, ami most of them have suddenly
discovered they aren't anywhere nearly readv.
Pleasant spring weather makes studying even
more diflicull than il usually is. Such a situation calls for desperate measures.
for many, simply slaying up late at night
and swallowing monster i|uanlities of No-Doz
tablets and black coffee is sufficient. Others
have eome up with more ingenious methods,
and these give -nine campuses a distinctly zany
luck in exams I'niappearance. To insure g
versity of \\ yoming coeds wear crazy hats while
studying: Amherst fraternity men blossom out
ill hlack how lie-: hoys id a Uoston I nivorsity
F.vnrv year in late

I

wear the same kind of white calfgirls at the I niversily of Tulsa

fraternity

all

skin shoe:

some

arc careful lo put their textbooks under
pillows the nighl before exams: anil c
Florida Southern College like to get
a.m., insert lucky charms into their
1

sludv before sunup.

To

stav

heir

I

Is at

up

at

5

ks and

awake while study-

niversily of Wyoming fratering, a group of
nity men have invented a special sandwich
which is
horse-radish and mustard on rye
guaranteed lo jar them out of drowsiness. Cautious Btudenls continue these emcrgenev methods right into the examination hall: one -ludriii al Texas A.&M. always downs Iwo hollies of beer before entering, and a \\ av nr
ni\crsil\ man insists on breaking all his pencils
in hall before starling to write out his answers.
On this and the next three pages are shown
some other manifestations of this frenzy. For
almost all of them only one thing can be said
for certain: they have virtually nothing at all
lo do with how the student does on his exams.
I

—

—

I

COLD FOOT
senior

al

1

i>

given to himself by Hill Harry, a
'Tin always sleepy,"

nivcrsilv of Tulsa.

says Barry.

W hen

but reaches

down and quickly adds more

water grows tepid. Harry yawns
ice cubes.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Exam Fever

continued

TUBS AND SHOWERS HELP SOME

I

You start the day
.

.

smooth, sleek

fit

.

MUSIC RACK

go" and stay that way alt day.,
For they give you mild support
comfort where it's important.

"rarin' to

when you wear Jockey
.

.

.

er holds notes for

Shorts.

by showDan Do-

verspike at John Carroll
University in Cleveland.

But to make sure you get the real thing, the unequaled
comfort and knit-fit of Jockey's famous construction, as origlook for the mark, "Yinated and perfected by Coopers
FRONT," and the brand name, JOCKEY, on the garment.

—

BUBBLE BATH
All Hi* World Wear. Jo -key!
Ikenseei: Canada— J. R. Moodie;
British

Wet— lyle &

Knitting Milli;
Scott;

New

Bootbiageffeicl

garh u

In*

i*>

has a

on Vera Bo-

Bophomore at a

college in Massachusetts.

Zeoiond— lone. Waiter, Rud-

—
—
—
— Poetchlj Denmark
— Tocoi South Africa—
Ninion & loiter; Germany
— Votreo,

Vollmoeller;
kin; Switzerland
France Verdier; Colomblo
Textile* Eoo; Italy— Socil;
Auttria

* 9 Cooper », !nc,
Kenosha,

WU.

HAT AND CIGAR

are

Dub Graves of
University of Tulsa while
he lounges in the bathtub.

affected bv

CONTINUED ON PAGE
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AUTOMATIC DEFROST

the sensational new

2-DOOR PHILCO

PHILCO
has a
in

woman

mind

A new

kind of refrigerator.

it's

. .

yours at a price

never before approached

in refrigerator history!

you've never seen anything like iti This magnificent new Philco is entirely different. There's
never been a refrigerator before that incorporated
every conceivable luxury and economy feature as
this Philco does. Imagine getting 2-door luxury and
///// automatic defrost at an undreamed of low price!

NO MORE DEFROSTING ORUDGERY

to turn

PHILCO
REFRIGERATORS

No

on or

This Philco

you don't have to defrost
melting or scraping, nothing
nothing to watch, nothing to do

literally defrosts itself

anywhere.

I

.

.

ENJOY

this great

new

2-DOOR LUXURY. 2-door
Philco

is

priced far below

Styling

is

what you'd

PHILCO DUPLEX DESIGN MEANS A DRY REFRIGERATOR.
In old-style 2-door refrigerators, water collects

on

the walls and floods down. Philco engineering has
ended all this— no more wall-sweating or messiness

.

frost

off,

YOU

usually associated with expensive refrigerators, but

expert to pay

about defrosting

FROZEN FOODS STAY THOROUGHLY FROZEN.
De-Frost works faster than fast — so fast,

Philco
in fact,

that your frozen foods don't have a chance to

thaw

EVERY WANTED LUXURY AND CONVENIENCE FEATURE I
Meat Storage Drawer, Deluxe Crispers and fully
adjustable shelves you can arrange to suit you.
philco duplex refrigerators come in 8, 10 and
12 cu. ft. sizes. Single door models in 7, 9, 11 and
1} cu. ft. sizes. See them at your dealer's now!

Exam Fever

CONTINUED

THESE ARE SOME SUPERSTITIONS

WANMA BE
GAINES
nourishes!

EVERY
INCH
of your

dog!

LUCKY JIGGERi' used
by Chuck Magin

He

at

Tulsa.

dips finger in w hisky,

licks

it,

then turns

a page.

you QUi SAVE up TO 60%
ty feediViq Gaines Meaf-fhat hourtsfa*
EVERY INCH of your doq I
Costs lass than Va as much
CANNED foods!

to feed as

By feeding Gaines— America's largestselling dog food— you can actually cut

LUCKY STATUE.
hopeful pat lrom worried
student at John Carroll
University in Cleveland.

your dog food cost

in half!

That's because

each pound of Gaines is packed with solid
nourishment. Just compare it with canned.
Each pound of Gaines gives more than
twice the nourishment!

when you buy the big 25-pound bagl
Yes, you can save
large sizes!

20%

or

Compared with

more on the
smaller pack-

your saving on a 25-lb. bag can
amount to getting about 5 lbs. at no extra
ages,

Your dog needs a balanced
meal — rich In meat protein!
Gaines provides your dog with ample
meat, milk, and fish proteins, as well as the
necessary carbohydrates,

fats,

vitamins

and minerals to nourish EVERY INCH of
him. Meat alone is insufficient to keep your
dog in the pink of health.

cost— and on the big. extra-thrifty 50-lb.
size you can save even more, of course.

BUY THEM
WHEREVER DOG
FOOD IS SOLD.
4 Product

LUCKY STICK, a chair
rung with a clamp on it, is
carried by Alvin Krakow
New York University.

of

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

America's l9ryest-Se//ing

Dog

R>

-*
of
Genera/ foods
Generi

Exam Fever
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SOME CRAVE THE

BIG

OUTDOORS

Famous Tennis
BURIED

Champion says

est

m LOVE

IN

SAND,

Owen. Ray Sp.-llm.in ati.l B..I. Rocdcl of Lake ForThey claim sand protects unlanneil legs, keeps off flies.

Davi.l

College concentrate.

SET.'

keep safe with

I

MENNEN

Spray Deodorant for Men!"
SHROUDED IN DARKNESS, Fred Yaffle ami M Wo-

(m

lin

escape bleak dormitory

at

I niversitv of

Michigan.

CHECKS ODOR and PERSPIRATION

"On

the tennis court, or on your everyday job," says Bobby Riggs, "there's no

FOR

MCH

escaping perspiration. Anil that means

you may offend
using
for

others. / play safe by

New Menncn

Men!

ft

really

Spray Deodorant

does the trick!"

• The spray deodorant made especially
It's

quicker,

much

and won't harm

PERMATEC
You'll like

*

94

to the

its

easier to apply.

clothes.

to give

FOR MEN! •

• Dries instantly,

• Contains amazing ingredient

you longer-lasting protection!

crisp, refreshing

•

masculine aroma!

Ladies— Buy Him His

FLOATING
First Bottle!

IN

MIDSTREAM, Peter Solmssen. junior at

in a surplus Air Force life raft

Harvard, studies

on Charles River with umbrella keeping sun

off.

miuioms who uss/r&y:

There's Nothing Like Quinsana

For Athletes Foot''

COACHES TELL PLAYERS.

Athletes Foot fungi
on hot perspiring feet.
Whatever your game, use Quinsana. This effective

FATHERS TELL SONS. Group

thrive in locker rooms, breed

children to infectious Athletes Foot. Train

fungicide helps check contagion before

use lor daily foot health and comfort.

it

activities

starts!

FOREMEN TELL WORKERS.

HOUSEWIVES TELL NEIGHBORS.

Even stay-atfrom infectious Athletes Foot. To

particularly susceptible to dangerous Athletes Foot.

help keep the whole family protected, see that they

Soothing, cooling Quinsana should be used both

use Quinsana daily. Keep plenty on hand this sum-

morning and night.
feeling for your feet.

homes

mer

—

aren't safe

it's

at

excellent for hot, tired feet.

first

itching

signs of peeling

No one is safe from
70%

are infected

and summer is the most
dangerous season. Never neglect a
mild case; it can suddenly turn serious.
yearly,

Use Mennen Quinsana every day

2-

No

between

liner

DOCTORS TELL PATIENTS. Quinsana works to
Foot miseries. Clinical tests prove
most users get quick relief with Quinsana treatment.
No wonder chiropodists recommend Quinsana to

Factory workers are

relieve Athletes

treatment, no liner

patients for daily foot care.

toes, burning,

— See

The

fine fungicidal properties of
Quinsana fight the infection fast. So
do what millions of men, women and
Protect your feet with

children do.

world-famous Quinsana.

/

your chiropodist-podiatrist regularly.

QUINSANA

r
ONLY

way

Shake Quinsana on

Shake Quinsana
Shoes to

feet, especially

Daily

Treatment

to keep their feet fit
Its beneficial action works with remarkable speed. Quinsana scored sensational success in wartime fight against Athletes Foot!

with Quinsana.

...USE A/IBNNBN QUINSANA

Athletes Foot! Over

Easy

VETERANS TELL ROOKIES

expose

them early

to use Quinsana. There's nothing safer or easier to

between and
I

undei toes.

in

2

49*

help keep
i

feet cool.

*QUINSANA

is

the Registered

Trade-Mark of the Mennen Company,
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Blunt Truths

ABOUT
ASIA
"South Pacific" author takes hard look
at

continent whose enmity could crush us

by James A. Michener

James Michcncr

lirsl

ticcamc fa-

mous iiH
flic

the Navy veteran who wrote
Pulitzer prize honk (Talcs of

the South

eame u w
known aft

I'nviftv)
<i

•

a

which

musical

later Ik--

hit. lie

former Harvard

i-

less

hitttnry

teaeher with an interest in world affairs. Last fall he focused thin interest on Asia. Starting from Tokyo,
where he was photographed with

two

chili!

mlMIMHI

(left),

he trav-

eleil 21 .(MX) miles in I * months gathering the material for this article.
1

SWARMING OVER THEIR HKI.DS AT HICE-TRANSI'LANTING TIME,
ASIA — the

mighty continent that for so many decades seemed
/\ mute, mysterious and almost impersonally remote to most Amer-L
icans
has at last become, to these same people, terrifying!)' alive
and urgent. In November of last year, for the first time in American
history, U.S. foreign policy in Asia provided a key issue in a national
election, as Republicans raged (rightly enough) that our recent mistakes had stripped us of Asian friends and imperiled our national safety. The return of General Douglas MacArtluir this spring effectively
took this election issue and converted it into an unprecedented drama
of national crisis. No more somber measure of the gravity of the drama
is needed than the almost 70,000 American dead, wounded and missing in Korea.
In this way has Asia exploded into the center of American life. Now
it will stay there forever. What we do about the fact can make or crush

*

—

us as a nation.
This sure knowledge makes it all the more frightening for an American to travel in Asia today. Along the entire eastern seaboard the
American is utterly unwelcome. In countries like China, Malaya and
Indo-China he runs the risk of being murdered. In great cities like
Singapore, Saigon and Jakarta wise Americans stay indoors at night.
Where he is not hunted, the American is reviled. Never in our national
history have

96

we been

so feared and despised.

Though we encouraged,

Burma and Indonesia to win their national
freedom, those very nations today condemn us as reactionary and
We, who did most to reclaim Asia from Japanese aggresnow ourselves branded as willful aggressors.
That all this raav be unfair matters less than the fact that it is so:
something has gone badly wrong in our relations with Asia. Nor can
it be corrected by either petulance or prideful protestations of innocence. The times call for cool, simple, sensible decisions. To make them
every American needs to know a lot more about this vast continent
than he does at present. This calls for less oratory and more facts in
the political fare currently being fed to the public.
For whatever help it may hi', I oiler a handful of plain and important facts
and some conclusions that seem to me to follow logically.
often helped China, India,
imperialistic.

sors, are

—

AND

IMPOSING CONTINENT. It is more than
A BIG
five times as large as the U.S.
16,690,000 square miles to our 3,022,000. It has almost nine times as many people, 1,300,000,000 to our
151,000,000. It is separated from Europe by only a name and some relatively low mountains; from Africa, by only the Suez Canal. Thus it is
no wild nightmare to imagine Asia's present enmity spreading across
the land masses of the world. If that happened, then
to our east
the Scandinavian and Iberian peninsulas and the British Isles would
ASIA

IS

—

—

become daggers pointed at us. To our west we would be besiege! by
Kamc hatka peninsula. Directly across nur Panama life
line would he the mighty menace of an alienated Africa. Hie; as we are,
we would then he engulfed. Rich as we are. we would he cut nil" from
critical
raw
materials. Strong as wr are, we would be doomed.
many
Siberia and the

Six

nrc.it

nations dominate V-ia.

On

the mainland lour wield the

hulk of power: China (463 million
phi. India (3lt> million), I'akislan (71 million) and Russia-in-Asia (50 million), (til the eastern
coast stand the other two great nations: Japan (83 million) and Indonesia (80 million).
|

The importance of these

statistics

can be measured by the fact that

tin little-known nation of Pakistan is much larger in population and
potential world importance than any nation in Europe saye Russia,

or any nation in the Americas saye the U.S.

MAS NOT BEEN ABLE TO FEED TS PEOPLE. If the total
M 'd supply wore properly distributed, the thousands w ho y carl v starye
Via might he assured at least of a meager diet. Pakistan. Thailand,
Burma. Indo-China and peacetime Korea produce surpluses ol food.
ASI A

I

as Europe. It has 77 persons to the square mile to Europe's 138. Even
Asia's densest nations have [ewer people per square mile than com.

parable areas in Europe or America. Japan has 577 people to the mile,
but Belgium has 730. India has 282. hut the United Kingdom has 534.
China has 123, hut the .Netherlands has 774. No country of Asia has
the population concentration of our state of Rhode Island (674 per
square mile).
Asia's real food problem is the common twofold one: turning waste
land to use and efficiently distributing its production to delicil areas.
In these terms the difficulties of Japan are no different from those of
Britain. Both arc oyerpopulateil island kingdoms incapable of feeding themselves and hence dependent on manufacturing skill to earn
enough lor the purchase ol lood abroad. In this picture there is nothing inscrutable or insoluble. There is no need to blur it with vague
visions of "the mysterious east." snared in exotic and exasperating
problems. The facts are quite untnysterious.

fc

in

Starvation does constantly threaten the vast concentration ol people in China, India and Japan
the latter sayed today solely by American support. And yet Asia is not so heavily populated per square mile

—

BACKWARD CONTINENT.

ASI A IS A

Although

it

may one day

wield greater political and industrial strength than Europe (I am convinced it uill), Asia todav is a distracted and disorganized continent

—a

place of pain and pathos.

The death

rate

is

shocking. In India

life

expectancy

is

27 years.

TIM CONTINUED (>\ EACE mo
ON NI.XT TWO PAGESt CITIES OF ASIA

SHANGHAI GREW INTO

ASIA'S

MOST WESTERNLIKE METROPOLIS

shown here, grew hig in the 20lh Cenmany cases, are now growing faster than ever. An exception
Shanghai (above); under Red rule it has been shrinking, though with

Asia's largest cilics. five of which are

tury ami, in
is

some four

million people it is, next to Moscow, the world's largest Communist city. Nearly all developed as centers for trade with the West during
the heyday of pre-Soviet imperialism and thus became phenomenal hodgepodges of clashing cultures. But, as James Michener says, the cities "set
the pitch and purpose of native life." They became the plotting grounds
for the nationalism that reshaped Asia's whole relationship with the West.

KARACHI

is

the capital of Pakistan anil the fastest-growing city. This street

crowded by men li-tening to young Moslem

M
fill

\MI.

\

lias

been rebuilt since

its

destruction during fcar in l°t">.

"Id Spanish walled city [lttrvpn>unti\. Hig building in

lef

t

distance

V*
is

arrhmi-es
post otlice.

CAI.Cl.TTA, the
an

cipial place

largest city of the

is

nllicers recruiting lor national militia.

Hindu world,

still

affords

with the people, rickshas and automobiles that

(ill

its

its

sacred cows

busy

streets.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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ASIA'S l*KOI*LK

arc mo-t ln-u\ilv innirntratril. a-

llii-

map

-linn-, along

China's coast anil Yangtze valley, ami along northern India's (ianges valley.

Ill.l

Oh my Gosh,
...-that

gunk

in Qjjrcar?

A

mucked-up

m

oil filter

can cost you

plenty in engine repairs. Get

new

a

in

Purolator* Refill— quick!

.Yr Till TI IS

ABOIT

oil

and metal

dust, dirt

But when your
sludge,

it

to grind

which get into your oil stream.
choked up with over 2 pounds of

particles

filter is

loses effectiveness. In

away

go those gritty ahrasives
goes your
: . . out

at precision engine parts

car for an expensive repair job.

What

to

do? Don't

delay

—

get in a clean filter

refill

— fast.

—

to buy the Ix'st
a Purolator Micronie*. New
accnrdion-tvpe design gi%es up to 10 times the filtering area
with pores so tiny they trap parlieles you can't even see.

Which moke? Pavs

—

much?

—

change S/.38 to $3.00 depending on
car make. (Complete housing ami relill $6.50 up.)

Cost

Strictly small

CONTINUED

—

Minister of Pakistan, told

your

Look what 5,000 miles of driving can do to
filter. That filter was put in your car to trap all the

ASIA

Men of 10 seem old and worn out. Infant mortality is high. Epidemic diseases sweep across Asia with paralyzing fury.
remember a typical "water supply" I saw in a Pakistani vilI
lage. It consisted of a hig square hole in the ground called a tank.
During the monsoon it filled In overflowing and the water was not
bad. In late winter the level was down and was surfaced with green
scum. In this water the villagers bathed, urinated, washed their
meat tor cooking. The children scooped the slime into their mouths.
Rarely is the rest of Asia any better. In Delhi there has been for
more than a thousand vears a choked and crowded bazaar of silversmiths and cloth merchants, the famed Chaudui Chauk. Here on
a hot day portions of the renowned street become unbearable, for
many of the store- are built over open sewers. The main canals of
Jakarta and the side canals ol Bangkok serve as spacious, sluggish
sewer:
and provide the citizens with the water for brushing their
teeth and cooking.
Through all Asia the women are still in bondage. Swathed in
burlap and cotton from the sight of men. thev are denied a fruitful role in society. The Begum l.iacpiat Ali Khan, wife of the Prime
me

thai she

had been severely criticized

for having begged the women of her land to go as nurses among
starving and mutilated refugees as they staggered into Pakistan;
she was reviled as teaching devout Moslem women shameless behavior. Almost every intelligent man and woman in Asia hopes
this bondage will end. it is quite possible that the first Asiatic nation which does liberate its women will become the leader of Asia.
Illiteracy ranges from 42% in Ceylon, a relatively advanced
country, up to 90' i in India. The great mass of Asians cannot read,
have no radios, have never seen a moving picture. Their native
intelligence is high (American agricultural experts testify to this),
but their knowledge of the world is abysmal. Not long ago an American journalist, interviewing natives of a village near a major city
of India, asked the obvious: "What do you think of America's intervention in Korea?" The first answer was: "What is Korea?"

—

Take long? Only a few minutes — at your favorite service

station,

garage or ear dealer. Purolator Products, Inc.. ltahway,
•»»«. u. s. r«. on.
jSl. J.; Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

ASIA IS A VAST OLIGARCHY. Of the six major Asiatic countries
only Japan has a directly elected parliament. All the rest, unversed
in democracy, have appointed or self-perpetuating assemblies.
To talk seriously of general elections in an area w hen' 90' of the
electorate cannot read is to mock the very meaning ol democracy,
there
l ew educated Asians like or approve this denial of suffrage
but power continues to be held
is constant agitation for elections
by a tiny minority. Often enough this minority is neither stupid
nor selfish; it may even rule reluctantly but rule it must. India
is governed by a group of wonderful elderly men in 1920 they were
the leaders of the struggle against Britain: in 19.51 thev run the
country. Pakistan is governed by a younger, dedicated group of
Moslem revolutionaries (perhaps a more adaptable group than
the Indian leaders). Burma is governed by very young men not
yet sure of themselves. China is Red China.
One typical group of oligarchs is to be found in Indonesia. Most
Indonesian leaders are around 10 years of age: the Dutch educated
few natives, and those who learned anything about government
<

—

—

ftirOlator
MICRONIC

—

:

—

Right

on

NBC

you

are— it's FIBBER

McGEE

and

MOLLY—

every Tuesday at 9:30 PM, E.S.T.— sponsored by Pet Milk.
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ver 3000 stores are featuring all-new Palm Beach Suits this week!

SQUEEZE
Watch Wrinkles Bounce Out!
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AS DEFINED IN THE DICTIONARY
SURE

(sh6T>r), adj., sur'er (shdor'er); sur'est.

trustworthy or dependable; certain not to
appoint expectation;
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ASIA'S RICE grows everywhere, but only Burma, Thailand ami Imlo-Chi'na
produce surpluses for export. Total annual crop is aroum) 150 million tons.
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under the Japanese invasion. Consequently a handful
of brilliant and devoted young men rule 80 million people. So conspieuous are youngsters in their 20s thai many government hureaus
give the impression of a student-government meeting in a large
American university. The youthful enthusiasm is admirable
but one shudders to think of these kids governing the sixth largest
nation on earth.
These Indonesians know their own problem. One of them, who
knows America well, summed it up to me: "If Washington were
destroyed, wiping out your entire government, vou could go to a
city like Des Moines or Denver and lind a group of men quite capable of carrying on
someone to handle taxes, another foreign
affairs, another national health. Here, if our capital of Jakarta
were destroyed, Indonesia could have no government."
Asia, in short, remains today what it has been for centuries, a
learned

il

—

vast oligarchy.

A

— their particular precon— effectively rule the conti-

relatively few leaders

ceptions, their ambitions, their fears

And yet everywhere are signs of slow change, deep stirrings
among vast masses of people and their ambitions and fears numnent.

—

ber the davs of the oligarchs.
Hair Stylrd by Bcrgdorf Ciuxlman Brallly Salon
Ftwtogfapll

CITIES ARE THE KEYS TO ASIA. Although most Asians
more than 80'i live in villages, and although ultimately Asia
will become a great agrarian economic unit, todav the cities control

THE

—

try

llorei

—

everything: education, political thought and economic power.
Vast as it is, the countryside except where Communist bands
rove and terrorize
has not yet found its voice. It is each country's
great cities
Tokyo, Shanghai, Manila, Bombay thai set the
pitch and purpose of national life, while a few great ports like Singapore and Hong Kong supply enormous inland areas.
Most spectacular are the newer cities of Asia. Before the war
Jakarta had a population of 800,000. Today, swollen by tides of
refugees Seeing the bandits who ravage the countryside. Jakarta
has almost three million. Tempers are short in this teeming capital. I stood not 40 feet from a cyclist who failed to obey a traffic
cop. The policeman raised a machine gun, blasted the cyclist and
then hauled the body to the side of the road while traffic resumed.
Jakarta is a city that might explode against the white man
or
against any foreigner
at any moment.
Even more dangerous is Calcutta recently a citv of only two
million that today has more than six million people crowding its
wildly colorful streets. They came following the 1943 famine, then
in another wave after the religious riots. Huge bearded Sikhs roam
Calcutta, marked for death if Moslems ever catch them alone. The
few Moslems move in perpetual fear, for they are virtual hostages
if new religious riots start as a result of trouble in Kashmir. The
city's millions of Hindus are nearer than ever to mass starvation
since much of Calcutta's rich hinterland was taken from India and
given to Pakistan. And Calcutta is the home of the fanatic followers of Subhas Chandra Bose, the nationalist leader who collaborated with the Japanese and died in a plane crash in 1945; today
his followers persist in believing he survived and is hiding in Moscow, ready for the right moment to return to lead a new revolution.
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"I'm Enthusiastic
says
If Ann

Sheridan
r
ASIA'S RELK.IO.NS

are distributed in the general groupings of leading

faiths shown on tins map. It indicates only general distribution l>v areas, not
density of religious populations. In addition to those shown, other well-known

groups include China's Confucianism. Japan's Shintoism and the
Russian Christians of eastern Siberia. Confucianism, historirallv a state system built on teae lungs of Chinese elassics, declined with the fall of the dvnastv
in 1912. F.ven its elementary social and ethical ideas have lately been less observed. Shintoism, Japan's state religion which holds the emjieror descended
from tin- sun goddess, suffered a serious set hark with Japans defeat in l'M-i.
faiths or
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look lovelier while
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Nature intended you to A quick, natural
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look better while reducing— and have a

over America now have
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Clinical tests conducted by eminent
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15 pounds.
lovelier figures
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whence,

at

anv moment,
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could

India.

The truly astonishing city of Asia is Karachi. A dustv. second300,000 before Pakistan's creation, it precipitately
became the capital of the new state and a metropolis of 1 .3 million,
daily swollen by new refugees from India. On its flat plains Karachi
encompasses a great number of complete little cities clusters of
mud refugee shacks, lent cities, lean-to cities, cave cities. Through
the streets great lumbering camels haul the fabulous riches of this
new nation down to the harbor. In the fragile temporary huts that
rate seaport of

—

often serve as government offices, young leaders and civil servants
work long, dedicated hours with the new and tortuous problems of
freedom. In old mosques devout, even fanatical Moslems prav five

times each dav, offering thanks that they have been able to create
the world's foremost religious nation. This is a city that has enough
much work and enormous sense of purpose.
In all these cities a peculiarly Asiatic phenomenon is the unemployed intellectual. He is a key factor in Asiatic politics, contributing to both the importance and the explosiveness of the crowded
cities. What little education Asia has enjoyed has been classical
(for many a major job in British India one had to memorize Latin
classics). The result has beeti a plethora of philosophers and (shortage of bricklayers.
Since Asians are naturally gifted in disputation, everyone who
could became a lawyer. This was usually a prelude to unemployment and in turn led the young classical scholars right into the middle of some kind of revolution. Gandhi. Jinnah, Soekarno, Bose,
food,

Chou

Kn-lai

and

Madame Chiang

Kai-shek represent Asian

intel-

who gained power. It is a dead cinch that today such peolacking an English or Dutch imperialism to connive against
plotting against their own governments. A typical recent
example is the case of Malaya, which was quite tardy in establishing a university. Once established, it stressed a classical education
and within two years it became a hotbed of Communism. I haplectuals
pl<

—

— are

•

y<"

—

until.:

pened to stumble upon a meeting of the student leaders on the evening of their arrest. Brilliant young men, with no prospect of earning money as philosophers, they had become speculative Commuwhile what their nation desperately needed were sewage
nists
experts and motor mechanics.

• "Once

you've (ried Ayds, I think
you'll understand why I'm so enthusiastic about them", says Ann Sheridan. "They help you to look and
feel better while you're losing weight.
Ayds let you reduce the way nature

—

In a sense all these turbulent cities of Asia present the same politparadox as do the oligarchs. For today the cities are much more

ical

intended you to."

The Iah 4>livst Women

in the

World take

.

1

10S

powerful than the countryside in much the same way as the oligarchs are more politically real and vital than the diffuse popular
movements. Yet, as surely as those popular movements must one
day prevail, so also is Asia's slumbering peasantry sure to awake
with the fury already evident in Red China.
r.ONTiNurp on
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IS A CRUCIAL FORCE. Perhaps more than in any
other part of the world, events in Asia are directed by religion.
There are exceptions to this, as to any, rule in this case there
are two. In China, Confucianism has always signified no formal
religion but rather an ethical system, unweighted with metaphysics or theology; and recent decades have witnessed even a decline in
allegiance to Confucianism's social and spiritual precepts. Korea,
the second exception, is unique in the world: it has never had a prevailing religion. A 1945 census revealed that in a population of 25
million more than 24 million reported themselves as adhering to no
religion; and since Christianity's 500,000 followers constituted the
biggest single sect, Korea becomes by default the only "Christian"

RELIGION

—

I've

found a

New World with

<

PERFECT

HEARING.']

nation of the Far East mainland.
These exceptions notwithstanding, the rule of religion in Asia
holds. Hinduism, the dominant religion of India, is probably the
oldest continuing organized religion in the world. It is at once a
moral system and a socio-economic system, instructing in such matters as how a wife must obey her husband, how a father must parcel
his land among his sons. Tried in other countries with little success,
Hinduism in India has withstood assaults by Buddhism, Islam and
Christianity. As a result it forms a barrier between India and the
rest of Asia. It has already proved a barrier within India, compelrightly or wrongly
that they
ling the Moslem minority to feel

—

—

could live only in a separate state.
Buddhism initially a reform movement within Hinduismswept India for a time but slowly receded, only to spread abroad to
become at one time or another the principal religion of China, Tibet,
Burma, Ceylon, Thailand, Indo-China and Japan. A warm and
generous religion, neither nationalistic nor imperialistic, it has little chance of becoming a major force in unifying Asia, for it is fragmented into many sects. Nonetheless it is politically vital today
because of its repeated, resolute hostility to Communism.
Of all Asia's religions today, the most striking and significant
is Islam. Not only are Pakistan and Indonesia Moslem peoples, but
so are almost all countries west of Pakistan, forming a solid belt
through the Middle East and across Africa to the Moroccan shores
of the Atlantic. Shocked by Israel's victory over the Arabs, all
these peoples have recently united into a World Moslem Conference (MOTAMAR). Their cry of "Back to Mohammed" pro-

—

—

—

claiming their will for spiritual strength and unity is sure to ring
through Asiatic politics ever more loudly for the next 50 years.
Inamullah Khan, the secretary of MOTAMAR, is a typical
Moslem leader. Young, fiery, brilliant, he fled his native Burma to
be able to live a wholly Moslem life. He helped found Pakistan
itself, then MOTAMAR. Dedicated to bringing all Moslems "back
to the Koran, back to our days of glory," he recently helped organconference in Karachi, attended by delegates
ize a
from 36 nations representing most of the world's 661 million followers of Mohammed.
The aggressiveness of the Moslem forces in Asia is sure to force
many crises in the future. Men like Inamullah Khan (who dream
of an Islamic "third force" between Communism and the West)
deplore violence. But already Moslem fanatics are claiming the
southern part of the Philippines. In Thailand they have begun agitating for a separatist state. In Indonesia the government, itself

NEVER DREAMED THAT IT WAS SO EASY
TO HEAR PERFECTLY!", says James Ryan of Hempstead,
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MOTAMAR

predominantly Moslem, has had to outlaw the fanatic extremists.
In Iran the ancient Persian practice of assassination again threatens
to

rock the whole Middle East.
In this tumultuous world, Christianity is in retreat. Here one
and yet wonderful contradiction. Even as

finds a heartbreaking

Christianity

is

being driven from Red China, yet

its

power

persists

as a major influence on the minds of the leaders of Asia. However
few of its leaders may subscribe to Christianity formally, in pri-

vate they acknowledge with astonishing frequency that they owe
much of their education, their attitude toward law and toward
the world at large to this same alien religion. It is thus an enor-

mously important legacy that Christian missionaries and Christian teachers have left behind.
To understand Asia's new attitude toward religion, there is no
more authoritative source than Miss Fatima Jinnah. She is the
beautiful, wraithlikc sister of the man whose indomitable will created Moslem Pakistan. She declares emphatically, "We are a democracy in which most of the people happen to be Moslem and
we are determined to remain Moslems. For generations you Christian countries sent missionaries to convert us. We want to be no
kind of a theocracy. Wc want to be left alone to have our kind of

EVE READY
BRAND

—

nation."
In spite of Miss Jinnah, thousands of Asia's most devout Moslems
are equally determined that their nations shall be complete, tightly regimented theocracies. The struggle between these opposing
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Never before

. . .

and Nowhere

else

MURDERED AMERICANS,

Dairyman John Hardie {top) and his wife,
and Australian Donald Capuana lie where Filipino Communists shot them.
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forces has already started, and their contentions
the whole Moslem world.

°

may soon

stir

ASIA IS READY FOR PROGRESS AND POWER. It is time
now to deduce from the plain facts of Asia's past and present some

9, °*y

9/are

its immediate future.
America s ability to understand
"China is a peasant country that can
Another is: "India is so torn by
can never achieve the unity to be strong in the

equally plain conclusions about

Common
Asia.

cliches can cripple

One such

cliche

is:

never attain industrial power."
religious strife

it

modern world.

C to Rc

All such cliches have a common denominator: they deprecate
the strength of Asia, its infinite capacity for growth. They also all
overlook with singular blindness one mightv fact: modern Japan.
It took Japan no more than 60 years to give the lie to all who
scorned Asians' ability to become both politically potent and in-

dustrially talented.
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It is but little more than a half century since this Japan, which
almost drove the U.S. from the Pacific, was being glibly tagged
with all the empty epithets still currently applied to the rest of
Asia. It was "retarded." It was "feudal." It was "rural." The truth
is that there is no solid reason why in another 60 years China and
India, perhaps Indonesia and Pakistan, cannot progress with the
same stunning speed.
To match this capacity for power, Asia today is in a mood for
power and progress by its own will. It is resolved to assert its will
freely; if necessary, it will do it violently. The shrill dominant note
in this mood is nationalism. Imperialism is absolutely finished. And
any white men who try to re-establish it will be murdered ruthlessly.
The white man himself is finished in Asia— in any role, however
disguised, of local sovereignty. Each Asiatic nation is going to govern itself, in its way and by its own whims. Quite possibly, therefore, American capital will soon be thrown out of Indonesia as
peremptorily as British capital is being thrown out of Iran. Wherever this happens, it remains possible that the white man, his money

—
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skepticism could have come with me to the city of Morioka in
northern Japan. There I experienced a shocking revelation. The
streets of Morioka arc narrow, and few arc paved. Its alleys are
thick with mud. The heatless houses are (limsy shacks, the crowded
shops without doors. The factories look so dirty and disordered
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beard closer and smoother !
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One day

Some beard shaved

old heavy beard before shaving

Same beard shaved

with a blade

with Shavemoster

are unretouched and were made at
of the Armbrust TechJ. T. Armbrust
middle picture you can see the results of a blade
shave which cuts the whiskers at the tops of the hair follicle mounds. In
the right-hand picture, you can see the result of Shavemaster's big. smooth
head which gently flattens the follicle mounds so that the whiskers project
out. The whiskers are thus shaved at the base of their "craters," below
the normal surface of the skin. That's why Shavemaster shaves cleaner,
and the face not only
closer and faster. There is no injury to the skin

The photomicrographs shown above
a magnification of 12 diameters by
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and technical skills, will be invited back on the Asians' terms. If
he tries to fight his way back, he will win at best a short and precarious victory.
These are the least pleasant and the most important farts that
the nations of the West must accept if they are to make any intelligent decisions about Asia's future or their own.

ASIA

LEADERLESS.

Perhaps the key paradox about Asia is
this: though eager for power and competent to attain it eventually,
the great continent still contains a huge power vacuum. Russia is
making a well-planned efTort to fill this vacuum but is almost certain to be thwarted by the same clamoring nationalism that defies
IS

any non-Asiatic country. And there is as yet no nation of Asia
that can ofTcr clear

DOES MORE THAN

LAZY
LAXATIVES

itself

the role of continental leader.
In history's long run the leadership of Asia will pretty surely be
supplied by one of the three great powers: India, Japan or China.
There is an outside chance of some form of Moslem League becomtitle to

PHILLIPS'

ing dominant, but it is more likely that such a league would effectively tip the balance in favor of one of these three.
This contest for power has a plain pattern. It entered a critical
phase in 1931 with Japan's assault on Manchuria. It now enters a
new, no less menacing phase with China's open excursions into
Korea and Tibet, her veiled intervention in French Indo-China
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and Malaya.
Underlying the inescapable competition among "the big three"
is the fact that each of these powers is a rice-deficiency area. India,
Japan and China cannot grow enough rice to feed their people. It

Magnesia

INDIA'S

LEADERSHIP

IS

LIMITED. The

stand

of Nehru

West has won him great popularity. It has tended lo
underscore dramatically the independence, the spiritual stamina
with which India is credited by many Asians. What a young nationalist in Malaya told me was typical of such feelings: "We look
to India for guidance. She speaks for the true Asian."
Nonetheless the truth is that the force of India's spiritual leadership is commonly exaggerated, particularly by those whose sentimental allegiance was long ago won by India's fight for freedom.
There are powerful factors working against India's permanent
leadership. The first is religion. India is Hindu, whereas Malaya
and Indonesia are predominantly Moslem; Burma and Ceylon are
Buddhist. As Islam becomes even more powerful, India's spiritual
leadership will be increasingly challenged.
In the second place, India is now
and will for years remain
susceptible to violent upheavals from within. A famine, failure to
solve the rloth problem, an unfavorable outcome of the Kashmir
question or the rise of agrarian revolutionists any of these, in
grievous enough form, could topple the government at any time.
Both politically and economically India is in perilous balance.
In the third place, India is extremely vulnerable militarily. I
found myself in a group of Asians who were discussing the threat of
Chinese invasion from the north. An Indian observed sadly, "The
sorry truth is that a Chinese or Russian army could march through
India like a hot knife cutting through butter." Replied a Burman,
"Wrong metaphor. Like a hot knife falling through butter."
and much to India's credit very few indians (except
Finally
perhaps Nehru) aspire to leadership of Asia. They know they have
too much work to do at home. Shri Dev Kanta Borooah, a brilliant
member of the Indian parliament, told me it would be immoral for
India to worry about external problems until she had operated
upon her own cancers: education, food supply, roads, elections,
health and the status of women. Said Borooah, "If every Indian
worked ceaselessly for 10 years we might start to solve some of these
problems.
don't ask for a glowing place in the world."

We

A

IS
QUESTION MARK. In a most important sense
Japan was not beaten in World War II. Her seductive motto, "Asia
for the Asiatics," has become now the keynote for the policies of
all Asiatic countries.

JAPAN
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the smaller nations, unable to protect themselves, that provide
the surplus which the large nations demand. Japan, by World War
II, was well on the way to resolving this whole struggle by her own
formula: make China absorb her manufacturing surpluses while
she commandeered the grain of Korea, Indo-China, Thailand,
Burma and eastern India.
smashed this Japanese-German attempt to gather the rice-surplus areas under one leadership. Today
we face a Chinese-Russian attempt to do precisely the same thing.
As this struggle continues, it will increasingly affect the war for
the world between Communism and the West. And the West must
understand in each of the three great Asiatic powers the elements
of strength and of weakness.
is
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BURMA'S

Til A KIN

INDONESIA'S SOEKARNO

NU

NEW OLIGARCHS OF

ASIA

Since Japan's defeat no one nation has dominated Asia, but inside this Far
Eastern power vacuum nearly every nation is dominated by one leader. Four
of the most important are shown above. As new oligarchs they have their 20th
Century revolutionary backgrounds and a sometimes starry-eyed political
idealism in common, but they respond to very different constituencies and
problems. Thakin Nu, a devout Buddhist who talks about becoming a monk,
has stayed on top in Burma though his land has been torn into ragged segments
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Traveling through Asia today, you hear curiously frank acknowledgment of this fact everywhere. A Malay nationalist told
me, "Yes, I worked for the Japs during the war. They did more to
awaken my country than all the years of English rule. They showed
us what Asians could accomplish." Before the wondering eyes of
Malayans, of Burmans, of Asians wherever the Japanese went,
whether huilding bridges or just issuing truculent communiques,
they taught the same lesson in audacious self-reliance.
Nowhere was the lesson better learned than in Indonesia. Sutan
Sjahrir, who at 36 became one of the foremost brains of the new
republic, summed it up to me this way: "The Japanese did what
the Dutch never did. They showed us how to govern ourselves. It's
true the government they set up was intended only to be a puppet,

but in operating the puppets we learned to govern. When the Japs
left, we retained the government they had given us. With very few
changes we still have it." And a brilliant Indonesian newspaperman recalled to me, "Unbelievable as it seems, the Japs were even
responsible for our new language. They outlawed Dutch and made
us standardize our own language and learn to write it in Roman letbut they taught us many things."
ters. They were extremely cruel
While all this leaves Japan with a huge potential for Asiatic leadership, Japan herself is today a mixture of strength and weakness
hard to measure precisely. The success of the U.S. occupation has
been a modern political miracle, attested by the order and discipline of the country even when stripped of U.S. troops by the Korean war. Japan's enormous productive skill has been fortified by
her assimilation of American methods. Given a new chance to lead
Asia constructively, Japan might well prove successful.
But Japan is far from secure economically. She cannot feed herself. Both agriculturally and industrially she is today sustained
only by the dollars America is pumping into the nation. The longrange danger is aggravated by Japan's bewildering fecundity which
each year produces more and more people beyond the economic

—

saturation point.

Another question mark must be faced: Japan's present acquiescent posture under military occupation is no automatic guarantee of any abiding affinity for the U.S. She has her own national
destiny to pursue. As her own interests cry more loudly for satisfaction in the future, they may be in direct conflict with ours. I
remember a cool and sensible remark of a brilliant Japanese sol-

now working as a clerk. I wondered what rank he would now
if Japan's army had not been disbanded, so I asked, "If Japan
had won, what would you be now?" He laughed and said, "I'd be a
full colonel in New York, asking you these same questions."
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command of strategic positions and in prestige among
the peoples of Asia, China is equipped to be the continent's fore-
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NEHRU

A POWER VACUUM
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civil

war. Soekarno, a

Moslem

trained bv

Japan, has bad lillle more success in maintaining order since Holland pave
up Indonesia in 1919. but lie is dynamic, a popular hero. Pakistan's Liaqu.it

Moslem, is running one of the soundest governmental shows
in all Asia. However he has not been able to resolve his nation's deep and dangerous differences with. Hindu India a nation run by Asia's most seasoned,
most respected and least predictable oligarch of all, Prime Minister Nehru.
Ali

Khan,

also
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most nation. Her present bonds with Russia ran damage her repute

—

—

military losses in Korea notwithstanding
in time; and yet
China's readiness to challenge non-Asiatic powers in Korea fits the

mood and

mind of most of Asia today.
China has one unique political weapon rarely appreciated
excites the

by-

Americans. In almost every nation, every city, every island from
eastward to Tahiti there is a Chinese enclave a minority
which forms a rcadv-madc
in some places, in others a majority
fifth column in case China runs wild. Precise figures on these alien
groups arc difficult to obtain. Counting both native-born and those
responsible
born in China, a
estimate for a few countries would be:
Thailand, 2.5 million: Malaya, 2.6 million; Philippines, 120,000;
Burma, 300,000; Indonesia, 1.9 million. Yet more significant than
their numbers is the dominant role played by the Chinese in Asia's
economic life. They control nine out of 10 rice mills in Thailand,
eight out of 10 in Indo-China and the Philippines. They serve as
bankers, wholesale merchants atid shippers. Dominating cities like
Hong Kong (97% Chinese) and Singapore (77/t), they constitute
the continent's most powerful entrepreneur class.
In a crisis no one can be sure which loyalty of these people will
prevail. As hardheaded, free-enterprising businessmen, they have
vast stakes in their communities and a natural antipathy to Communism. But other factors are at work in their minds. There is, for
one thing, the effective work of Communist agents among these
populations persistently assuring every Chinese businessman
that only his slightly richer neighbor or competitor would suffer
from Red rule. And finally there is that perverse kind of pride that
enables even rich Chinese capitalists in foreign countries to cheer
the sheer audacity of the homeland Communists. As a Bangkok
merchant told me tersely, "For 100 years everybody make fun of
China. Kick her around. Now China big and tough. People stop
making fun of us."
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THE TEST OF

U.S. POLICY. Only rarely does a naThe United States is lucky: it
Asia is following the main pattern of China's violent experience. This gives America the opportunity to
heed and apply the lessons of its fiasco in China.
The essentials of this Asia-wide pattern are fairly simple. The
Chinese revolution that, in the 1920s, finished the overthrow of
the old order, has since been copied in India, Indonesia, Burma,
Ceylon and Pakistan and is now being followed in French IndoChina, Malaya and Iran. China went^ie important step further
in setting the pattern when it evolved into an oligarchy under
Chiang Kai-shek. And this too has been repeated in almost all subIS

tion get a crucial second chance.

will.
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on
day

entirely?
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sequent revolutions.
It was in grappling with this stage of Asia's revolution that the
United States fumbled so badly. We really failed to face the simple
facts of life of Asia. This was true in two senses: we failed lo realize
that Chiang was an inevitable political fact at this point in Asia's
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continued

growth, indeed was our most important ally; and we also failed In
realize that his government must itself inevitably evolve to embrace the ideas of younger men of broader vision. Had we underStood that this evolution, with our help and counsel, would surely
follow in due time, we could have lived realistically in the pres-

.

we dallied. We did just enough to
We refused Chiang enough coherent
and effective support to enable him and China to progress while
ambiguously offering just enough to ensure that his Communist
enemies could smear him as a tool of American imperialism. ThU
was a classic diplomatic example of self-frustralion.
To appreciate the greatness of our loss one must visit Formosa.
This island today is the bright spot of Asia. The Nationalist government, shaken to its withers by the debacle on the mainland,
has matured astonishingly in the chastisement of defeat. It has
established an enlightened commonwealth. Nowhere in Asia is the
food problem more fairly handled. Nowhere are justice, human
safety and property
those universal measures of good government so respected and secured. The American cannot visit this
island without one lament filling his mind: litis might have been
China today.

ent. Instead, wc dreamed and
defeat ourselves on all counts.

—

—

—

Tomorrow it will be India, Pakistan. Indonesia; Burma, Thailand. Iran, the Philippines. Consider India for a moment. Some
of her leaders are great men, but most of them are old men, and
even were they not mortal, they will prove no more adaptable to
new demands and new ideas than China's rulers. This oligarchy
too will shudder before the attack of new leaders with radically
new ideas of land reform or industrialization. Anil once again the
U.S. may elect to pursue either of two ways to ensure defeat for
its own interests. One will be to brand indiscriminately all new
leaders as Communists (and so drive them into alliance with real
Reds). The second will be to play with the fanciful illusion that the
real Reds are merely "agrarian reformers" who, for all their loud
barking, are really only playfully nibbling at the rights of free men.
In all of Asia the first and perhaps the toughest fact that America must accept is that this world is not made in the American
image. This means accepting two specific things. One: it is a continent run by oligarchs and, whether or not the idea is congenial
to our predispositions, we must deal with them, with all their prejudices and limitations. Two: even when we have made that adjustment to reality, we must not think we have found some permanent
formula for political action, for this continent and its oligarchs are
going to keep on changing with sometimes bewildering speed. And
we will have to change with them.

THERE ARE A FEW RULES FOB OCR ROLE.

There can be
no pat formulas, no magic keys to success, for our dealings with
hundreds of millions of humans in upheaval. But we can set some
rules of temper and conduct for ourselves. At worst they can spare
us egregious error and the irrevocable loss of more friends. At best
they may help Asia to save itself and ourselves in the process.
I think the most important of these rules of behavior are these.
First: let us keep our normal wits about us. This is not a conti-

—
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nent of barbarian hordes or inscrutable evil. It would, in fact, be
a most healthy thing if the word "Asia" were never again, in American print, to be prefaced with adjectives like "inscrutable" or
"mysterious." They are only fuzzy wraps we throw around our
minds when wc feel an unpleasant chill of ignorance.
Second let us apply our keenest brains to the problems. Although
the embassies of Paris or London claim more glitter and promise,
more frequent front-page mention for aspiring diplomats. Asia cries
out for the attention and intelligence of our ablest minds, be they
diplomats, soldiers, merchants, technicians or propagandists. Our
political reporting from Asia should shine with precision. Our political conduct should be sparked by a flawless sense of timing.
Third: let us banish from our minds the commonest cliches about
Asia, for they are often the falsest. They also throw such a smokescreen over serious debate of major issues that both sides find themwhen the smoke of rhetoric clears a little firing furiously
selves
into positions long since abandoned by their opponents. A good example of a bad cliche is: "You ra/f flight the whole Chinese people."
Now while I do not believe that such a fight could reasonably be
that statement simply isn't true.
called good or necessary today
The United States most certainly could fight the whole Chinese
people and win. Since the time of the Mongols the job has been
done more than once. The latest to do it were the Japanese, whose
administration of occupied China went pretty much as planned
and, without World war II, might have survived indefinitely.
Fourth: let us also purge our thoughts of any lingering illusion
that, if things get tough, we can quietly abandon Asia. Last winter,
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when

the Korean war was going badly, a number of cowardly voices
(who had hoarsely cheered "police action" a few months earlier)
muttered that we had better run to live and fight another day. If

trouble is going to soften rather than stiffen our resolve, we simply
to stay out of trouble. Today that's the same thing as planning to stay out of the world.
Fifth: let us be prepared to be disappointed, patient and persistent. Korea is a bitter enough lesson in the fact that it takes time
to win. As a people we have to be prepared at times to get licked
and to loathe it. Loathing it enough means staying in the fight. We
cannot afford to be thrown off balance by mere irritation, letting
petulance parade as a policy. It does not matter whether some Indian leaders are railing wildly against us in public: if it is a good and
wise thing to send wheat to India (and it is), we should do it. It is
unfair that much of the 9Corn Asia is heaping upon us is the bitter
legacy of a European imperialism in which we played no part ourselves
but this is no time for a debate over 19th Century history.
We have to make the best of the facts of our time. If our missionaries are thrown out of China, we must transfer their hospitals and
in Asia. If we must
their schools and their churches elsewhere
close our banks in Hong Kong, we must reopen them in Saigon. If
the Communists have devastated Korea by their vicious aggression, we must not only beat them but start rebuilding Korea itself.
Sixth: let us not scorn our European allies in Asia. The costly
folly of their colonialism is but part of the truth. The other part is
that Great Britain, despite past errors and despite her own failure
in China, is widely and deeply respected in many parts of Asia today. By her wise and generous postwar handling of India's demand
lor freedom Britain saved millions of lives and made possible a
\\ estern stand in India on a new footing. As a learned Indian remarked to me, after England was kicked out the front door, she
reappeared at the kitchen offering to help do the dishes. Thanks to
his, to Britain's wide propagation of her laws, to her evident political experience, Asians today, while they revile Americans, genrally remember the English as very decent men.
Finally, let us not, even as we practice the wisdom of forbearance,
ba beguiled into appeasement. To grovel before Peking's Commusts, as British diplomats have found themselves doing, is as futile
it is humiliating. It banishes the last vestige of respect from those
seeks to placate. No Asiatic ally worth having can be bought
that way.
The future of the West, in this continent where the white man is
hated, is in terrible doubt. But throughout our history we have
futures, which in dark moments seemed worse than dubious.
Here the cost of failure is too staggering to allow us to proceed with
inything less than confidence.
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KIDS PLAY BALL IX SCHOOLYARD AT RECESS

Last Week of
School
IT IS

THE LONGEST OF THE YEAR
PIIOTOT.RAPIIRD FOR LIFK BY

THOMAS

D.

MeAVOY

any other week. The bright Monday morning at the Boyd
School, a rural elementary school in eastern Michigan, began promptly at
9 a.m. with the Lord's Prayer and a beginners' reading class. The smallest
of the 17 children clustered around Teacher Hazel Olsen's desk while the
older pupils studied at their seats. Lunchtime saw a spirited discussion
among Larry Phillips, his brother Merely and Harvey Radebach about
whether monkeys pull your hair or not. Tuesday afternoon the county
worker from the Rural Bible Mission came and filled the 30 minutes the
state allots him by telling "The Parable of the Sower of the Seeds."
But as the week progressed, a restless look on each child's face indicated that this week was diiTerent. Five-year-old Peggy Lound repeatedly
dropped her crayons, and 8-year-old Larry Phillips kept looking out the
opened door and gazing at the wild mustard newly blooming in the fields
beyond. By Wednesday every child had worked himself into paroxysms
of impatience, wondering if the week would ever end, and when 7-yearold Harvey Radebach was asked what he was going to do after school
ended, he burst out with, "Cut my throat. Then I'm goin' swimmin'."
It started like

GEOGRAPHY CLASS
Olscn, 37,

LARRY
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who

l<mk> for

Norway on

has taught al school six years.

I'llll.l.ll'S.

SVNDHY

I.Ol Nil.

(-lobe

She

with help of Traelier Hazel

also helps

husband run farm.

IIAKYE1 RAItEBACII

GO IIOME-

AT TEACHER'S FARM

Peggy Lound feeds Mrs.

Ol.-eif*

dog Skipjier a cracker

for ''speaking," Earlier the teacher had served pupil* ginger ale anil cookies.

On

tour of farm, children saw pigs, new calf and 1,800 chickens. Only casually was
6-year-old Steven Ekiiin, who tweaked Skipper
car and was nipped in return.
.-

**T.\P BELL** is rung by Mrs. Olsen. summoning charges from outdoors where
More morning classes,
they are playing ring-around-a-rosy. Three limes a day
after recess and at start oi afternoon period— children must sweep dirt off shoes,

—

wipe shoes on a piece of burlap ami wash hands before taking seals in classroom.
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\ITI\<; I OK PITCH. Tommy Feency bats during recess ball game. Pieces
bark from the woodpile an- used for bases. Mrs. 01-en usuall) join- in game
and ha- reputation a- clever hitter. \\ hile most hildren plav kt-i-ktll. MOM) prH»-r
1
"w ild horses' (running around schoolhouse) and "hot (M-pper" (rope-skipping).

W

ol

«

PASSINC W\STKIIVSKKT.
form-

TEACHER TRIES

tin- daily

'lloor

cleaner

Ijrrv
'

Phillip-

ilulv

per-

on Tuesday

afternoon just before classes are over for day. Duties
rotate among the children and include, in addition to

emptying the wastcliaskct, washing the blackboard
and cleaning the erasers. Whoever has the erasercleaning job gets to take erasers outside and rui-r a
big cloud of dust by patting them together briskly.

TRICKS, TREATS
Although Mrs. Olsen usually has no (rouble
keeping the children at the Boyd School quiet,
attentive and happy, the fidgeting and outside
distractions this

week challenged

all

of her in-

ventiveness. Early in the week the usual teach-

— showing a

new picthem to comment
or holding a spelldown. Deanna Dysinger,

er's tricks

were enough

ture to the class and asking

on

it,

whom

the school sent to the county spelling

finals last year,

won

easily.

But by Wednesday

emergency measures were needed. Fortunately Richard Ekins brought in a gopher he had
caught the day before; the children looked up
"gopher" in the encyclopedia and decided to
feed it corn and plant roots. Wednesday afternoon, as a special lure, Mrs. Olsen invited the
younger kids out to her farm (above).
After the final tests on Thursday morning,
which all the pupils passed for promotion to the
next higher grade, the tension was off. That
afternoon Mrs. Olsen held an exercise in brushing teeth which ended outside the schoolhouse
with everyone spitting and laughing, and then

came the

best

and surest sign of the year's end

— the cleaning out of desks. That only one
more day. As 10-year-old Merely Phillips said,
"Tomorrow's just the party — and that's fun."
left

LEADING GOSLINGS,
singer brings three

12 year-old Deanna Dynew arrivals from her farm across

the road over to the schoolhouse during lunchtirne.

The

sight of the birds caused great

commotion

at

the school and great laughter as well when Larry
Phillips yelled, "Hey, c'm'ere, little ducks!" But
two days later Larry finally closed a deal with Deanna whereby he Imught one of the little birds for 50fS.

CONTINUED ON NCXT PAGE
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THE EAST WT.KK

cont. nu «>

the parents serve a huge lunch, then sit back to listen to the
any trouble just to S-M-I-L-L" (sung to the tune of The
Hymn <>/'[/» RrpuUic). There were other recitations (left) then Mrs. Olsen
handed out the prizes and report cards. After everyone else had gone home, Mrs.
Olsen >taved behind alone for an hour to give the school a final sweeping (Mow).

ON LAST DAY

U.I- -inging. "It i«n"t
Battle

"THE LITTLE FISH"
fullv recited l>y Jerry

cream.

Two

here. For

126

all

("Hello, little fish,

Richmond.

14, in

swimming round-about

.

.

.") i> rare-

one of the hats that came with the

ice

other boys saluted Life Photographer McAvoy and Correspondent
sing-songing. "Friends and parents dear, wc arc glad to have you
our happiness and joy, we surely thank Mr. Wilson and Mr. McAvoy.

Don Wilson by

:

"1600" BRISTLES

Enlarged

3'/2 times, these pictures

show you the dramatic

difference in bristles under identical pressure. Under only

a gentle half-pound weight

(see

how

photos were taken

below) hundreds of

tiny bristle

ends

in

the "1600"

Angle

Toothbrush combine to sweep clean every exposed
face.

They separate

to get into crevices with

new

STANDARD

BRISTLES

sur-

ease.

Never Before a Toothbrush that Cleans So
Thoroughly, Yet Is So Kind to Teeth and Gums:
the
New

New Squibb "1600" Angle Toothbrush

Cleaning Principle. The cleaning power

of the standard

medium toothbrush lies in a relatively few and relatively
The "1600" Angle Toothbrush, in conputs together many hundreds of resilient, fine, flexible bristles

New

Feeling of Cleanliness. At

which

tard or

that a brush

•oarse individual bristles.

thoroughly. But the proof

ra-t.

tongue over your teeth and

is

so kind to
is

first

feel

you can hardly believe

your teeth and gums can clean so

right there in

how

your mouth... run your

polished clean they are.

vhich combine to sweep, rather than pick, food particles away.

Mew Safety
oft.

for Teeth and Gums. The "1600" bristles are not
They have exceptional strength, yet are so slender, bo flexible,

hat

you can brush vigorously with

iikI

less

danger of lacerating gums

of scoring tooth surfaces.

To Help You Reach Hard-to-Get-at Places, the Squibb "1600" Angle

Many
this

bristles were photographed in
under identical pressure. "1600" Angle

Different Types of brushes and

device,

in

identical positions

Toothbrush from which above enlargement was

made

is

shown

Toothbrush

is

bent

like

your dentist's mirror.

here.

Guarantee: Unless you

lew Ease

in

Reaching Hard-to-Get-at Places. Note how these
new ease, clean

arching, slender bristles slip into tiny crevices with

way acid-forming food particles that coarser

bristles

seldom reach.

that the

agree, after 7 days of regular brushing,

"1600" cleans more thoroughly, more gently than any

other toothbrush, E. R. Squibb

&

Sons has arranged with your

dealer to refund to you the purchase price.
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Best seasons

y \ I/

You walk out of the heat of summer when you
walk into an air-conditioned Pullman car. No
matter what the thermometer says outside, it's
cool and comfortable inside.

You wake up fresh as spring from a good
sleep on your soft Pullman bed. Almost
conveniences of

Of

courte,

INI, TW( »ULL"A* CONMMV
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-for

home

are close at hand.

you can fee what we're driving at.
Summer, winter, spring, or fall

—

night's
all

the

going Pullman...

talk about winter weather but you don't worry
about it. You know you're even safer in a warm,
cozy Pullman than you are in your own home.

You

^Sy*

arrive right in the heart of town on dependable railroad schedules. You feel so good your step

You
is

as crisp as the

Go Pull maru

fall air.

COMFORTABLE, DEPENDABLE, AND - ABOVE

ALL

SAFE ?

MOVIES

NOW!
BWGG3
SMOKES
3 WAYS

f.

BETTER*

Stays lighted longer. ..by

19%

W

2. Cleaner burning... by 16.4%

3-

Less tar

.

by 21.6%

. .

THE GANGSTER'S GIRL (SHELLEY WINTERS) LOOKS ON SADLY AS HE SLUMPS TO CURB AFTER SHE HAS SHOT HIM

So today

.

.

.

^/"^

GOOD OLD-FASHIONED CRIME
What should happen— including entertainment—does

in

f

John Garfield movie

Movic?s have been getting so bogged

down

in psychol-

it comes as a relief to see a simple,
old-fashioned tale of violence told in the simple old

ogy recently that
way. Such a one
All the

is

United Artists' production

Way, which shows John

GANGSTER'S MA wakes him on
robbery,

tells

him unfeelingly he

is

the morning of his big

nothing hut a lazy hum.

M5*

He Ran

Garfield following

punishment
who takes part in an
armed robbery, shoots a cop and is hunted down to
his death. Most of the time lie spends in the home of
Shelley Winters, a girl he has picked up in a swimming
pool, holding her and her family hostage while he tries
to work out a getaway. Suspense, terror and sentiment are mixed in accordance with the approved recipe, and everybody should be satisfied. Everybody
presumably would have l>een, when the picture was
made last year. But at the same time nasty stories
about John Garfield's alleged Communist connections began making the rounds, and theaters refused
to book the film. Now he has ringingly denied the stories in testimony before the House Un-American Activities Committee (some members said they didn't
believe him), and the movie is going into release.
It is about as subversive as a Roy Rogers western.
the familiar path from crime (p.
(above). He is a smalltime punk

l.'lO)

to

and Amjoh it I
*Yes,

our new

process

makes

Briggs better by actual test!
Better even than the swellsmoking Briggs that proved so
fine and friendly in your pipe before.

And remember

this:

when

tobacco burns steady, free and
when you enjoy all
the goodness of Briggs* fine tobacco, aged and mellowed in
oaken casks. Today try 3-ways-

clean, that's

—

better Briggs!
Alio available

In

Canada

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGC
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Old-fashioned Crime CONTINUED

GANGSTER'S WORKDAY begins
His confederate

at a Safe
SURE

shot, but he

makes

with an assault on payroll delivcryman.
getaway under a hail of police bullets.

his

FeeH

m

'IT

is

IS

MICE TO BE

OM THE CREST OF
THE WAVE, WHITEYI"
G AN GSTER'S M EAL is served in the strained atmosphere of his girl friend's
home. He

insists that her family eat a

turkey bought with his stolen monev.

AND
THAT'S BECAUSE OUR
FRIENDS KNOW THAT THE
QUALITY AND CHARACTER
OF BLACK & WHITE SCOTCH

'YES, BLACKIE,

NEVER CHANGE!"

BLACK & WHITE
BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY

86.8

THE FLEISCHMANN DISTILLING CORPORATION,

99

GANGSTER'S HOSTAGE is his girl friend's small brother, whose leg he ties

PROOF

N. Y.

•

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

to his

own before going to sleep so

that the boy can't sneak out

and call the cops.

COWTIMUIP ON

MCI

IH
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ATREXALL DRUG STORES EVERYWHERE
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For fhe
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in

CARA NOME

Specials

with any $1.00 purchase of
hypo-allergenic Cara Nome Beauty-Aids
FACE POWDER, 8 flattering shades
LIPSTICKS, 12 high-fashion hues
COLD OR CLEANSING CREAM, 3 oz
ROUSE, 12 glamorous tones
DUSTING POWDER, pure, smooth, cooling

'A

TAKE YOUR PRESCRIPTION TO
YOUR REXALL FAMILY DRUGGIST

XaOv

or cold for hourt

- Behind the prescription counter of
your Rexall Drug Store stands a trained,
experienced pharmacist to serve you and

stationery,

Daw Pmp
l\CA

G«o«ftsi, ifoinfsts, medicated ertom for
LlllC, of skin irritation, burna, chafing, 5*4 ox

relief

Aa

J\

your physician. He helps guard your health

Remember FATHER'S DAY, June 17th

2 Rexall Pro-Cap Adhesive Tape, £££23 20*

a
V^v

0

Rexall Stork Nurser,
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.,

No

KBX3II ASDUlll,
fir
111
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$1.1»
$1.10
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$1.50
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%pt 2z,

/alter- acting

k

atpirin

"p

-

3

mad*.
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*1.00

for

BRUSHLESS
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of 100 5-grain rablefl

SHAVE CREAM
Jumbo

Popular oversize model with ground and
polithmd lenses... a real buyt

PRICE!

'

-

COCOANUT
CASTILE SHAMPOO

/'
'

r li
I J!

STAC AFTER SHAVE LOTION.

Concentrate! with each bottle of

s_

Helen Cornell

to give satisfaction or your

USE

creamy-smoolh.

pt.,

Rtull Gypsy Cream, soothing, greaseless

non-greasy, daintily scented, 6 oz

Gypsy Sun Tan Lotion, protects skin, 3

pain-reliever, 25-tablet bottle

54<

25<

with Hair Conditioner, 4-oz. bottle

S9<

Complexion Brush, tor ideal skin care

98*

VA

oz

Dainty Cream Deodorant.

69*
1

'A oz. jar

Stag Deodorant Cream, for men.

.594

Rexall Foot Powder, relieves burning

use

in spray, gargle, syringe,

Acid,

powdered

FUNGI-REX

Com Solvent,

eases gastric distress
Irritating

|

jar,

men

water

Symphony Folded Holes, Gold Deckle
Cascade Linen Paper, white and assorted

oz.. ,65s!

painless corn remover,

SOOTHES YOUR EYES
/<5^/

E **

59*

18 '*

SO,^ ^XLT^omZZa

59*

colors

98»
59<

pack

Cascade Envelopes, to match above, pack

101
.

.10et

GET COMPLETE

styles,

59<

Klenzo Dental Plate Brush

55<

EVERYDAY NEEDS
Insect Repellent Liquid, with »448, 2 oz.

Elkay's Insecticide,

No

-

^

.-

7r.*259

Pmt

Includes Vitamin B12.

29<

the

DDT,

full

shM

59<

39<

pint

with water

household use, pint

98<

Clcaner and PoUsh. 6 oz

Hy-Da-Way

Folding Fountain Syringe

Maximum Hard Rubber Comb,

19<
.

...

$4.50

all-purpose,
r r

29i*

FIRST AID HELPS
R«xa.lMercurochrome,with applicator, 'Aoz.. 254
Rex-Salvlne, antiseptic burn salve, \Vi oz.,
Rexall Tincture iodine, with applicator,
Rexall Flrstaid

R'

1

53<

oz.,29<

Gauze Bandage, 2" x 10-yd., 27<

U " AbS0,b4nl CM

°<<'

334
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Rexall Qulk-Swabs, 100 cotton-tipped

applicators, ideal lor nursery
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THIS
PLASTIC
<

New.

SUGAR-FREE

47*

BIB

APRON

50<^

for only

YOUR ADDRESS.

and blue end flap from
fttxall

Sugar-free formula
helps prevent tooth

_STATE_

Sugar fret

Tooth Paste carton

mil quantities. Cosmetic items subiect to Federal Tax. Items
and
Canada. Rexall Drug Company, los Angeles 48. California.

5%

011 OitinleiUnt. dilute

AND GET

REXALL TOOTH PASTE

DRUGGISTS OF AMERICA

yyfj
79*

T.ngy. amber-colored allpurpose antiseptic. Kills
germs on contact when
used full strength.

Concentrate and Iron.

BUY
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43<
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79<
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50<
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2

DeLuxe Tooth Brush, assorted

.

55<

soothes

flexing bendege...
stays put even around finger

1 Irritation due to exposure, dust,
wind, sunlight or strong light. Try it!

Rexall Castor Oil, mild, gentle action, 3 oz.,

may vary

.

cinnamon-

gargle, pint

Rexall Denturex Adhesive Powder, 3 oz

for personal or

Monacal APC Tablets, aspirin comp., 25's

i

.

43 <

Foundation

Illinois

Rexall Denturex Denture Cleanser, 4 oz

stomach membranes.

QREXALL ELASTIC
QUIK-BANDS

REXALL EYELO

Daily dose provides 10
Vitamins plus Liver

Right reserved to

.

mouthwash and

flavored
Rexall

f Neutralizes excess stomach
acidity within one minute...

.

49*7 >5"7

.

6

or crystal, 4 oz., 33a!

Rexall Cascara Aromatic, fluid extract,

Ammoniated Tooth Powder, 3 oz

Licensed by University of

BISMA-REX

Provides effective 3-way treateverything you need to help
the discomfort, burning and
Aln et , s Foot .

itchl „ £ of

Paste, University of
formula, pleasant after -taste, 3! ioz..49e!

Rexall Klenzo Antiseptic, ruby-red,

33t"

Rexall Petrofol, high quality mineral oil, pt.,
Rexall

.

1* -oz.

WRITING SUPPLIES
Stag Stationery, white vellum, for

for

.

relieve

Dainty Mist Deodorant, Plastic SqueezeBottle,

MEDICINE CHEST NEEDS
Rliall Alto- Rex Rubbing Alcohol, full pint

Rexall Hygienic Powder, dissolves in
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Helen Cornell Soaplass Shampoo,
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Rexall Toothache Drops, large-size

Rtull Boric

$1.00
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49*
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Ammoniated Tooth

Rexall

Rexall

money back

$|57

Silque Beauty Lotion, for "all-over" use,

59*

404

DENTAL BUYS

39<*

lotion

relieves sunburn, insect bites, etc., 8 oz.,
Rex-Seltzer, effervescent alkalizer

404

OIL.
pleasantly scented, 3 oz,

Combat Acid-Indigestion

(Combination Package)

Helen Cornell Cream Shampoo, 4-oz. jar
Rexall Milk of Magnesia,

404

.

STAG HAIR

restore sheen after

ATHLETES FOOT?

TOILETRY TIPS

oz.

neutral shade

Shampoo lathers abundantly ... leaves
hair easy 10 mana W. Hair rinse helps

REXALL DRUG PRODUCTS ARE GUARANTEED

Vvtvi"

he-man fragrance, 3

zippy,

STAG AFTER-SHAVE POWDER.

OIL

shampoos and home
fj1 permanents. Tablespoonful makes
enough solution for thorough rinsing.

REXALL REMEDIES

50*

Tube
Helen Cornell HAIR RINSE

,

100K
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CAft
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iSof

,

Lord Baltimore Portfolio,

no txm cost ysys?
CARA NOME PERFUME

CI

36 shecri whit* /rnen
24 enve/opes

size, fc««pt liquids

Cape Cod Vacuum Bottle

With Sensitive Skin

Beautiful Linen

Design
Bib and Pocket

decay when used

•

after eating. Pleas-

• Durable

ant flavor.

•

Sanitary

Mail 50* coin only and the blue end-flap from
f

<

a Rexall Sugar Free Tooth Paste carton to:

BOX 774. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Offer fxpirea July 31, 195

I

J.

YOU CAN DEPEND ON ANY DRUG PRODUCT THATDEARS THE NAME REXALL
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Old-fashioned Crime CONTINUED

ANN

FLACK, Chief Stewardess, American

says:

Airlines,

BOY MEETS GIRL in apublic swimming pool
the robbery.

Both are 21" cases

shape

is

—

AMERICAN TOURISTER
:

-TAPER

where he has hidden out after
her a swimming lesson and she innocently asks him home.

but HI-TAPER'S balanced, body* conforming

New

so much easier to carry than bulky ordinary luggage.

exclusive shape holds more, with fewer folds, less wrinkles

HI

He gives

*

in

packing.

Evoo a knife con't scotch
Hie Permonil# cove >•-.
|l withstand. Innumerable
scratches with a knife

—

yel

shows

no

damage

lo color or pattern.

For vocation, trousseau, graduation
gift

—

new luggage

this

fashion

idea delights feminine hearts. Lovely

Permanite covering ignores scratches,

scuffs,

stains,

weather. Rubber

padded Perma-Edge absorbs

shocks.

Exclusive one-piece Thermold ply-

wood

construction,

corners,
light.

is

lifetime

reinforced

Compact

Locks.

at

strong, feather

New streamlined,

rich-looking

3 lovely shades:

Interiors

"red with

lustrous matching

rayon

Desert Tan, Surf Green and London

Gray.

11

beoutiful matching cases,

priced from $16.95, plus federal tax.

featured at better department stores
or. j luggage shops
Larger Sizes Equipped for Flagship Wheels

Ik
BOY SLUGS GIRL, suspecting she has betrayed him to the cops. Although in
Write for dealer's name ond free booklet, "Happy Traveling", lo American Tourister luggoge, Providence
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7,

Rhode

Island

love w ith him, she shoots

him down when he gets

into gunfight with her father.

ain relief

Bufferin
T»ADC-MA*K

Acts twice as fast as aspirin!
Doesn't upset the stomach!
Here's

how

Bufferin acts twice os fast as
Hutl'i

mm or

aspirin tablet

enters stomach here.

No

tablet or

powder can

give

you

relief

from pain

until the

Neither Bufferin nor
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THE JETS' FIRST ACE
LIKE FELLOW PILOTS, "OLD

PRO" JAMES JABARA CONSIDERS DOWNING RED MIGS "JUST BUSINESS"
by JOHN DILLE

who

nourishes the idea that
the U.S. Air Force pilots in Korea are
razzle-dazzle "jet jockeys," even younger
than the "wild blue yonder boys" of World
War II, should pay a visit to the air base of
the Fourth Fighter Interceptor Group. Its
boss, Colonel John C. Meyer, who is 32, has
tried to get as many of the "older, cagier men"
as he can. He has a sprinkling of young lieutenants, but for the most part, as Meyer puts
it, "We're old pros."
Just such an old pro is quiet, 27-year-old
Captain James Jabara from Wichita, Kan.,

ANYONE

still

|

who smokes
last

a dozen cigars a day and who
as the first jet

week was being acclaimed

pilot ace in history. Jabara

made

this

mark on

Indeed, with the Korean war nearly a year
old and with Sabre jets in the air war six
months (Life, Jan. 29), Jabara is the first
pilot in any kind of plane to shoot down five.
(It was only two weeks after Pearl Harbor
that

"Buzz" Wagner downed his

fifth

Jap

first U.S. ace of World
Part of the reason for the difficul-

Zero to become the

War

II.)

Korea is the weird kind of air warfare
which Meyer, Jabara and Co. have to fight.
Although the U.N.'s ground troops have
been able to operate without worrying about
attack from the air, the threat that the Reds
might send fighters and bombers south hangs
constantly over the front. So while the oldties in

er planes

— the

B-26s, the propeller-driven

— blast

May 20 by

Mustangs, the

built

enemy troop concentrations with burning

shooting down his fifth RussianMlC plane near the Yalu River and
then, for good measure, knocking off another.
This was a lot harder even than it sounds.

jet

F-80s and F-84s

napalm bombs, while bombers attack rebuilt bridges and reconnaissance planes take

—

and planes the men
in the fast (700 mph), new Sabre jets with
sweptback wings perform a curious mission. They cannot fly north of the Yalu River,
but they can take on any MIG that pokes its
shiny red nose south of the Yalu. So the Sabre
jets roam the area from a point about 200
miles north of Seoul, nicknamed "Mig Alley," their mission simply being to discourage the enemy if he thinks he can send his air
force into Korea without losing most of it.
That he has been entertaining such ideas

pictures, the elite pilots

—

lately is indicated by the aerial build-up
across the Yalu and by the many airfields
the Reds have built in North Korea. The
MIG pilots zip across the Yalu when they feel
like it, zip right back when the fighting gets
too hot. Despite this the 4th Fighter Interceptor Group has shot down 24 Red jets while
losing only one F-86. This serves as the best

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE
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VICTORY
Kemp

(left),

Rl DE is given new ace Jabara by his wing man, Lieut. Salvadore
and Captain James Roberts, who led Jabara's flight that day.

JETS' FIRST ACE continued
argument that the Reds would

ACH EVEMENT
I

find sending an air force into Korea
extremely expensive strategy.
Jabara s boss has got used to this situation. "Our job," he says,
"is to keep the MIGs from bothering our troops. Sure, its frustrating. But with all their advantages the enemy air people are
getting whipped. That must have some influence on Joe Stalin's
decision about whether he's going to go into an all-out war." Meyer
has to be a diplomat even with some of his old pros when they itch

goddam river" and get at the Red planes. But he
has so far prevented them from creating an "incident" by doing
that. He sends them on their routine missions of searching out the
MIGs and sees to it that the rest of the time they are learning how
to be the best, and also the most careful jet pilots in the world.
For the Russian-built MIGs are good. Except for firepower (their
cannons fire slower) they fly as well as the newest Sabres. So Jabara
and his fellow pilots have plugged painstakingly on maneuvers and
marksmanship until they are far superior to most of the Red pilots
they meet. Meyer's pilots rarely get "chewed out" by him except
when they start yapping to each other on the radio. The radio,
Meyer reiterates, must [be used for nothing but the necessary orders for formation flying and the quick, sharp warning that can
save a man who has not seen a MIG come up behind him. There
have been only a few occasions recently when Sabre jet pilots have
used the radio unnecessarily without catching hell from Meyer.
One was three weeks ago when the boys spotted a big flock of MIGs
and got ready to knock them out of the sky only to see every one of
them dart back across the Yalu. Over the radio came the angry,
frustrated cry of one pilot: "Yellow bastards!" Meyer agreed that
to cross "that

—
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comment was necessary.
There was no unnecessary language on the radio but a lot of talkMay 20 when Jabara headed north for the Yalu. He was in the
flight, and as he raced up the peninsula he could hear the
pilots of the first flight shouting orders and warnings to each other
while they tangled with a big group of MIGs. This was encouraging.
For weeks the MIGs had either failed to show up at all or had appeared only to scoot back to their sanctuary. As Jabara's flight came
in over the China Sea, he spotted about 30 red-nosed MlGs flying
above him. The MIGs flew along steadily, then apparently noticec
the newcomers and peeled off after them. The pilots in Jabara 's
flight got ready for the battle by dropping their wing tanks. Thew
cigar-shaped aluminum containers are fastened under the Sabre
this

ing

second
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JETS' FIRST ACE CONTINUCD
wings by shackles and contain enough auxiliary fuel to get the
plane up near the Yalu. When the fighting starts the pilot pulls a
lever to drop the tanks so they will not impede his speed and maneuverability. If no MIGs show up, he takes his wing tanks home
each one costs about $100. The MIG pilots have already caught on
to this fact, and they sometimes dart into sight just long enough
to make the pilot drop both tanks, whereupon the MIGs run away.
But these MIGs were really looking for a fight. And as Jabara
pulled his wing-tank lever, only one of the tanks fell free. Most
pilots turn for home when this happens because the drag on the one
tank makes the plane especially difficult to fly. Jabara, who already
had four MIGs to his credit and needed only one more to become
the first ace, refused to leave the fight. He climbed steeply, with
his wing man, Lieut. Salvadorc Kemp, alongside and made a pass
at the first three MIGs.
'Then," Jabara recalls, "I was attacked by three more MIGs.
They overshot me as I turned into them. Two broke away, but I
latched onto the tail of the third one. He tried everything in the
book diving and turning to get rid of me. But he couldn't. I
closed in to about 1,500 feet from him and gave him three good
bursts with my machine guns. I hit him on the fuselage and left
wing, and he did two violent snap rolls and started to spin down.
He spun from about 27,000 feet to 10,000. Kemp and I went into a
tight 360° turn around him, and in a few seconds the pilot bailed
out. A couple of seconds later his plane disintegrated in a ball of
crimson fire. I radioed to Kemp to cover me while I flipped my gun
switch to camera position and took some movies of it."
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"He flamed

out right

away"

next few minutes were chaos, with 28 Sabre jet pilots
THEkeep
track of some 50 MIGs whirring about them like

trying

enraged

to

hornets. Jabara climbed through this melee, back up to 20,000 feet,
where he spotted six more MIGs. But Jabara's wing man was not
with him. Kemp had tangled with some MIGs on the way up. Few
pilots would consider tackling a flight of MIGs without a wing man
to keep an eye out while he is shooting. But Jabara bore in on one
of his newfound MIGs anyway. "I started getting hits all over his
wings and tail section," Jabara says. "He flamed out right away
and started to smoke. I overshot him just as he started to spiral off
to the left, and I had to cut back on my power and open my speed
brakes to stay with him. I circled him outside his spiral and followed him down to about 6,500 feet to be sure he hit the ground.
"I was following this MIG clown when all of a sudden I heard a
noise that sounded like a popcorn machine right in my cockpit. I

looked back and saw two MlGs firing at me, and I could see black
puffs from their cannon exploding all around me. I broke down to
the left, closed my speed brakes and opened my power. For about
two minutes we went round and round, they shooting at me while
I tried my best to get away. I didn't dare break out because I would
have been too good a target. Just then I heard two of my buddies,
Morris Pitts and Gene Holley, talking on their radios. There's an
F-86 being shot at down there,' I heard Pitts say. I went on the
air and said 'Roger, I know it only too damned well.'
" 'Call me if you need help,' he said.

"
"I was getting low on fuel. So I said, T sure could use some.'
Jabara's friends came swooping down to help. One MIG, seeing
them coming, turned tail and ran, but the other hung on, hoping
for a kill. Radioing Jabara to hold steady, Holley opened up on the
MIG. The four planes flew around and around in tight circles, Holley firing on the MIG, Pitts protecting Holley from any other attack, the MIG pilot still firing on Jabara and Jabara flying straight
to avoid Holley 's fire but sweating blood while

Never neglect a
ffiorn stab
The tiniest injury can become infected.
Never take a chance. Always use
BAND-AID, the only adhesive bandage that gives you Johnson

& Johnson

quality.

Always look for the name
on the box

he waited for the

MIG

to be driven away.
After six bursts from Holley the

MIG started smoking and ran
home. There was not enough gas to follow him, so the flight
formed up to head south again. Jabara radioed Holley, "Thanks
for saving my neck." The whole battle had taken not more than
20 minutes.
In the evening dusk Jabara and his wing mates whooshed quietly
down, one by one, and taxied up to the groups of ground crewmen
waiting at the airfield. While the crewmen cheered, Captain Jabara
calmly shoved back the cockpit canopy, jerked off his helmet and
oxygen mask and as he does after every mission pushed a big
cigar into his mouth. Looking more like a younger Groucho Marx
than a jet pilot ace, Jabara climbed down and submitted genially
as his fellow pilots hoisted him onto their shoulders and jouiiced
him around the field.
Jabara's feat was more than enough excuse for a party that night.
Sitting around in one of the squad tents, sprawling on Army cots
for

—
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and perched on packing boxes that serve as tables and chairs, the
boys listened to "Jabby" describe the fast-moving jet dogfight.
Making like airplanes with his hands, Jabara gave them every detail. But he had not forgotten his narrow escape. He worried about
it and lectured his fellow pilots. "I made a bad mistake today.
Never do what I did. Never go after a MIG if you haven't got your
wing man there to cover you. When you've got your eye glued to
that sight, you're a sitting duck." His accomplishment may have
been part adventure, but it was mostly sober business to jabara.
A career pilot, he had enlisted in the Army Air Corps on the day
of his graduation from high school in Wichita, Kan. in 1942. He
had flown Mustangs in Europe during World War II and had accounted for 5) 2 planes (sharing credit for the sixth with another
man). He is only one of many jet pilots in Korea who have had
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is ceaselessly blown onto them by
the jet planes, the packing case furniture and the bad food, Jabara
was now stationed at a plush air base complete with an officers' club
and even a golf course. He has been awarded the Distinguished
Service Cross. He has been banqueted and back-patted in an intense
Air Force publicity campaign. They gave him a biography form to
fill out for the press. Jabara filled it in with a pencil. When he got to
the category, "Anything that might be of news interest," he wrote,
"None." And he received two heart-warming cables from home.
One was short; it simply said: "congratulations, we love you."
It came from his wife and two children, who are living with her
mother in McKinncy, Texas. The second cable was much longer.
It came from his father, a 56-year-old man of Syrian descent, who
runs a grocery in Wichita:

tents covered with the dirt that

;

TO SAY THAT I AM SURPRISED AT YOUR HEROISM W KOREA, WOULD
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OLD, WHEN YOU STARTED WORKING BESIDE ME IX THE GROCERY
STORE AFTER SCHOOL. I THOUGHT I WAS PROUD OF YOU THAT
NIGHT WHEN YOU RECEIVED YOUR DIPLOMA FROM NORTH HIGH.
THOUGHT MY PRIDE HAD REACHED ITS PEAK DURING WORLD
I

ENEMY PLANES OVER GERMANY.
BUT NO FATHER IN THE ENTIRE UNITED STATES COULD POSSIBLY
BE AS PROUD AS I AM TODAY. TEARS FILL MY EYES AS YOUR OLD
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COOD WISHES WHICH ARE REALLY MEANT FOR YOU. MY SON, THE
WHOLE WORLD IS ACCLAIMING YOUR BRAVERY. PLEASE LET YOUR
FATHER PAUSE FOR A MOMENT IN ALL THIS EXCITEMENT TO SAY
COOD WORK, JIMMY, MAY COD ALWAYS BE WITH YOU. DADDY.
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Old pro Jabara was dipping into his new job in the best military tradition when new orders tame through directing him to return to the States. But even the old pros cannot completely forget the excitement of the battle. When I flew over to Tokyo from
Korea the other day to see him at his swank new quarters, he was
dashing all over the air base, chomping on his cigar, while he made
plans for training his new pilots. Then, as we talked, I could see
that he was thinking back to the quiet runs up the Korean peninsula and the wild, whistling dogfights over
no pay-off," he mused, "here in Japan."
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Mc'DO"

SIlM

••<»

tO

H

At Itlttt Slorti twrywrloro, or writ,

FATHER JABARA,
my, father

said, writes

a grocer, beamingly displays news to customers. Jimcouple times a week" hut never about action.

Joieph Blatk

t,

Soni Co., Yorkf Pa.

home "a
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Borg -Warner has been

working hand

in hand with
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER

through the years

McCormicfc Self-Propelled Combine manufactured by International Harvester Company.

For

9 out of 10 farms tpeed food production

provides

a great

In every phase of industry, Borg-Warner
It is

Borg-Wamer

variety of essential operating parts.

especially proud of

its

long

association with International Harvester.

W equipped machines

world's largest producer of farm equipment,

/At?

serves.

with 8-

For this famous producer of

vesters—regularly specify Borg-Warner

precision-made parts. These include

plow

discs,

harrow

teeth, hydraulic

pumps, chain drives, universal

joints,

farm equipment has contributed impor-

transmissions, clutches, carburetors.

tantly in boosting the output of the agri-

Special types of steel are also supplied.

cultural

worker

in

America

to the

highest point the world has ever known.

Today, all the leading makers of farm
machines — producers of everything
from the smallest tractors to giant har-

All meet
it

B-Ws

better— make

B-W

it

engineering

facilities daily

more and

standard of "design
better." In this
skills

way

and large-scale

help to bring Americans

better things

from the

soil.

These units form BORG-WARNER, Executive Offices, 310 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago: borg * beck • borg-warnkr international •
borg warner service
PARTS • CALUMET STEEL • DETROIT GEAR
LONG
LONG MANUFACTURING
DETROIT VAPOR STOVE • FRANKLIN STEEL • INGERSOLL PRODUCTS " INGERSOLL STEEL
MANUFACTURING CO.. LTD.
NORGE-HEAT "
MARBON • MARVEI.-SCHEBLRR PRODUCTS
MORSE CHAIN, LTD. • NORGK
MECHANICS UNIVERSAL JOINT • MORSE CHAIN
I'ESCO PRODUCTS • ROCKFORD CLUTCH • SPRING DIVISION
WARNER AUTOMOTIVE PARTS • WARNER GEAR
WARNER GEAR CO., LTD.
•

and
For
...

really

Delicious!

dry Martini*,

90 proof.

.

.

try crystal dear, nuturall) vU-iu- (»illn-y"s. (iilbrv's has die ri»li( proof

ami the complete dryness so nrrrssary

for

proper mixing

.

.

.

90

rr.M.f.

Nav

The

People prefer
DuiillrH

and battled

in the

United State, Knghincl. (ianala,

\u-tr;ili;i.

(lie
South

*piril«.

\ ork, i\. Y.

wttrld agree*

-<;iun:rs

GILBEYS GIN

100 CT ' prum neutral

NrtkioaJ DutUlvm Product* Corp.,

perfect taste.

/>/«.«

international favorite

Africa, Kraiirc, Italv, Vrsrnrinu, Brazil

ami Chile.
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OOOKI.KSS PAINT, put to a test hv the hrave diners in this
demonstration, has no smell whatsoever, even while wet. Made

hv Kevstonc.

There are

it

comes

'20 liasie

in "loss, scmiploss.

colors

fmm

whirh

I

,

enamel and
rt

colors

flat

may

finishes,

he mixed.

A Great Year for Paint
NOW

IT

DOES XOT SMELL, CRACK OR TURN A DIRTY GRAY

could well lie that before the invention of odorless paint
nobody ever ate a filet of flounder (or much else) w hile the
painter daubed the dining-room walls. The couple above,
however, dow ned their flounder w ithout a qualm. Their wet
green w all docs not smell because, after years of research, a
method has been found to take the odor out of linseed oil,
which is responsible for paint's sickening fumes. This year
It

it works and looks better
developments, shown on the following pages,

paint not only smells better, but
too.

New

make

it

possible to paint almost anything in or out of

the house: a suitcase, a

window screen,

a refrigerator,

One dramatic new w hite exterior house paint even cleans itself and seems to get w hiter
and w hiter as the neighbors' houses gel grayer and grayer.
a pane of glass or a stove.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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PAINTS

CONT.NUEO

PAINT FOR PORCELAIN
heaulv
This beal-up old refrigerator (left) was transformed into a gleaming
comes in
by a coat of porcelain-finish enamel, made by Sapolin. The enamel
riuviii"
white, may be tinted any pastel color by adding pure oil paint and
The finish is tough, resists grease, boiling water, withstands repeated washing-.

it

•

hut

The

.>•!><'
<

'i

tor

whonMmr tmthtmm t

perfect strapless hra for

summer. Gives you that uplift
and youthful separation you
so much desire, style 6500
Satin. A cup 32-36. B cup
32-3H. In white, pink and black.
style 6501 - Broadcloth.
A cup 32-36. B cup 32-38.

\

In white only. 82.00.

GEORGIA
PAINT TO FROST GLASS
A new
looks)

paint by Sapolin adheres to glass, lets light (but not
coma through. Available in a neutral color, it may-

be tinted any shade. After it is brushed on, it can be daubed
with cheesecloth to attain a mottled, frosted-glass effect.
provides the perfect playground
(or the family... from sporkling mountain
lokes to scenic seashore beaches. Fishing

GEORGIA

In

beautiful State Parkf.

MISS

U. S.

TELEVISION

soyf

.

.

.

"Yes... wear FOOTLETS...
those smart "invisible" socks. They

pamper your toes as you
faicinating historand relax in
ical settings. Golf, swim, ride
care-free outdoors. There'i vacation fun

FRIENDLY RESORTS

in

your busy day.

free comfort ... the
feel" that's yours with . .

for everyone... in Georgia!

ee
e s

Hit

"barelegged
FOOTLETS."

.

FREE I Write for leafier—
"Two Feet of Comfort", Dept.

usi
I.

about

You'll love the girdle-

7c.

W. LANDENoERGER i CO.

Fa.
Castor Ave. and Kffntingtcw. Philadelphia 2«.

There'* let* t«

PAINT FOR LEATHER

do and tmm here
For vacation tips
write today to
f

and given a <'
This worn-out leather chair was patched with Scotch Tape
covers the patches, mal
of Worth's new pliable leather coating. The paint
finish resists h<
the leather look like new {right). Available in 22 colors, the

Clark Gaines, Sec'y
e< COMMIICI

GEORGIA DIPT.

ATLANTA, GEORGIA

r

T-~iT-JS

cold, alcohol

and mildew.

It is

sculT-pruof

and

will injure

no leather

eonim ox
146
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WITII THESE TYPICAL AMERICANS
THE PAYROLL SAVINGS PLAN!

«
jr

1

"The Defense* Bonds I bought through Payroll Savings in *41
helped me to buy my new home!" says G. F. Nelson?, manufacturing technologist at Shell Oil Company. Congratulating Mr. Nelson
Shell Vice President and former United States Air Force General
"Jimmy" Doolittle. who adds, "At Shell we believe in the Payroll
Savings Plan it's patriotic and practical, too!"
is

ik

—

Paaquale SanleUa, millwright at United States Steel Company's
Carrie Furnaces of the Homestead District Works, has a very personal reason for buying Savings Bonds. As he told C* F. Hood 9
United States Steel Company executive vice president, "My son
Tony he's just 19 is missing in Korea. Used to be I bought bonds
because it was my duty and it was a good way to save money. Now
I want to help lick the Reds and get Tony back. I buy one bond
every payday and when Uncle Sam needs more money. I'll buy more
bonds." He has bought bonds regularly through the Payroll Savings
Plan since 1943, has never cashed one.

—

—

"The United States Savings Bonds I'm buying now for America's
defense will add almost $100 a month to my company pension someday when I ret ire," SP Engineer Frank Bacher tells his old friend,
A. T% Mercirr 9 President of the Southern Pacific Railroad.
"They're an extra step toward independence in which the railroad
helped

me

through the Payroll Savings Plan."

Today

join with these Americans— business leaders and
employees— in their drive to make our country and our
citizens more secure. If you're an employee, go to your
company's pay office now and start huying U. S. Defense
Bonds through the Payroll Savings Plan— the safe, sure

way

to

save for America's defense and for personal

dreams-come-true.
If you're an employer,

and have not yet

installed the

by one
up with him — and
Payroll Savings Plan in every company!

easily handled Plan,

you

will soon he contacted

of industry's leading executives. Sign

help him put the
It's

a practical, hard-sense

nation's future,

make our

"It

lives

its

fortune,

way

to help preserve

and the very

our

institutions that

worth while!

Mrs. FAennnr Minhtcic, drill press operator of Burroughs Adding
Machine Company, introduces her Army veteran son Vernon, to her
boss, Burroughs President John S. Coleman. "In 1942 I began
buying War Bonds through the Payroll Savings Plan at Burroughs,"
says Mrs. Minkwic. 'Today those bonds are helping Vernon's G.I.
allowance to see him through college!"

Your Government does not pay fnr toil advertising. It it donated by this publication in cooperation
unit The Advertising Lounvtl and the Magazine Publisher* oj America.
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Pont take chances

MOTHPROOF
your woolens with

LARVEX
lh is modern, SURE
method lasts a

WHOLE YEAR !

PAINT TO TINT BY CUBK
A

revolutionary

process, called

Tint-A-Matic, whereby

different colors may be produced by adding
cubes of color to a can of neutral paint, has just won a 195J
Trail Blazer Award. The Rahr Color Clinic styles the colors.

any of 108

Penetrates each tiny
fibre and makes the
cloth itself MOTHPROOF

NO ODOR* NO WRAPPING
NO STORING AWAY
You

can be absolutely sure mochs will
never again damage your woolens. And

the method is so easy and convenient!
Just spray the garments with LARVEX and
you can be sure moths won't eat holes in
them whether you wear them or hang
them away in the closet.
This magic LARVEX spray penetrates
each tiny fibre and treats the cloth so that
moths are positively stopped from eating
holes in your woolens. And this positive
LARVEX protection lasts a WHOLE YEAR.
Washing removes LARVEX's protection

PAINT
A new
will

THAT

enamel by Sapolin can be applied

A panel

new
moved {right)* the ordinary paint had
the

RESISTS HEAT

to radiators or stoves,
coated with ordinary paint and another with
enamel were immersed in boiling oil (above, left). When they were re-

heat-resistant

not darken or blister.

blistered, the

new enamel was

unaffected.

—

DRY CLEANING DOES NOT.

Completely

odorless. Stainless. Non-inflammable. No
storing away.
Spray your rugs and sofas, too!

cumbersome wrapping or

Inexpensive! u
costs no more to mothproof a suit with LARVEX
than it does to get it dry
cleaned. Only 79C a pint.
$1.19 a quart.

LARVEX
Tfe lagesf Selling tfo&prookf

PAINT WITH A RUBBER BASK
Then* arc many advantages

to the rubber-l>ase paint* de-

veloped by Sherwin-Williams, Clidden, Pittsburgh Plate
They apply easily (preferably with a roller), dry

Glass Co.

quickly, can

lie

scrubbed repeatedly w ith soap and water.

BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY 86.8 PROOF

BROWNE-VINTNERS CO.,

Inc.,

New York

Soli Distributors

CO N TI NU ED ON r» GI H1
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Down through the years, a Westclox
has measured the golden hours of countless
happy marriages. How true it is that,
for a wedding present which expresses

ft*

your continued good wishes, few things
are more memorable than the gift of
time. Here, from Westclox wide array
of spring-driven and electric clocks, we
suggest seven which agreeably find a
place, and a purpose in any new home.
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For Supreme Goodness...
Look for the Name

QUALITY [Zj CH EKD

IceOtearti
BECAUSE

V

IT'S

0 CHEKD FOR

QUALITY

Purity of Ingredients

Amount

of Ingredients

»

;

Cleanliness of Manufacture

>

Excellence of Flavor

I

>

V

HERE'S

WHAT QUALITY CHEKD MEANS

TO YOU:

Supreme quality

— that's what

symbol means on packaged

Ice

this

Cream,

Milk and other Dairy products. It «waranlees that the contents have been dnuhlechecked for Richness, Purity, C/ean/mess

QUALITY

T

7

and

Flavor— both by the

of the

I

dairy or ice cream maker whose

appears with the symbol

.

.

.

name

and by a

famous independent food laboratory.
Look for the QUALITY CHCXO Symbol.
It assures you of the finest dairy products.

CHEKD DAIRY PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION
205 West Wackcr Drive, Chicago

Organization oj Independent Companies Devoted

to

6, Illinois

Producing Finer Ice Cream, Milk and Other Dairy Products Jot the Families of America

'AIM
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FreShly painted

AFTER

13

MONTHS

you love me

If

Let SetqetttvVs
V1TKKI8

like
love you
keep me good as new!
I

You'll find a Sergeant's Dog Care Product for nearly every need.
Newest is liquid SKIP-BATH. Quick, easy way to clean your
dog without bathing! Also kills odors, fleas, ticks! Other products for worms, Itching, ear troubles, insufficient vitamins. All
safe, fast-acting. All veterinarian-certified. Relied on for 76
years. FREE: famous, colorful Sergeant's Dog Book. At drug or

MONTHS

—or write Sergeant's, Dept. A-10, Richmond

pet store

20, Virginia.

doq care pto&ucH

SevqeatxVs

Don't Be FAT!
Take R.D.X. Tablets before meals ro
help you curb your appetite for un needed
foods. Between meals. R.D.X. Tablet! help
you stave off hunger that causes you to

\

overindulge in fattening snacks. Reducing
becomes more pleasant, a more enjoyable

They Can't
Push U»
Around

way

of eating.
your doctor has told you to take off
weight, ask him about The wonderful
new R.D.X. Tablets and Reducing Plan.
R.D.X. Tablets contain no harmful dra&i.
if

PAINT THAT CLEANS ITSELF
while r-xteriur lnnw|minl uilh a liianiiim
ran- ilM-ll liy rlialkini! Iia- livn i1i'M'Iii|ii'iI
i- iisi

iI

look* InsliK paintril inr years.

Top

lia-r llial
Iiv

i-

dm-

a

the panel after 13 months oiitiloors. showing normal
iirls

al

almut 12 months. Bottom

is

si-;ns

Scales

Show

You. You do want

to lose

Let

nol rrark ami

t

of

ilirt.

The

IN THEIR

weight, don't you? Then
buy a package of R.D.X.
your drugstore today
and. follow the R.D.X.

fi.it

A surface on wbich
newly painleil panel. Outer

Dii Punl.

SECOND-HAND
CARRIAGES

at

Reducing Plan. You lose

weight or money-back.

Chalking

ihe panel, while again, after 18 months.

Crush

ice quickly...

medium

fine,

Don't Be

or coarse
no mess

A

Cry Baby

Adjusts instantly to

crush ice fine,
medium

or coarse.

and
rustproof parts.

Stainless steel,

Durable

ice

Just

cup of
'

virtually non-break-

Ask Your Mommie
To Buy A

£BooJle-£Duggy

'

able, transparent
polystyrene. Available in a variety of

Dazey Kitchen-

Dai* >

MO"
AWJ

(Oil

No. 160

chrome)

Daiey Model 160

PAINT THAT PREVENTS RUST
Devoe & Fia\ nobis i- wnmlerful for preventing rust
garden furniture, window sereens anil other exposeil metal objects. Marie
;>••• ially
to resist hail weather, one coal lasts for at least three vears. It- ailring qualities recommend it for use on copper and grivanued iron to which
b ad and other primers do not sti. k a- well. It ma\ be tinted various colors.

new

il

?ine rlns| primer by

tested Colors. At
department, home
furnishings and
hardware stores.

Be sure

baked while enamel

with red, yellow,
block

cwp

or

green

Ice

$8.95

AT LEADING STORES

DAZEY

WELSH COMPANY
namt
tauivaUnt to

"on
tfit

D(ilch*cn c^et'fi)

maiH "ShrBmj " on

ftf/wj

largest Manufocturtr of Folding Baby Carriagtt

1535

S.

Eighth

SI.

St.

Louis 4,

Mo.
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FATHER WAS PASTOR IN NEWCASTLE, N.B.

ODD SHIPMENT

defeasing outfit,

(but

was parts

tint

puzzles guard at house owned
occupied) by "Beaver." "I thought it was a

'

Beaver explained it
which was recently sold.

-aid guard.

for bis airplane,

ff

TOP BRITISH NEWSMAN

COMES BACK TO VISIT
OLD HOME IX CANADA
Forty-nnc years ago an ambitious young Canadian lawyer named Max Aitken, one of 1
children of a Presbyterian minister (above), left
Canada and went to England. Today, as Lord
Beaverbrook, he is known the world over as

a powerful newspaper publisher (the London
Daily Express and Evening Standard), a harddriving politician (Minister of Aircraft Production in Churchill's war cabinet) and one of
the wealthiest men in the British Empire. Hut

"The Beaver,"

as

he

is

known everywhere,

has

—

always had a soft spot in his heart and in bis
checkbook for his Canadian homeland, particularly the University of New Brunswick in
Fredericton. Beaverbrook has given the university a residence hall, a gymnasium and a host
of scholarships and makes a habit of returning
caehyearforalleastamonth. In 19-16 he became

—

the university's chancellor, an honorary post.
This year he was especially eager to come back
will

new

library

wing

house three other Beaverbrook

gifts:

to dedicate his latest gift, a

which

the papers of Canadian Prime Minister Richard Bennett and British Prime Minister Bonar

Law (both New Brunswick boys) and those of
Beavcrbrook's old friend, the late David Lloyd
George. He also visited his home town of Newcastle, chatted with old friends, stayed up until
all hours singing oldtime Canadian songs and
Presbyterian hymns. "It's grand lo get out to
the Province of New Brunswick," said The Beaver, with his usual gusto, "where everybody
speaks well of you. To hell with the English."

BE GIVES INTERVIEW

V

to
m.
Daily Cleaner, local paper in wbirb lie

IN

t

jvaahan

...

lias interest.

HE DANCES

with the wife of imivcrsitv's alumni

secretary at a graduation .lance given for seniors.

NEW LIBRARY WINC; HEAVER CONSI LIS WITH

l.\W

SCHOOL DEAN W. HENRY

II

W< It SON
I

CONTINUED

HE GETS SOME WORK DONE

U

I

I'll

\ n-'lt-rii

* strapless *

became a

slip that

in

FREE

nylon
in the

bathing suit!

l.K-f-

shoe* for him. H«*a vrr brook

lnn "- I.nnl M«*averhrook Hotel.

He has no

hoUh

forth In

-uit--.it

financial interesl in the hotel

boneless

* priceless
The
now

VALET, wlm

comfort...

classic in rayon crepe,

tricot, too.

You'll work in

it,

is

national news

play in

it... feel

Mojud "Year Rounder" as you do in a bare
No straps to bind, to fray, to break. No bones

as

to dig in.

Triple Stay-Up Control: cloud-soft elasticized bodice,
elasticized beading, adjustable ribbon. Perfect with regular

or strapless bras.

In precious nylon tricot or rayon crepe;

plain or garnished with laces; day and evening lengths; colors
galore. At fine stores everywhere. For nearest dealer, write

Mojud Hosiery

Co., Inc.,

385 Fifth Avenue,

New York

MO J U D
.

.

REMEMBER, THERE'S LOVELY HOSIERY
•U. S. PAT. RE. 33.259 AND OTHER PATS. PINO.

16,

about

N. Y.

S3

to

BY MOJUD,

$9

TOO

IN oi TI>OOl{
ue> work.

He

OFFICE. (>mvh

likes to talk

lir-iM.- St.

John River, Beaverbrook coafil
manner til Bernard liaruch

with visitors here in the

COfi Tirmi
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100 PROOF BOTTLED IN

BOND

.

ALSO AVAILABLE

IN

LESSER PROOF

•

OLD HICKORY DISTILLING CORP.

•

PHILA.. PA.

r/WWi
MOST WONDERFUL SINGER MACHINES OF IOO YEARS
YOURS FOR
Minimum budget

50
AND UP

"

terms

•

Liberal trade-in

allowance

You've nfver seen such smooth-stitching beauties, such handsome styles as today's new SINGER4 Sewing Machines. The finest
machines ever built by the company that's been the world's
favorite for 1(X) years! They start at only #89.50. See them,
choose yours today.

ONLY SEWING MACHINES THAT GIVE YOU
ALL THESE ADVANTAGES!
'

Always available service. No matter where you move— how
many years from now — you can always f»et parts and service from any
1.

of a thousand

SINGER Budget Portable
stitch.

Has

spotlight, foot control.

A

to carry, easy to store.

Comes

in

dustprool positive-locking case—easy

3. Stitching perfection on any

*"

tremendous sewing value!

SINGER SEWING CENTERS,

coast to coast.

2. Lifetime dependability. S1NGKR Machines are built
Many are handed down to second, even third generations.

stunlv, compact, smooth-running. Sews perfect lock-

is

4. Sew

at

any speed!

fabric from

Latest models go forward, backward; stitch

over pins to save basting. Quiet SINGKR* Motor works on

5.

Built-in

SINGERLIGHT*

6. Easy dials

8. Famous SINGER course
De Lux*

Model

Detlc

is

a

handsome double-duty

piece.

Use

it

for writing

— or open

ing or decorating

complete

to adjust tension

and

is

in

home dressmak-

given with new machine.

A

series of lessons tinder expert personal

instructors at your

A-C

or D-C.

to illuminate work, eliminate glare.
stitch length.

7. World's most beautiful cabinets,

the top, and there's your SINGER Sewing Machine. Draw crs hold supplies. Matching stool available. Choice of walnut, mahogany or hlond oak finish.

to stand up.

organdy to corduroy.

SINGER SEWING CENTER.

in styles to

9.

any home.

Basle set of attachments, including

hinder,
at

fit

hemmrrand

no extra

tonholer

cost.

others, including hut-

available at small cost.

Zfe^— tifc^WJU 7lMA£^C nSW^^vStW^^

CJlwde

FOR YOUR PROTECTION SINGER sells and services its Sewing
Machines, Vacuum Cleaners, and other products only through
SINGER SEWING CENTERS, identified by the Red "S" Trade Mark
and "SINGER SEWING CENTER" on the window, and never through
department

At right
sack,

N.

is

J.

stores, dealers, or other outlets.

SINGER SEWING CENTER at 2(>1 Main
More than a thousand others from coast

the

St.,

Hacken-

to coast. For

address nearest you, see classified phone directory under

SINGER

SEWING MACHINE COMPANY.
Shopper's paradise! Your SINGER SEWING

CENTER

has every notion you could

need— or

imagine. Thread, scissors, zippers, skirt-marker.

SINGER SEWING CENTERS

make belts of your own maAnd don't miss the new "SINGER Sew-

We'll cover buttons,
terial, too.

ing

Book" with 1000 how-to-do-it

All right*

i

'

i

-1

O SERVE Y(
YOU
THERE'S ONE ffEAK VOL TO

illustrations!

Trn.lr Mark nf THE SINGKR MA VUF A CT I'R IN G COMPANY
CojoTlBlit. U. S. A.. MM, l.y Till: MXOSfcl MAS't'FACTtHINC COMPANY.

"A

fur all routiuiva.

ms

lOOih

ANNIVERSARY

ruffler,

gatherer comes with machine

Many

shown above,

£2

CONTINUED

IkM-nm SINGER
gets more dirt-cuts

down work

Q>&MM'&

kaA

—

Dual Suction
Dual-Suction works cleaning magic
bringing you
for the first time
two

.

.

—

.

fans

.

.

.

for greater suction

— greater dirt-

getting action than you ever thought pos-

your SINGER SEWING CENTER
for a free demonstration — an J try this great
new SINGER* Vacuum Cleaner in your own
home!
sible! Call

HE TELLS A STORY
Thomas, w ho

said,

"Max

on himself, quoting a onetime Labor minister,
Aitken came from Newcastle, New Brunsw ick.

J. II.
.

.

.'

And

power

greater

isn't all!

Look:

Magic handle! A completely new vacuum cleaner
design that puts

No winding

controls at finger-tip reach.

all

of cord! Control button

way

as

More cleaning power when you need

it!

reels cord

in— gets

it

out of the

on handle

you

clean.

Two-speed

switch for heavy and light cleaning.

No more

STORY CONTINUES,

foot-pedal acrobaticsl Adjust handle to

any position by pulling
"Newcastle wasn't big enough for Max so he went
enough either so he went to Montreal. . ."

to Halifax. But Halifax wasn't big

trigger with finger.

Exclusive "floating" brush! Adjusts automatically
to most any rug thickness.

.

Easy
lite

A

So easy

I

against wall. Requires no Hoor space.

SPECIAL
is

Midway Handgrip.

to carry with

bumper cannot mar

to store! Cleaner hangs

Soft Viny-

furniture.

A

So easy

flat

ture.

to get under beds and furniHousing unit is only 5 inches high.

'

— No Extra Charge! The famous SINGER Course

freely given at

no extra charge to the purchaser of

#

this

in home Dressmaking or Decoration
new SINGER Vacuum Cleaner.

SINGER Vacuum Cleaners

are sold only
through SINGER SEWING CENTERS, identified by the Red "S" Trade
Mark and "SINGER SEWING CENTER" on the window and never
through department stores, dealers or other outlets. For address
of SINGER SEWING CENTER nearest you, see classified phone directory under SINGER SEWING MACHINE COMPANY.

SINGER SEWING CENTERS
tSTOH V ENDS
ibo

he went

to

with a Boorish. Said Thomas. "Montreal wasn't big

London. Kven London

isn't big

enough. So

he'll

THERE'S

mooch,

Copyright. V. S. A.,

go to Hell."
All

lHaH

rcarrvnl tar

mil

ONE NEAR YOU TO SERVE YOU

'.!/. 1450

and

counlrtcB.

by

THE SINGER MANUFACTURING COM PA NT.
of T1US SINGKK MANUFACTURING COMPANT

*A Trad* Mark
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Cot
'

It

hail'

Advanced Panoramic Sparft Sedon

designee/ by Richard Arbib for thm

VEEOOL "Dream Car"

Salon

FOUND
WHEREVER

FINE CARS

TRAVEL
AT MARSHALL FIELD

IN

CHICAGO LUCKY HELPS SALE OF HER BOOK

"LIFE'S" LUCKY GETS
A

BOOK OF HER OWN

Famous orphan becomes
AT WANAMAKER'S

TIDE

WATER

IN

a literary celebrity

PHILADELPHIA LUCKY AUTOGRAPHS HER BOOK

SEQUEL

w

&tfce*,

lOlMums

"Here's the perfect suit for real swim-

mers... the best I've ever worn.
really

It

will

do something for your form — in or

out of the water."

Cr eated by < lole designer. Margil Kcllegi.

Now

WITH A PERSONAL APPEARANCE. HAS ALSO BEEN ON FIVE TV SHOWS

On May

9,

1949 Life published Leonard

McCombe's now-famous

picture (right)
of an orphan puppy nestling against its
mother's body. Headers took the puppy
christened Lucky
to their hearts,

—

—

and Life Photographer Nina Lccn took
Lucky home. As the puppy grew into a
dog. Nina Leen photographed every step
from first bone to first birthday. The result is a new book, Lucky The Famous
Foundling (A. A. Wyn, S2), with 100 pictures of the country's favorite orphan.

FIRST VIEW OF LUCKY

WITH PAW PRINT. SALES ARE NOW AVERAGING

3.000

COPIES A WEEK

in NYl

o\ — S17.9.V

Here are two pictures of rain. One
tradition of 1 9th

of form and

joyment of

line,
its

is

Century painting.

romantic

It is all

in the

harmony

to be looked at for the pure en-

beauty.

The photograph

creates

a

mood, evoking memories and dreams of other
avenues, other springs, in the misting rain at dusk.

The smaller

picture

is

a scientific record of rain

taken at one-millionth of a second.

We

are almost

inside a single

No

matter

drop of rain as

how

shall never see

intently

what

plops on the ground.

it

we may look

this picture

at rain

shows us

.

.

.

we
our

eyes cannot follow the ultra high speed action.

The camera

as artist stirs our emotions with

remembered or imagined things and
camera as

ing aspects of nature

...to see

life

.

scenes.

The

our minds by reveal-

scientist stimulates

we can

..to see the world .

see in

.

.

no

other way.

to eyewitness great events

LIFE
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DIAM
H)NDS/
The

real

thing /

And

2

'"i.mik
lllli

!

Rife

a
in

5

In n's

egg.

l

\

MorM,'

n<t

lr U.l- Ill'T-'

diamond was found
)'M.

But

it

T said excitedly)
'(

this way.'

H
lit'

r..i;l

but

-r ||ir .)n||k»'f

muttered. *Big as

was. Brought $315,000 and thai was

let's

sec

"All the world

what your stones are worth!'

knows

the value of diamonds, and

3

"'They're the real McCoy all right,1 said the expert at the
DeBeers syndicate office, *bul only this one could evci sparkle
an engagement ring.' He held up the smallest of the lot *V»ur

4"

others arc industrial diamonds,' he explained, 'but finding

"reeled by a treasure that luckily turn*

in

one

little

I

— yet

find that most of the world knows what the lust in the
house means. It brings Canadian Club almost always."
Why this whisky's worldwide popularity? Canadian
Club is light as scotch, rich as rye. satisfying as bourbon

I

hat

is

no other whisky

in all

across a perfect
I

at

gem

is

a

learned. But at the

Kimhcilcy

I

was

up more often - Canadian Club!

beauty was certainly a stroke of luck.'

there

"Coming

rare occurrence.

Queen's Hotel

big /

the world

lli.ii

tastefl

quite like Canadian Club. You can >tav with it .ill rwnin^
in cocktails before dinner and tall ones after. That's
what made Canadian Club the largest-selling imported
whisky in the United States.

long

IN 87 LANDS . - . THE BEST IN THE HOUSE

6 Y£ARS OLD
90.4

Imported

in bottle

from Walkerville, Canada, by Hiram Walker & Sons

Inc.,

Peoria,

III.

PROOF

Blended Canadian Whisky.

P

"n»i

Km, r

'

•

WHAT EVERY SMOKER WANTS

Mildness
No unpleasant After-Taste
Over isoo prominent
tobacco growers
"When

I

Tobacco Growers' Test
cigarettes
is

the

say:

apply the Standard
to

find Chesterfield

I

one that smells Milder

and smokes

Milder.

A WELL-KNOWN INDUSTRIAL
RESEARCH ORGANIZATION
REPORTS: "Chesterfield is
the only cigarette

members

in

which

of our taste panel

found no unpleasant
after-taste.

el

i Cbesterf i

I

Sea DAN DAI LEY Starring in
CAN GET IT FOR YOU WHOLESALE'

A

LWAYS K$UY

20»fc

Century-fox Production

HESTERFIELD
Cnpr.^hr 1911.

liccm* MriuTowccoCo-

